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MISCELLANEOUS._

NOTICES.

DRESS FLANNELS. HAVEYOU GOT
Backache, Drawing-down Pain, Weary,
Feeling, Disinclination to labor, Scanty and High
Colored Urine? If you have any of these troubles
Are
you may be sure you have Kidney Disease.
a
you bilious? Have you jaundice? Do you have
sallow complexion? Are you troubled with constipation? If so, you have Liver Complaint and
should read the following testimonials:
'■ Hathorn, Cl Pearl St.,Bangor, has
Mjr
>
with Kidney Disease; she had been
*■
iier bed for some time. Had a cobA

Special Mark Down Sale.
We Offer This

Morning

YARDS

5,000

40 INCH CRESS

Tired

_,it

PJ>

and intense

BACKACHE

AT THE LOW PRICE OF

39 CENTS PER YARD.
better

These arc

usually retailed

that i
cents

quality

at 50
and customers should call
are

early.
differebi
sixteen
arc
There
shades, including Browns, Gray s
Blues, Greensand Garnets.
A full line of all wool Tricots at
50c., 75c. aud $1.00 per yard.

INSURANCE.

with all other symptoms of Kidney Disease. Her
husband was called home as she was dangerously
ill; lie bought Brown's Sarsaparilla; she was
cured by it, and Is now about her house in better
health than for years. The testimony of her
friends is that Brown's Sarsaparilla saved tier life.

W.D. LITTLE & CO.,

BACKACHE,

31 EXCHANGE STREET,
Enlablbhed In 1843*

Reliable Insurance against Fire or Lightning in firs |
class American and Foreign Co’s at Lowest Rates
Also Life and Accident Insurance.
Telephone 701.

that accompanies Kidney Disease. Her husband
took Brown’s Sarsaparilla to her, and by its use
she was cured, and can now run a sewing machine
and do work about her house better than for
years. Mr. Brackett says there must have been
one hundred people call to see her and all agree
that that famous Brown’s Sarsaparilla cured her
of Kidney Disease.
J. W. Tibbetts, M. D., Stetson, Me., prescribed
Brown’s Sarsaparilla for all forms of Kidney and
Liver Disease.

FIRE-4MRAME!

constitutes

a

“square.”

$1.60 per square, daily, first week; 76 cents per
week after; three insertions or less, $1.00, continuing every other dav after first week, 60 cents.
Half square, three Insertions or less, 75 cents;
one week, $1.00; 50 cents per week after.
Special Notices, one-third additional.
Under head of “Amusements” and “Auction
Sales,” $2.00 per square per week; three insertions or less, $1.60.

THE MAINE STATE PRESS,
Published every Thursday Morning, at $2.50
a year; if paid In advance, $2.00 a year.
Advertisements Inserted In the “Maine State
Press” (which has a large circulation in every
part of the State) for $1.00 per square for first insertion. and 60 cents per square for each subse
Insertion.

Address all communications to
PORTLAND PUBLISHING CO.

Charles Patterson, Engineer, Bangor,
was cured of Kidney Disease, caused by over exertion, lifting, etc.
E. J. Watson, Fern St., Bangor, was cured of
Kidney Disease by Brown’s Sarsaparilla.
Mrs. C. P. Brackett, of Hermon, had Kidney
Disease. Could not sit up but one or two hours at
Had a constant tired feeling and sick
a time.
headache, together with the usual

feb!7____<13t

Terms—Eight Dollars

quent

Mr.

RINES BROTHERS.

Exchange Street, Portland, Me.
To mail suba Year.
scribers. Seven Dollars a Year. U paid In advance.
Rates of Advertising—One inch of space
the length of column, or twelve lines nonpareil
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At

THE

WfATHER.

Washington, Feb.

Indications for Portland and vicinity—
Fair, colder weather, followed by stationary

temperature.
Indications for New England to-day are
tair, colder weather, followed by nearly stationary temper ature; winds generally westJ

—

■
__

LOCAL WEATHER REPORT.

Portland, Me., Feb. 16, 1886.
I 7 A M 111 A M| 3~? M | 7 T M j 11 T M
Barometer 29.960 29.971 29.986 30.111 30.204
33.4
31.4
26.1
21.3
Tbermo’r. 31.9
11.6
14.2
11.4
Dew Point ,21.0
11.3
40.8
‘54.6
43.0
64.3
Humidity. 62.3
W
W
W
W
Wind.IW
19
11
11
11
Velocity... ] 10
Weather.. lOlear Clear Fair
I Clear Clear
Mean daily bar...30.047 Maximum ther-. .41.6
Minimum ther_21.3
Mean daily ther. .28.2
Max.vel.wind—24 W
Mean daily d’wpt.14.6
Total preclp.00
Mean daily hum..55.8

(Feb. 16, 1886, 10.00 P. M.)
Observations taken at the same moment of time
at all

stations.__
In

«

E
fct

fH"

SARSAPARILLA

Sroper

guaranteed to do all claimed for it, and any
druggist will give you back your money if it does
not. Remember also we print only borne testimonials from reliable people.
Brown’s Sarsaparilla Is sold by all druggists for
$1.00; C bottles for $5.00. ARA WARREN, Projcl Oeodly-lstorAtlipcF
prietor, Bangor, Me.

26
24
24
—9
22
20
26

Mt. Wash’t’n 29.03
30.18
30.41

Portland, Me
Albany, N. Y
New York...
Norfolk, Va.

Philadelphia.

Washington..
Atlanta, Ga..
Charleston...
Jacksonville.

Savannah,Ga

30.41
30.41
30.42
30.44
30.37
30.36
30.29
30.34

New Orleans 30.35
Cincinnati, 0 30.51

Memphis.30.46

After a lire and a consequent
loss of property, Insurance, no
matter what the underwriter's
price was. looks cheap to the pertieson whose property has been
stroyed,and who was not provided
with proper indemnity.

ShQrpPflins!

Backache, Rheumatism,Crick, Sprain®, NeuralKidney
gia, Stitches, Sciatica, LameSide or Hip,
local
Affections, Sore Chestor pain in any part,
or deep-seated, quickly go when a Hop Plaster
Pitch,
from
Burgundy
is applied.
Prepared
Canada Balsam and the medicinal virtues of fresh
Hops. Acts instantly, cures quickly. Thegreetest strengthening piaster ever known. All ready
to apply. Sold by druggist and country stores,
^
25cts., 5for $1.00. Mailed for price. Propria*
tore, HOP PLASTER CO., Boston,

Maas._^

First class business is solicited
and can be placed in this agencj
at the lowest rates, consistent with
the hazard involved in the visit
assumed, while anything with a
tinge of moral hazard is noi
wanted, and is respectfully dc.
dined before presentation.

Hop Plaster |
STVEE

MEW

PI AMO

Pittsburg.... 30.46
Butlalo, N.Y. 30.44
Cleveland.... 30.47
Detroit.30.44
Oswego. 30.39

Alpena,Mich

Chicago, Ills.

Duluth, Mint,

Sv

»

g

S

30.34
30.86
30.08
30.10
80.33

Marquette...
Milwaukee.
Louis, Mo 30.43
St.Paul,Minu 30.08
Omaha, Neb. 30.20
Bismarck,Da 30.19
St. Vincent.. 3o.ll
Denver.130.43
Cheyenne.... 130.37
St.

—31
—20
—26
—20
—19
—15
—16
—11

xO'

NWj
x6[ NW|

33
24

IClottdy
[Clear

12
14

MAINE.

FORTES

A Sad Case of Suicide.
[Special to the Press.]
eD. 10.—A1ISS

WISCASSET,
daughter of Mr. T. D.

coring,

Ultra

Loring of North Boothbay, committed suicide by jumping from the
bridge leading to Hodgdon’s Island early
this morning. The body has been recovered.
Deceased was about thirty years of age.

JR.

ALLES,

02

B. A. Kinney,
Private, Signal Corps, U. S. A..

r

WTI

f

2
>

-20 NW Lt Clear
NW 24 Clear
W
15 Clear
N
87 Foggy
W. 11 Clear
NW 8 CleatN
16 Clear
HE Lt Clear
36
N
3.1
7 Fair
31 —10 N
8 Clear
9 Cleat37
0 NW
46
—9 N
7 Clear
62
—6 NE Lt CleatLt Cleat48 —12 E
8 Cloudy
50
.0 NE
17
—7 .Clear
39
—1 NE Lt Clear
20 —10 NW Lt Clear
14 —11 SW 11 Cloudy
12 —10 SW
6 Clear
15
—8 W
8 Clear
17 —11 SW 18 Lt.snw
8
6 Clear
—6 SW
x4 NW 10 Clear
23
6 LtSnw
7
xl2 SW
7 LtSnw
OS
17
10
x4 SW 11 Clear
12 Clear
37
x5 S
8 LtSnw
xl8 SE
13
x22: SW ! Lt Clear
34
28
x40' NW 11 Cloudy
16 xl9i NW 23 Cloudy

New London 30.36

Boston, Mass 30.28
Eastport, Me 30.00

Is

this agency.

*| | | sf

1

°|

£

j

Place of

Nothing can equal the sense oi
security felt by those who procure
insurance on property liale to loss or damage by fire. Do
not economize by taking the risk
of insuring yourself. The best
companies may be had through

Wind

Thermo’terj

Sad Accident to Children.

febl__siifUv
Annual Statemeni

Thirty-Eighth
—

OF TnE

—

Piano Fortes of the very best make, the Wallet
& Davis new style upright piano, Steinwav A Son
Parlor (irand; also organs of several styles and

PENH MUTUAL

LIFE INSURANCE
COMPANY,
PHILADELPHIA.

done at sliort notice. WM. i HASTINGS,
1141/2 Exchange St.. Portland. oct2oeodtap2Q

Net Assets, January 1,1885. §0.134,330.1Receipt* during the year:
For premiums. -$1,830,246 30
etc
627,042.52 2,3o7,288.8. ;
For

Interest,

$11,491,018.01 1
BISBIJBSEMENTS.
Claims by Death... $091,449.88
Endow-

_

54,895.00

Surrendered Poli-

JOHN B. COUCH DYING.

380.703.39

3,545.03

Paralysis While
Lecturing.
Philadelphia, Feb. 16.—John li. Gough
is now in a semi-conscious condition, unable
to speak because of paralysis of the tongue

ladders.$1,345,552.43

and Legal
Expenses.
Salaries, Medical
Fees, and Office
Taxes

54,o28.G8
__

Expenses.

97,481.85

etc....’.

147,700.19

Commissions to
Agents, Rents,

Agency and other
expenses.
Advertising. Print-

87,587.80
17,099.48

ing, Supplies.

Fire Insurance and
Office Furniture.

$l,7o3,:03.5

3.093.10

1

Net Assets, January 1,1880. $9,737,915.3'
ASSETS.
City Loans, Railroad a’-d Water
other Stocks. $5,118,ol7.2.
and
Bank,
Bonds,
2,698,731.1( !
Mortgage and Ground Kents.....
Secured
Notes
by PollPremium
592,262.9cies etc—.
524,603.71 i
Loans on Collaterals, etc...
Dome Office and Real Estate
0„A„rAA
830,059.2J
bought to secure Loans
Cash in Trust Companies and on
< 0,081-Oi
hand.

$9,737,915.3'

Net Ledger Assets as above.
Net Deferred and
Unreported
Premiums.
Interest due and accrued, etc—
Market Value of Stocks, Bonds,
etc., over cost.'

49,5-0.4
421,001.:.

Dross Assets, January 1,1880—$10,392,531.2
LIABILITIES.

l:s;w!rtci:“
Rec8ent:e..at!.*...P?.8,097,309.00
Life Kate
$09,710.07

on

Endowments and
Uureported Policies, etc.
Surplus, 4 per cent.

193,277.70
_

$10,392,631.2
Vs per cent. Fennsyl.Surplus
yania Standard.
at 4

$1,969,-83.3

(Estimated.)

SAMUEL C. HUEY, President,
EDWARiJ M. NEEDLES, Vice-President.
H S STEPHENS. Second Viee-Fresiden
HENRY C. BROWN, Secretary.
JESSE J. BARKER. Actual)

M. ATJSTXIXr

■

>

GENERAL agent,

No. 80

PORTLAND, MAINE,

Exchange

S

FIRE M. CO.
HOLYOKE MUTUAL MASS.

■

,

NALE.1t,

ANNUAL STATEMENT, JAN. 1, 188C
Risk,

j__-

823,000,039 3
[)

Cash Assets.■•••••
Reserve for Reiri8urance*159,194.20
2.000.Q0-81*>1,7.>*- 0
Liabilities....
other
>11
■

regards Policy Holders S600
96f« I;
lOO.OOO.u
Kr.uarsGtee Capital (Cash)..
il
Surplus$yerGuarantee Capital. ..$400,966,6
,Surplus

as

.SEMMABV OF ASSET-.
Real Estate..

;

[)
5

;;S1oo’,43S.2
*J,800.« 0
.’.'ViCvn o

Mortgages and Heeds of Trust
••-■••••*

United States B.inds.
l JJ,0-7..
state, County, City, and other Bonds.
Rail load Builds and Stock.
Sfioofi 9
Notes Receivable
avV”
;Suodrles. Interest Accrued, etc.
v’Sii'u ?
.Cash

on

".g

Hand.

Balance in Agents' Hands, net.

^

,

$602,709.8 a
AGENTS,THOMAS

(I.

RILEY, Bruuswicl :

—AND—

JOSEPH H. WEBSTER, Portland, Mf
dlawSwxn

febll

SELEBRAmSH/URBYE
BATCHELOR’S
OHM -V

USTAlil-LftilM) 1SU1.
Best in the worlfi.
Harmless! Reliable! Inhtantaneoue! No dis-

appointment, no ridic-

ulous tints: remedies
the ill effects of bad
dyne; leaves the hair
-oft and beautiful
J J lack or Brown. Explanatory c i r culars
sent postpaid in sealed

envelopes,

on

applica-

tion. mentioning this
paper. Sold by all druggists. Applied by expert s at BATCHELOR’S WU? Factory, 30
East 10th St.,N.Y city.

inay!6

eodnrmly

*

Joseph, aged
cannot live.

The Clenburn Centre

Affray.

Bangor, Feb. 16.—Frederick Lee,

a

young
man aged 18 years, was shot in a dance hall
at Glenburn Centre, nine miles from Bangor
last

dangerously wound-

He was not

night.

Fred Corte, a constable, did the shootHe was in Bangor this morning to confer with the police judge. He claims that he
He says that Lee
acted in self defense.
struck him, and was following him up to
In the
strike him again, when he fired.
ed.

ing.

affray which followed, the crowd beat Corte
badly. Wm. Lee, Frederick Lee’s brother,
received a bullet wound in the palm of his
hand, while trying to take the revolver away
from Corte. This shot was purely accidental.
a Castle Hall in Bridgton.
Bridgton, Feb. 16.—The Grand Lodge of
Maine, Knights of Pythias, dedicated a new

city

There was a large attendance. of
distinguished Knights from
various sections of the State including Grand
Chancellor Barker of Bangor, Past G. C.
Gibson of Portland, G. K. of R., and S.
Chute, D. D., W. H. McDonald of Portland,
P. C., Green of Portland, Rev. Mr. Little oi
Brunswick, and many others. The dedicatory
services were very impressive and performed
in the presence 6f a very large audience. The
new hall is one of the finest in the State and

can

afford.

Dedicating

and

elegantly

fitted castle hall for

Lodge this evening.

Gough’s seizure was very sudden. He
appeared in the best of health yesterday afternoon, and went last night to the Frankaud
ford Presbyterian church, at Main
Mr.

Church streets, Frankford, to deliver his lecBefore taking the
ture, “Peculiar People.”
platform he said to several friends that he
believed his talks on temperance had been

productive of good, hut that he hoped to do
It was not
a great deal more before he died.

minutes after this that he
He spoke with his usual flueney for about twenty minutes, when those
near him noticed his flow of words seemed
to be hindered, and he seemed to have lost
command of himself to a certain degree.
Still he proceeded and related an anecdote
about two Authors he had known, supplementing it by saying that every man was an
author, and made a daily written record on
the page of life that time could not efface.
“I”, said Mr. Gough, “have seven years in
the record of my own life when I was held
1 would
in the iron grasp of intemperance.
give the world to blot it out, but alas! I can-

more than forty
was stricken.

Stepping forward, with impressive gessaid:
lecturer
the
“Therefore,
ture,
record—.” He
make your
young men,
Some
sudfailed to finish the sentence.
den shock seemed to have paralyzed his
down.
tongue and broke him completely
He staggered as if to fall, when Mr.Murphy
hurried across and supported nnn to a soia.
Medical assistance was in the audience,
and an examination of the suffering man s
condition was made by several physicians.
The pastor of the church announced to the
wondering audience that Mr. Gough had
been stricken with a sudden illness, and
would be unable to continue his lecture.
Then he dismissed them, and the crowd
quietiy dispersed.
Mr. Gough was removed

to the house two
doors below of Ur. It. Bruce Burns, whose
guest lie was. His brother Henry was tele-1
graphed for to Worcester. He came at
Mr. Gough was resting
o’clock last night.
He was conscious and knew
very quietly.
But the supervening pathose about him.
he
ralysis bad so affected his tongue that
A clot
was unable, to articulate distinctly.
formed by a ruptured blood vessel rests on
the left side of bis brain, affecting the nerves
that cross his right side. Ur. Burns could
last night,
express no opinion as to the result
but this morning at 11 o’clock, he was of the
at
ensue
any moopinion that death might
ment.
__

REVENGEFUL INCENDIARISM.

very tastily fitted under the special supervision'of G. K. of R. and & Chute, a worthy
After the exercises
member of this lodge.
Drief and interesting addresses were made
the distinguished members of the order in

by

attendance.
An Unusual Occurrence.

Calais, Feb. 16—The St. Croix valley was
visited last night by a remarkably heavy
thunder storm heretofore unknown at this
time of the year.
Ice Houses Ruined by a Cale.
Boothbay, Feb. 16.—The large ice houses
building by the Maine Ice Company and
nearly completed were blown down in the
gale to-day and badly wrecked. Twenty-five
men were

at work at the time but all

injury.
AMsarirsan

His

Employer’s

House-Seyen Persons

Burned to

W.an

Burns

Death.

Plymouth, Wis., Feb. 16.—James Ehle,
with his wife, father and three children and
Amos Kinney perished by the burning of
Elite's residence, in the western part ot the
town of Greenbush, this county, at ail early
hour this morning. As the hired man alone
a vicious
escaped and lie is known tothehe fire
is the
character, it is thought that
result of revengeful incendiarism. The rehave
taken
been
the
of
family
mains of some
from the ruins._
A Sad Affair,

New Haven, Conn., Feb. 16.—Sadie Sanand probably
fare, aged 12 years, was shot
aged 1.1
fatally injured by John W. Bocks,afternoon.
years, at Short Beach yesterday
gut went
They were schoolmates and the
Bocks claims
over the hoy’s home to play.
alter
gainit was an accident, while the girl,
followed
ing consciousness, says that Bocks
her up stairs, saying “Now Xve got you,
aud fired, shuttering her left arm, the shot
entering her side. The doctor says »n* will
lose her left arm and th. chances ar. against
her recovery.

escaped

_

Plortrlf

Ml 3 m if Pk C.t II YI Y\ C:

Company.
[Special to the Press.]
New York, Feb. 16— Kierman’s financial
news agency today says the new 6 per cent,
twenty year debenture bond of the American Electric Manufacturing Company is attrating considerable attention from conserSome of the ablest finanvative investors.

city have studied the plans
upon which these bonds are based with great
care, and pronounce them financially sound.
The bonds bear interest at 6 per cent,
coupons payable semi-annually on the first
cial minds in this

days of June and December, principal payable in gold twenty years from Dec. 11, 1885,
the
in New York or London, Eng., at
holder’s option. This bond ought to sell at
120 as soon as its real merits become known
to the investment public.
MUNICIPAL

A Hire

Highland

ELECTIONS.

A Gang of Roughs Attempt to Capture Ballot Boxes In Philadelphia.
Philadelphia, Feb. 16.—The election foi
members of the city council and minor ward
Very little interest
officers was held today.
in the 8th
was taken in the result except
division of the fourth ward in consequence
of a split among the Democratic ward lead
ers.
When the polls closed at tins precinct a
revolvers anc
gang of roughs with drawn
knives demanded the surrender of the ballol
and esboxes, but police assistance arrived
corted the election officers safely to the station, where the votes were counted.
to midPittsburg, Feb. 16.—Returns up
Republinight indicate that the straight out the
councans will control both branches of

cil by the usual majorities.
Death of an Aged Colored Man.
Reading, Pa., Feb. 16.-Thomas M. Jackson (colored). who was found in his hut or
the hills of Union township, badly frozen
i Here v
died at the county hospital today,
10-

undoubted evidence that Jackson was
Over 70 years ago he was it
years of age.
the employ of Gen. Jackson, on the latter

plantation in Tennessee.

ing

the committee on

judiciary

to

expected.

who have been in service for 20 years.
The House resumed consideration of the
bill authorizing various departments of the
government to exhibit certain articles at the
New Orleans exposition.
Mr. Cannon of Illinois opposed the bill.
Mr. Cameron moved to lay the bill on the
table pending a yea and nay vote, the division standing 87 to 67 in favor of the motion.
The House then w ent into committee of
the whole on the Fitz John Porter bill.
Mr. Wheeler of Alabama supported the
bill, and Mr. Cutcheon of Michigan followed
in an able speech of some length in opposition to the bill. At the conclusion of his remarks the committee rose and the House
took a recess until 7 o’clock, the evening session to be for further consideration of the
Fitz John Porter bill.

Cardiner’s Postmaster.
The President appointed Charles A. White
postmaster of Gardiner today.
(Special Despatch to the Evening Record.)
Washington, Feb. 16.—Pillsbury and
Chase were again the subject of discussion
by the Senate finance committee this morning. The Democrats pleaded hard for Chase,
claiming that he is an innocent and abused
man.
They read a lot of letters from DemoChase waited on the
crats to that effect.
outside with J. F. Manning, whom lie lias secured as his counsel. The Republican Senathem
tors testified that Manning had
claiming to be a Republican, and protesting
that the rejection of Chase would be an outhe
rage. Witli one of the senators at least
was so grossly impertinent and insisted upon
arguing with him after tiie Senator declined
to waste time listening to him that the Sena-

be?n^

mauc

■

tee on commerce, reported a bill authorizing
the construction of a bridge across Slater

Island sound and establishing the same as a
post road.
Mr. Higgs of Illinois, from the committee
on post offices and post roads, reported back
the bill compelling all vessels of the United
States to carry mails to and from foreign
ports when offered to them by officers of the
United States.
Mr. James of New Tork, from the committee on coinage, reported adversely Mr.
Bland’s bill for the free coinage of silver,and
it was placed on the House calendar.
Mr. Bland obtained leave to file a minority
report, and stated that the House would be
asked to consider the bill at the earliest op-

portunity.
Mr. Taylor of Tennessee, from the same
committee, reported adversely on bills granting pensions to employes of the postal service

JS \ J*.-> 1 ~\ lx

•*--

vciv

that Manning’s reputation is such and his statements have been so
untrue that no attention should be paid to
him, but Senator Jones of Nevada, w ho was
not here when the nominations were first
day or
discussed, said that he would like a He
said
two to go over the matter again.
of
favor
in
vote
his
that he would not change
he
rejecting Chase and Pillsbury and unless
gives notice within 48 hours of his desire to
do so the nominations without further action
will be reported adversely.
Just as soon as the committee adjourned,
Senator Beck came out and told Cqa.se of
what had happened, and now Chase and his
counsel will do their best to get Jones on his
side.
The Silver Question.
The report upon the silver question submitted to the House
by Representative
James today in accordance with the vote of
the coinage committee yesterday upon RepThe
resentative Bland’s bill simply says.
committee in their report say that they have
a
and
the
same
considered
majorcarefully
such
ity is of the opinion that the passage ofintera bill would be injurious to tlie public
their
of
unqualiest and with an expression
fie i condemnation they report the same adversely and ask that it be placed upon the
calendar.
About Postmasters.
Washixgtox, Feb. 16.—The Senate, in executive session on Thursday, the 10th inst.,
confirmed a large number of nominations,
hut determined not to notify the President
or make them public until after thefollowing
executive session in order to give an opporThe confirmatunity for reconsideration.
tions made yesterday are still under the injunction of secrecy.
On the 10th inst., 19 Massachusetts postmasters were confirmed and five in Maine.
Among them were A. J. Rowe of Norway,
and W. S. Hager of Richmond.

LABOR INTERESTS.

Republicans stated

Business of the War

Department.

Among the bills introduced in the Senate
today was one by Senator Frye to consoliIt prodate the departments of the army.
vides that from and after July 1st next the
shall
be
business of the War Department
distributed by the Secretary of War among

departments, to be known as the deof
personnel, of material,
partment
The
and of
supplies and accounts.
of the
chiefs
personnel, of the supplies and accounts to be appointed from the
active list of the officers of the army, and
for the personnel department from a grade
The chief of
not below lieutenant-colonel.
the department of material may be appointed from civil life or from the active list of
officers, and if appointed from civil life shall
have the highest pay of a brigadier-general.
three

Ninth

flONGRESS—FIRST session.
SENATE.
Washington, Feb. 1G.

Among the memorials presented was one
Mr. Plumb, being concurrent resolutions
of the Legislature of Kansas praying that
Congress may provide for rights of way for
railroads through the Indian Territory. Also,
petition of bankers, merchants, lawyers, etc.,
of Savannah, Ga., presented by Mr. Brown,
praying for a repeal of the silver coinage act.
Mr. Morrill, from the committee on finance,
reported favorably the House bill providing
that the treasurer of the United States may,
with the consent of the treasury authorities,
designate the assistant treasurer to act in his
place and discharge the duties of the treas-

by

urer, and that in the necessary absence of
either the treasurer or assistant treasurer,
the treasurer may with like consent designate a clerk of the treasury department to
be acting assistant treasurer. The bill also
provides that the official bond of the principal of the office should be held to cover and
apply to the persons appointed to act for the
time being. Sir. Morrill said that the passage of the bill was urgently needed at this
time, as the assistant treasurer was sick and
the treasurer had been working so hard
that his hands had become disabled, and it
was with difficulty that he could sign papers.
The bill was finally recommitted and the
education bill taken up. Mr. Jackson addressed the Senate in its favor. He esteemed
it a great personal privilege, as well as a
his
high and patriotic duty, to give the bill
support, for he was impressed with a convicdantion that if we would provide against
ger we must take wiser precautions than any
natiou had ever yet taken by diffusing far
and wide among our people that intelligence
which alone will constitute the safeguard
and protection of our political institutions.
As to the constitutionality of the^neasure
now before the Senate. Mr. -Blair believed
that question to have been settled by such
overwhelming authority that any man presenting that point and discussing it was
only
simply whiling away his time. The
merit in making the point was that it kept a
senator’s consistency clear on the Record.
The average length of the school period in
the Southern States, Mr. Blair said, was onlv
about three months, but the maintamance of
schools for this period cost the southern people *16,000,000 annually. The. *7,000,000 proposed to be given the first year under the
present bill would only prolong these schools
to live months at the utmost, so that provision, instead of being liberal, was rather parsimonious. Mr. Blair read a number of leti-....11_
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and added that it was useless for anybody to
want
say that the people of the south did not
He had received a letter
this bill passed.
from teachers in Texas favoring the bill.
Mr. Coke said the teachers did not represent
The State was also
the people of Texas.
solidly Democratic and the last Democratic
convention denounced this bill.
the
the action of
Mr. Blair thought
teachers in their convention more expressive
of the feeling of the people on the school
question than the action of the Democratic
convention. The legislatures of Louisiana,
Mississippi, Alabama, and other Southern
legislatures, had pronounced unanimously
for this bill, and the people behind them demanded it. We must have our voters educated in order that the people of the republic
might become jfithoroughly homogeneous.
Every duty and every obligation, constitutional and moral, called upon us to help our
friends South temporarily in their work of

education.

Mr. Hawley said the state board of education of Connecticut believed the bill tube unwise.
He criticised Mr. Blair’s course in
having reprinted in the Record the speeches
formerly delivered by him on this subject

there should be some limitaand said
tion
of the “leave to print” privilege.
closed for the day.
the
debate
Here
On motion of Mr. Frye the Senate appointed Monday next, at 2 o’clock for consideration of the resolution reported by him from
the committee on foreign relations, expressing the sense of the Senate to be that no further “fishery commissions” should be appointed or provided for. In making the motion, Mr. Frye said that the fishing ventures
commence early in March, and the passage
of the resolution referred to would very
much encourage those^engaged in these ventures.
The credentials of the reelection of Senator A. P. Gorman were presented by Mr.
Wilson of Maryland, and were read and
filed.
A message from the President was laid before the Senate transmitting a statement
showing payments of the awards of the
commissioners appointed under the convention between the United States and France
under the treaties of 1803 and 1831, and the
treaty with Spain of 1810.
The Senate then, at 3.30 p. m., adjourned.

HOUSE.

judicMr. Hammond of Georgia,
iary committee, to which was referred the
resolution directing that committee to inquire under what law the Attorney General
had authority, in the name of the L nitefl
States and at tho expense of the United
States, at the instance and interest of private
corporations, to institute and carry on or defrom the

Change

No

in

the Situation at the

Bates Mill.

Manchester, N. H., Weavers Refuse
to Accept the Offered Prices.
Strikes

Other

to

Expected
Today.

RECEDINC waters.
at

Flood

The

Roxbury
Ended.

Away.

Many

of People
Employment.

Hundreds

him to announce an advance of 10 per cent,
At a meeting this evening
on Marcli 1st.
the employes voted unanimously not to re-

of

Out

and all the water that now remains is found
In the vacant
in the cellars of buildings.
lots and in some of the low lying streets
which have been accepted by the city and
consequently not been graded, in such streets
there are no sewers, and the waters lie stagThe water will either have to be
nant.
The cause of the
pumped out or evaporate. the
subsidence of the llood was
opening of a
bulkhead in the intercepting sewer, at the
junction of Ruggles and Hampshire streets,
which increased their capacity to such an extent as to drain all adjacent streets. The
opening of this bulkhead could not be accomplished before, because it was under a
The tracks of the
great pressure of water.
Providence railroad arc still covered, and
Back Bay is receiving the drain from the
submerged district, though to a much less
extent. The worst is now over, but the suffering and distress incident to damp dwellings, flooded cellars and accumulated filth
will continue for some time to come.
New York, Feb. 16.—The agents of the
Fall River line in this city received a despatch today from Boston, stating that travel
via the Fall River line to Boston and points
except

norm ut

Mansfield, which had been interrupted byfloods, was resumed today.
Taunton, Mass., Feb. 16.—The work of
repairing the damages by the flood is being
rapidly pushed in all directions, by day and

night

advance of tlie wages of weavers
ranging from 4 to 10 cents per cut; room girls,
a
hands
demand
aud
machine
lilling boys
raise of 10 cents per day, and twisters ask
for $1.35 per day, instead of $1.25. Straw
showed the committee telegrams giving the
wages paid by two corporations which are
the principal competitors of the Amoskeag,
the Lancaster of Clinton, Mass., and Renfrew of North Adams, Mass.,—one of which
is paying the same rate of wages paid by the
Amoskeag company prior to the last announced increase, and the other paying just
what the Amoskeag proposes to pay. Mr.
Straw also submitted tlie following letter to
the committee of the weavers:
We will open our gates to all who choose to return to work whenever we can feel reasonably
Those
sure of doing so without a disturbance.
persons known to us to have assaulted others or
interfered wiih others in their work Monday
morning will not he given employment by this
company. As weavers here are earning as much
or more than those in other corporations we can
learn of, we feel that we are doing you full justice
in the Increase offered, and we believe on further
reflection that you will agree with us.
H. F, Straw', Agent.
Verbally Mr. Straw told the committee
that the Amoskeag company was offering
its employes as iiigii rates as are paid in
New England and the company proposed to
pay as good wages as are paid anywhere.
“We will do as well by you as any one in
New England, and by and by if wages go up
we will follow suit,” were Mr. Straw’s last
words m ushering the committee out. un
the part of the committee the agent was informed that they would report the results of
their deliberations to the mass meeting.
The committee then proceeded to the Manchester rink, where after a discussion of two
hours it was unanimously voted to stay out.
Members of the Knights of Labor declare
that the order has nothing to do with the
trouble. Strikes are looked for among the
operatives of the other mills tomorrow.

Accept Under Protest.
New Bedford,
Mass., Feb. 17.—The
meeting of weavers tonight was very thinly
Resolutions
were passed acceptattended.
ing the 10 per cent, advance under protest.
Still in an Unsettled Condition.
Fall River, Mass., Feb. 17.—Labor matters are still in an unsettled condition. The
strike of the workmen in the blue dyehouse
at the American l’rint Works shows no
signs of a settlement as the men refuse to
accept the advance offered of G+ per cent., or
50 cents a week, and demand 124 per cent., or
51 per week more. The men claim the work
lias increased and wages decreased in recent
years, and that tiie present wages are not
sufficient to buy board and clothing.
^
A Settlement Probable.

Pittsburg, Pa., Feb. 17.—Operations in
the coke region have agreed to concede the
advance in wages demanded by the strikers,
taking effect March 15th, if the latter will
It is thought this
return to work at once.
proposition will be accepted.'

Norwich, Conn., Feb. -16.—The old dam
at Greenville was carried away this morning
This disaster removes the source of supply
for all the mills in that village, and deprives
many hundred people of employment for an
The Hubbard Paper Comindefinite time.
pany, Chelsea Paper Company and Norwich
and
Calendering
Company will
Bleaching
put in force pumps and secure water from
the river, and the mills are all being supplied
with steam power. The Sheetucket Company can run a portion of their mill by steam.

Heavy

Loss to the Government.

St. Louis, Mo., Feb. 16.—Of the G8 boats
comprising the government fleet which broke
away from their moorings at Carroll’s Island
Sunday night, only 16 have been saved,
among them the most valuable of the steamSix of the others are known to be
sunk. The rest, with the large steamer, the
Gen. Humphreys and a steam launch, are
lost, and probably either sunk or considerably injured by collision with each other. The
fleet cost the government about $250,000, and
the loss wiil very nearly reach $200,000.
ers.

1400 Will be Idle.

Chicago, 0., Feb. 1G.—The great McCormick reaper works have closed and 1400
employes began a siege of enforced idle-

McCormick declined to discharge his
non-union men aud closed his works.

ness

Can Stand It Three Months.
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strike is denied by the officers.
Serious State of Things at
Mass,

Beverly,

Boston, Feb. 17.—There is every prospect
of a bitter fight between the various shoe
manufacturers of Beverly and their operatives as both sides are firm. The manufacturers have combined for mutual protection
and are in a position to resist the demands
for increased wages and that now they can
better afford to shut down. Some 500 operatives are out this evening, and the various
shops are being closed as rapidly as their
work is in and completed. It is said that by
Wednesday night all the operatives, some
4,000 will be locked out.
AMERICAN AGRICULTURISTS.
Their Sixth Annual Meeting in
York City.

Energetic Proceedings Against the
Utah Polygamists.
Salt Lake City, Feb. 16.—Robert Morris,
who pleaded guilty heretofore to the charge
of plural marriage was sentenced at Salt
Lake city yesterday to six months’ imprisonment and $150 fine. Samuel F. Ballard and
James O. Paulson were convicted »f the
same charge and will be sentenced on March
1st. John W. Snell pleaded not
guilty.
Several of his wives, and members of his
polygamous families swore that they knew
Eliza Shaefer, who is
nothing of the case.
reason that she
has been in jail four months for contempt of
court in refusing to answer questions before
the grand jury as to her marital relations
with Snell, was put on the stand. She refused to answer whether she went through

prominent in Utah for the
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that she had been punished for contempt before, and could stand it again. She was
given until 2 o’clock to reconsider her determination. At the expiration of that time
she reluctantly admitted her marriage. Snell
A wife of George Q.
was found guilty.
Cannon, Martha Sully by name, was before
She
the grand jury yesterday afternoon.
refused to answer the question whether CanHer refusal was renon was her husband.
ported to the eourt, which instructed her
was
a
that this
proper question, which she
She still refused, whereshould answer.
upon, in view of her delicate health, she was
given until this afternoon to consider. Her
bonds were fixed at $2500 additional, or $5,000 in

all._
The Redman’s

Request.

New Orleans, Feb. 15.—A despatch to
the New Orleans Times-Democrat from Indian Territory says that the Cherokees, Choctaws, Chickasaws, Creeks and Seminoles are
protesting against the bill introduced in Congress by Mr. Peele of Arkansas, which provides that a United States court shall be es
tablislied at Fayetteville, Arkansas, where
cases from Indian Territory may be tried.
The Indians demand that the court shall be
established in the Territory, claiming that
the Federal government pledged itself to provide a court there in 1866, and lias promised
to do so every year since that period. They
assert that Indians accused of crime have
been dragged out of the Territory to Fort
Smith upon false charges while the promise
of a court remains a dead letter. United
States Senators who are known to be friendly
to Indian interests are urged to prevent the
passage of Peele’s bill, and also to locate by
a Congressional enactment a United States
court in Indian

Territory.

Coal Coes to the Bottom.
Bridgeport, Conn., Feb. 16.—Six coal
barges containing 1560 tons of coal consigned to Miller & Strickland of this city,
were lost off Norwalk last night during a

Tkky
fale.
‘urcer, with
in

in tow of the steamer
others which the tag
succeeded
saving. The cargo and sunken
insured.
barges were fully
were

three

FOREICN.

land

The Second
serves

Abandoned.

Class of Servian’s

Re-

to be Mobilized-

Several Men Killed and Many Wounded by the Collapse of a Building.
London, Feb. 16.—Mr. Gladstone is send-

ing
and

inquiry to Irishmen of all sorts
condition, probably including many of
letters of

Parnell’s followers.

Fali. River, Feb. 1G.—Tiie Portuguese
dyers now on a strike met last night and
voted to stay out until the demands are
granted. They say they can stand a strike
for three months. This action on part of the
Portuguese encourages the other strikers to
hold out. Tiie report that the Print Works
.1,1

MORMON CONVICTIONS.

Proposed Socialist Meetings in Eng-

An Advance at Lawrence.

Lawrence, Mass., Feb. 1G.—The management of tiie Everett Mills announce an
advance in the wages of operatives. The
amount of the advance is not given but it
will not he a general raise.
The purchasers of the Lawrence woolen
mills it is stated will build a new mill of
equal capacity.

New

New York, Feb. 16.—The sixth annual
national convention of the American Agricultural Association opened at the Grand Central Hotel to-day, and was presided over by
President Joseph H. Reall of this city. He
made the opening address, calling attention
to the fact that the present is the most important convention that the association has
ever held, inasmuch as many subjects of
more than usual interest to farmers were to
be discussed.
He mentioned incidentally
the bogus butter question, which is causing
so much loss to the country, and warned all
that a determined move must be made to
crush the manufacture of oleomargarine.
Resolutions were adopted endorsing the
bill introduced in Congress providing for additional signal stations and hatch houses;
also the bill providing $15,000 per annum for
each state to maintain agricultural experiment stations. A committee of five was appointed to go to Washington to urge the
passage of these bills.
Gov. Seymour’s Funeral.
Utica, N. Y., Feb. 16.—The funeral of exGov. Seymour took place from Old Trinity
Church at 2 p. m. today. After the services

in the church the remains were taken to
F’orest Hill Cemetery and placed in the
Chapel of Roses where Dowd Richards, the
sculptor, took a cast of the fnee preparatory
to making a marble bust of the ex-Governor.

score of workmen were engaged upit. Most of the men have been, however,
been recovered from the wreck, eighteen of
them witli broken legs or arms. These have
been sent to hospitals. It is known that several men were killed by the accident and remain buried in the debris.

to Disable the Creek Fleet.

England

London, Feb. 16,—The Daily News lias
the following: We understand that upon the
arrival of the two men-of-war sent to reinforce the Mediterranean fleet forward operations will be taken with a view of disabling
the Greek fleet. In the present temper of
the Greek nation there is little doubt the
Greek admiral would forcibly resist the contemplated attack.
Berlin. Feb. 16.—Prince Bismark has sent
a note to the Greek government strongly insisting that Greece disarm.
MEXICAN BANDITTI.
One

Paso,

While

One

and

Killed

American

Wounded

to

Route

En

El

Tex.

El Paso, Tex., Feb. 16.-J. T. Preston and
H. Howser, while en route from
Sinaloa, Mexico, to this city, were attacked
by two Mexican bandits near Parral, Mox.
Howser was killed and Preston wounded in
the arm.
Both men were from Council
Bluffs, la., and were largely interested in
The defense made by
mines in Mexico.
Preston caused the bandits to flee.

Capt. G.
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ronimo has asked until February 21 to meet
Crook.

MR. REED’S PLATFORM.
A Candidate for President and Would
Prefer to be Elected

Unanimously.

The attention of the
Reed

having

been

Hon. Thomas

brought by

a

B.

correspon-

dent to the fact that he had been proposed as
a candidate for Presidency by a Boston
newspaper Air. Reed said:
•Tiu running for the Presidency upon a broad
and comprehensive platform, and if I don't get

the nomination it won't be because I’m not wilto give satisfaction to people of all colors,
I believe in
races, religions, and political vfews.
giving every man equal rights and a fair show. I
believe that it is the duty of CoDgress to pass a
Judicious silver hill, and am in favor «f a revision
of tlie tariff which shall give satisfaction to the
capital and labor employed in the manufacturing
industries of the country, and at the same time
place the luxuries as well as the necessaries of
life within the reach of all. I believe that every
man, woman and child should receive a pension
wlio is entitled to it; that every Just claim upon
the Government should be promptly and fully
paid, with interest to date; that sectional strife
should be smothered in fraternal love, and that
the dead issues of the war should be decently buried at Government expense. I am in favor of apthe principles of civil service reform to all
plying
tlie offices of the Government, so as to give entire
satisfaction to those who are in as well as those
who are out, and that ail legislation intended to
promote the prosperity of the country should be
promptly enacted by Congress On the labor
question I am as sound as an oak sawing, and
urge upon Congress the passage of a bill that will
forever settle and set at rest all controversies between the employer and the employed.
I believe
that the surplus in the Treasurv should remain
uuimpaireu so tar as is consistent with the nnaucial welfare of the country, aud that Congress
should take such action with reference to the finances as will tiring tile greatest good to the great
est number. I hold it to De the
duty of the President to protect the pi erngatives ol tils office, anil
to hand them down unstained to his successor,
done up hi tissue paper ora silk handkerchief;
and I further desireto say that If I have omitted
to declare my position on any Interest representing a considerable number of votes, It shall be
my earnest endeavor to amend or enlarge my
platform accordingly. The motto on my escutche'I strive to please.' aud my aim Is to merit
on Is,
the approbation and secure the support of the Re-

ling

publicans.

Mugwumps.

Democrats and

I desire

considered a purely u m-partlsan candidate
and would prefer that my nomination and election
should be unanimous.”
to be

gangs.

turn.

Manchester, N. H., Feb. 16.—Tlie intense excitement and turmoil which followed
the strike on the Amoskeag corporation yesterday has been just as apparent today but
more subdued character.
of a somewhat
Agent Straw, of the Amoskeag corporation,
returned from Boston and was met at once
by a committee of strikers, twenty in number, when their differences were freely discussed. The committee drew up a schedule
of prices they desired paid, which showed an

Building Collapes.
Liverpool, Jan. 16.—A portion of the
shippers’ exhibit building in process of construction in this city collapsed today while
A

several

Boston, Feb. 16.—'The llood at Roxbury is

system,

Porte for the formation of a Turco-Egyptian
army to replace the British troops, the evacuation of that country by the English at the
If England opposes
earliest possible date.
the demands of the Porte, M. de Ereycinet
the
will seek to induce
powers to take com
bined action for the purpose of vindicating
the Sultan’s suzerain rights in Egypt.

on

practically ended. All the water has not disappeared, but the swift torrents which caused so much damage have been taken care of,

Occur

Lewiston, Feb. 16.—A letter from Treasurer Edwards to Mr. Prait, agent of the
Bates, is published. He instructs the agent
not to reinstate Mr. Dalton, but authorizes

Practically

Creenville, Conn., Carried

A Dam at

on me uiu v uioin

»J£»» 1U.N.

At 7.30, about a dozen members being
present, debate vras resumed on the Porter
bill.
J
the
At 10.10 tlie committee rose and
House adjourned.

CENIS

THREE

_

answer

questions asked by said resolution, and advise the House as to the present state of law
on said subject, and to report any amendment thereto which may be deemed needful.
Mr. Clardy of Maryland, from the commit-

4 years, was so burned that he
The ethers were badly injured.

and vocal organs, and is unable to move his
legs or arms. He is stopping with friends in
Frankford, a suburb of Philadelphia, and is
receiving the best medical attention that the

not.”

_

basis....!.1,432,234.38

at

is Stricken with

He

Total paid Policy-

Amount

NOTICE.
rpHE copartnersliip heretofore existing under
JL tile firm name of Smith & Abbott is dissolved
by death of W. B. Smith, June 23, 1885. All bills
contracted by and due said firm will be settled by
G. II. Abbott. The undersigned having purchased
the interest of the late W. B. Smith, will continue
tlie business of steam beating, water, gas piping
and plumbing and repairs unaeMhe ola firm name
of Smith & Abbott at old stand 04 and (JO Union
GEO. H. ABBOTT.
Street.

208,958.o3

cies.
Cash and Note Divdeudi
Re-insurance.

Surplus

*s

pairing

OF

Matured
ments

riano slums auu uuvers.

manes,

Biddeford, Feb. 16.—Thomas Romeo of
Biddeford left his home last night in charge
of his aged father and three small children.
In playing around the table the baby overturned the lamp, which exploded, throwing
the burning oil over the other children.

and Chase.

(Special to the Press.)
Washington, Feb. 16.—The Finance
Committee is still dallying with Pillsbury
and Chase. They discussed their eases again
this morning and Senator Jones of Nevada
asked for a few days’ delay that lie might
further consider the evidence.
Unless lie
changes his vote, which is unlikely, the vote
to report adversely will not be changed.
The Fisheries and Cooperage Bills.
Senator Frye secured unanimous consent
for the consideration of the fishery resolution
at 2 o’clock Monday with the understanding
that it should not displace the educational
bill. If that be not completed then the committee on Ways and Means will give a hearing to the coopers and box makers on Mr.
Reed’s bill increasing the duty on sugar imported in bags Wednesday morning. Representatives from Baltimore and elsewhere are

was

METEOROLOGICAL REPORT.

Observation.

BROWN’S

17.

Pillsbury

PRICE

1886.

fend against suits to cancel or annul letters
patents issued *o United States citizens on
account of inventions or discoveries, reported a resolution, which was adopted, request-
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At a cabinet meeting yesterday, it was decided that the first business of the Parlimentary session, after the debate on the address
in reply to the speech from the throue sliquid
be the introduction of a government scheme
to reform the rules of Parliamentary procedMr. Chamberlain urged the early conure.
sideration of the local government bill, but
Mr. Gladstone overruled him, giving precedence to home rule proposals,and postponing
dealings with the Irish land question.
The government is about to establish a labor bureau similar to the bureau of labor at

Washington.

Of tlie three Socialist meetings announced
to be held at Birmingham, two have been

abandoned, Hyndman having telegraphed

from London that he could not come to the
city. A meeting held last night was hastily
ended bv a mob which rushed for the platform. The ponce, however, succeeded in

preventing serious rioting.

Bismarck’s Concessions.
Berlin, Feb. 16.—The Prussian government’s changed attitude towards the Vatican
is scmi-ofliciaily explained. The government
for two years desired to accede to the wishes
of its Catholic subjects, but was hindered by

the fact that sessions of Parliament were attended with circumstances tending to raise
the impression that the government could
be driven by attacks and threats to unwillingly consent. There Is no longer any
for fear, therefore the government
as introduced a bill into the Landtag, which
abolishes the remainder of tile May laws,
with the exception of the obligation to obtain the government’s approval of religious

ground

appointments.

Matters in Servia.

Belgrade, Feb. Hi.—Owing to the renewal of the ^armaments by Bulgarians, King

Milan has ordered the second class of the reA Hungaof Servia to be mobilized.
rian legion is being organized in Servia to
aid King Milan.
serves

A

Cloomy Prediction.

Dtblin. Feb. 16.—The Freeman’s Journal
Randolph
takes a gloomy view of Lord
ChurchilPs proposed visit to Belfast to conthat
of
fer with the leading men
city on the
Irish question. It predicts that his visit will
be attended with riots and bloodshed.
A New

Egyptian Policy.

Paris, Feb. 16.—Prime Minister de Freycinet lias made a radical change in the govHe has
ernment’s policy respecting Egypt.
instructed if. fiaunay, the new French minister at Caire, to support the demands of the

RICHMOND

DAVID MOULTONUnion Services at

Under the

Deering

Auspices of Rocky Hill Lodge.
Union memorial services in honor of the
late David Moulton were held last evening at
the new hall of the Knights of Pythias at
Woodford’s. Dr. C» W. Foster presided.
Singing was furnished b> the choir of the
Stevens’ Plains church consisting of Messrs.
Granville and Pitt Stevens, Mrs. A. A.
Stevens and Mrs. Kate Knight, Miss Minnie
B. Meserve presided at the organ. The following fraternities to all of which Mr. Moul-

belonged were officially represented:
Rocky Hill Lodge, Knights of Pythias, by L.
B. Dennett; Deering Lodge of Free Masons
by Samuel Bell; Harmony Lodge of Odd Fellows by N. G. Cummings; Woodford’s Comton

mandery of the Order of the Golden Cross
by I. L. Elder; Brainhall Lodge of which the
deceased was formerly a member by Eliot
King and A. I'. Moulton, H. B. Webb, Prelate of the Pythian Lodge at Woodford’s,
officiated as chaplain and read appropriate
ihe
scriptures and the
L. B- Dennett gave an extended oration which was followed by remarks from the delegates from each order.
Never has there been so general and spontaneous a desire to do honor to the memory
of any man in this neighborhood as has been
manifested towards Mr. Moulton. Extracts
from the remarks of. the different speakers
would do them scant justice, and as space
selections from

Pythian Ritual.

forbids presenting them at length we give
only the oration of Mr. Dennett, the first
speaker of the evening, who spoke as follows:
The death of a friend who

dear to us, al-

was

ways calls us to meditate upon our mortality, and
philosophize upon the problems of life and death.
These meditations are less guided by reason than
scutlment. It is best they should be. We do not
wish to reason why. A great affliction inevitable
and irreparable leaves us no choice but submission. The most subtle dogmatist, or tlie profoundC't philosopher, in such a moment, is not superior
in bis insight to the simple mind of the untuiored.
All are equally blind as to auy clear intellectual

of what lies beyond this life. The
heart, the heart that loves, adores and exults, the heart that wishes and wills, that braves
and endures: the heart that imagines, fashions
Tiie child sees its departed
what It wishes.
mother In a garden of flowers and singing birds.
The theologian sees Ills saint, kneeling before
his God. The soldier, his hero standing behind
the bastions of the immortals. So let the human
heart fashion for itself its own ideals,
bet it lie
untrammelled, bet it be—it will be.
The heart is the only absolutely free tiling in
this world. It loveth whom it listeth. It believes
what it loves. It trusts what it believes. The
The sources of
world does not know its secrets.

perception
human

itself. It canits joy cannot be explored even
not Interpret its own dreams. It knows that it is
ulterior to tne uanu tuat tasnioueu it. inererore,
it knows that there is a supreme. It loves therefore it knows that it is immortal.
Such is the

by

creed of the human heart.
simplehead
has other and

The
different creeds. But
do not bury our friends by them. When a
friend dies, in other words when love forsakes
the heart because it has become C“ld, our love
follows the departed love.
We wisli to communicate with it. We still recognize it as Mentor recognized Ulysses upon the distant shore. We salute it with our ceremonials at the funeral and
burial. We decorate the grave with flowers. We
console ourselves by rehearsing his merits. I,et
ns dwell upon the many merits of our departed
brother, David Moulton. How sincere we can be
in his case, and say nothing but good of the dead.
Let us tell each other what we all know of our
brother. His intellect clearly perceived the joyous and mirthful things of this world.
He was
we

constantly searching

for them

everywhere,

in his

friends and upon the printed page. He saw in an
author all the witty and sparkling things which
could be found there. By his mimicry and inimitable acting they became new, as if born of his
How much of this lie did for the
own brains.
great appreciative public, everywhere and for
without reward or hope of reward,
everybody, himself
to please and assist others,
sacrificing
entertaining ehurcli circle, and fraternity lodge,
and private party, like a sunbeam, warming and
lighting with the genial rays of his soul every audience before whom he ever stood.
Such was the gift of our brother. It was worth
more to him, and to us, and to mankind than gold.
When we have an opportunity to make a contrast
like this, we should dwell upon it. It is too seldom that we have such an opportunity.
Many
men can tell us how money creeds, or dogma runs,
or science demonstrates but a few rare soura have
the gift we have described.
Let us lie grateful
for this gift, that it visits the earth at all. He was
whom
“One
the strong sons of the world despise,
for lucky rhymes to him were scrip and share,
And mellow metre more than cent for cent.
Thought it a dead thing; yet himself could make
The tiling that is not, as the thing that is.”
His disposition was gentle.
Gentleness was as
natural to him as his genius for mimicry. He
shrunk from the boisterous or rude.
He disliked
to hurt the sensibilities of any one. even for a moment. He avoided any remark or innuendo or witticism which could possibly be offensive to any
person present.
There was no personal application to his hard
hits.
They were shots at tile flock—although

brought
amined

down to the earth, when

no one was wounded, aud
in our ears every oue
unharmed and was
is
of its

separately

ex-

while the laugh
of tile flock had
This
laughing too.
escaped
divine
It is
origin.
worthy
orn in heaven, and comes down only occasionally, but never with a creed in its hand. It assumes
uo hypotheses, and never debates.
It is a child
of the heart, and no amount of mental training
can do more than produce its imputation politeness.
The gentleman is necessarily gentle.
Moulton
was
a
David
gentleman.
He was also a genius. Possessed of a rare cafor
he
not
did
affairs,
appear like the man
pacity
of business that lie mainly was.
He came up
from the receipt of customs with a freshness of
spirit which gave no hint that he had passed the
dav under lugubrious shadows of tariff schedules
and navigation statutes. His genius seemed to
be evenly developed, and adapted to every occasion. There was no eccentricity about it. He
was never odd or moody.
He was like the cloudless sky of a summer’s day,—a perpetual brightwas

ringing

gentleness

ness and serenity.
Of most persons too much good may he
cause a part of it will not be true.
Not

plete

justice, because

manner

said, be-

cannot

so

with

be dewith a

scribed. A face may be photographed
smile upon it. but the smile is one that lias
passed. The living smile is the one now going
on.
It is too changeable and transient to be

caught even in the meshes of the sun. No one
can adequate1}’ describe manner.
We can merely
s,ketch its distant boundaries, and by exaggeration of words find a multiple of the fact.
David Moulton could not have been pictured by

words

so that a stranger could have
him. Fortunately I am not speaking to strangers,
but to you who knew, loved and admired him.
You must recognize how much I have f illen
short in my estimate of his genius, of Ids gentleWhile to a
ness, and of his manly character.
stranger these remarks may seem ex lggerated,
to you they are feeble, and vour imagination and
memory must after all supply the best tilings
which could be said of him.
The biography of our
brother has ala friendly and even
ready been well written
fraternal pen, and published in the press of the
city. By which I mean that the great or obvious
facts in the life of Brother Moulton have

recognized

departed
by

NEWS.

J. E. Gilman of Freeport, employed at
Charles Russell & Co’s ice houses, was precipitated twenty feet to the ground by a ladder slipping from under him Monday forenoon, and had his left arm broken and his
wrist dislocated.
The same day Emery I)au forth of Perkinswhile working at the Cedar Grove ice
houses in Dresden, was struck in the back
by a falling ice pick and severely wounded,
the point of tne pick penetrating to the backbone.
Mr. G. W. Gatchell, until recently superintendent in the shoe factory here, left town
Sunday night to accept a similar position in
Previous to his departure
Keene, N. II.
his former workmen presented to him a silver ice pitcher and a pair of fine field glasses.
Mr. J. C. Bailey has been appointed superintendent in place of Mr. Gatchell.
An Accident in Berwick.

Saturday night Sheriff S. S. Chick held an
auction in the Hanson building to sell off the
stoek of blacksmith and mechanical tools of
the late ffm. O. Russ. There were about
forty persons present, and the bidding was
going on lively, when the floor, which was
tile second one in the building, gave way and
fell with a crash, carrying with it the forty
men, anvils, two forges, carpenter's benches
and a large lot of tools. Nearly every man
was hurt more or less, but those who were
til" iuum
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hip badly hurt; >1. E. Clark, of Berwick, his
side hurt; Geo. Beacham, face cut; Geo. Audrews, head cut and badly bruised; A. W.
Spencer, forehead cut and shoulder hurt.
Edes Falls Reform Club.

The Edes Falls Reform Club has been reorganized, and at a meeting held Feb. 4th the
following officers were elected:
President—Walter Southworth.
Vice Presidents—Eugene Tenney
Smith.

and

Otis

Secretary—Arthur Chaplain.
Chaplain—Harland P. Tufts.
Chorister—Eugene Tenney.
Organist—Lillian Maxfleld.
The club starts with a membership of sixty
and will hold public meetings every Wednes-

day evening, rain

or

THE

shine.
STATE.

AROOSTOOK COUNTY.

During the recent visit of the Maine delegation
boston, Hon. Ered Atwood had on exhibition a
magnificent collection of Aroostook grain. Messrs.
Loriug, Needham, Noyes and other experts who
examined the grain paid it a high compliment.
at

CUMBERLAND COUNTY.
A correspondent writes: The Congregational
Ministerial Association met at South Bridgton
February 9tli. with Pastor Hague. Excellent essays were read, and flue exegisls of scripture
were presented.
The discussions were animated

and in the gospel spirit. Attendance of ministers
and their wives was large. Tile pastor gave a
royal entertainment winch was greatly enjoyed
by all. A glorious revival Is in progress hi this
church and the parish is mightily stirred by ths

power of God.

KENNEBEC COUNTY.

Tile Moose River Log Driving Co. held a meeting
Monday at the office of J. Manchester Haynes,
Augusta. The following officers were elected to
serve the ensiling Year:
Moderator, G. A. Phillips! Clerk. D. C. Palmer; Treasurer, William
Philbrick; Directors, J. M. Haynes, G. A. Pliillipls, Charles Fogg and E. E. Page.
The thaw and rain have completely stopped
operations on the Kennebec.
Messrs. Addison & Strout, oil clotli carpet manufacturers. of Hallowell, gave their printers a
happy surprise Monday morning by a rise of five
per cent, on their wages.
Several ice operators on the Kennebec have
been receiving despatches regularly from the signal service department, giving forecasts about the
weather. They report that the predictions were
very correct up to Friday morning, when there
was a failure to give indications relative to the big
storm and thaw.
The safe of Dr. Sawyer of Gardiner was opened
during his absence between 7 and S o’clock Sunday morning and S100 in cash taken therefrom.
He notified Detective Soule of the theft, who before noon had found the culprit and recovered the
money.
At an adjourned meeting of the town of Waterville, on Saturday, the 13tu inst., the town voted
to assume the charter of the Watervine Water
Company. As the full question, hi wcver, was not
satisfactorily considered, the meeting adjourned
for one week.
A petition asking Congress to appropriate a sufficient sum of money for the deepening aim widening of the Kennebec river from Swan Island to
the city of Augusta, has recently been circulated
in the towns along tile Kennebec. Tne paper received many signatures wherever presented.
Every one is aware of the advantages which
would result from properly improving the channel.
It is stated that during the ice shipping season, a
period embracing about seven months, more vessels enter and depart from the Kennebec than
from any other river in the United States. Vessels
are seriously bothered to get out of the river with
anything like a full cargo, and ail who are interested in navigation will rejoice to see the present
obstructions removed.
PENOBSCOT COUNTY.

private despatch received at Bangor yesterday
announces tile sinking Sunday of the barkentlne
Joseph Baker, Captain Smith. The vessel was
proceeding through Chesapeake bay and was cut
through by ice. She was bound to Baltimore
A

loaded with salt from Turk’s Island. The prln-lpal owners reside in Bangor. They are William
T. Pearson. Lvsauder Strickland, the Lai ranee
heirs, E. & L. K. Stetson ajul Henry Lord. Nutter
& Houghton, of New York, are aiso owuers. The
vessel was valued at $14,000 and the insurance
na.'' suidii.
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accident to any of the crew.
PISCATAQUIS COUNTY.
The thaw has affected the lumbering operations
around Moosehead Lake to quite an extent, it is
thought In Shirley and Blanchard there was
about the same amount of snow as in Bangor an >
the operators there will he badly damaged by the
rain. There are numerous bare places there.
Above Moosehead Lake the rain has softened up
the snow a great deal, and operations will be suspended until It freezes.
SAGADAHOC COUNTY.
The telephone exchange of Bath will prob ably
be closed to business March 1st. This is owing to
the small number of patrons in the city, w ..en
the exchange was established there were upwards
of one hundred subscribers, but owing to an Increase in the yearly rate, which took place a short
time ago, the number lias fallen to 23.
YOBK COUNTY".
The Democrats of Saco will hold their canon,
for the nomination of a candidate for Mayor at tha
election in March next Friday evening in the city

building.

IN GENERA!.

The partridges suffered severely in the recent
sleet storm as was predicted. Lumbermen and
wood-choppers frequently come across the feathers of these birds beside
the holes in the snow
from which the foxes and other animals have dug
them out to eat them.

public

been briefly stated. Tills is all that biography
reallv do, and 1 shall be going out of the well
trodden path in attempting to state other facts of
far more consequence in forming.'! just estimate
A man should be
of the interior life of the man.
by his
judged, not bv his public career alone, but
private conduct, as husband and father, as neighdemeanor
in
A
mail's
these
bor and companion.
various relations is of supreme importance to
How
fortunate
is
a
family
these related parties.
whose head is a safe guide and ready helper, a
cheerful, obliging and amiable companion; an associate rather thau a commander, in all the business, amusements and recreations of the home
life. A happy childhood is the first inalienable
right. The father who contributes all that is possible for himself to do to this end, achieves a
grand success •, an immeasurable success inestimable in any formula of words we can invent to
Blessed be the memory of such a
express.
fattier, of such a companion, of such a friend.
How great is the loss of our brother to the large
social circle which he illuminated and cheered.
We console ourselves witli this tiHul though!, ttiat
the lives of all must terminate here, at last. The
living only grieve. To the dying death appears as
a friendly guide "to that undiscovered country
from whose bourne no traveler returns." We may
well believe, with a rational aud unfaltering trust
that death, inscrutable as It Is. cannot mislead
that divinity we call the soul. It will survive and
dwell in its’ own celestial realm. Let us bid our
brother a joyful adiue there.

IN THE RINKS.

can

BIJOU SKATING PARLOR.

In the turkey hunt at the Bijou last evening
there were four contestants. The turkey was
hung near the centre of the floor and the blindfolded contestants skated all around it for fifteen
minutes until young Julius Dufial happened to
This afstrike the right place and the turkey.
ternoon at tins ink there will be a high school
complimentary party,and a ladies’ complimentary
in the evening.
NEW' ENGLAND POLO LEAGUE.

played last night in the New England
polo league resulted as follows;
Games
At
At

Haverhill—Haverhills 3. Bostons 2.
Waltham—Walthams 3, Salems 2.

CENERAL NEWS.
Sister Euphrosnia, of the order of St. Frances,
suicide yesterday morning in St. Louis,
Mo., by throwing herself from a four sluly window of the dormitory of th# school of the Holy
The supposed eausa is dtTrinity in this city.
ineutia.
committed

WEDNESDAY MORNING, FEB. II.
We do not read anonymous letters and communwriter are
cations. The name and address of the
for pubn all cases indispensable, not necessarily
lication but as a guarantee of good faith.
We cannot undertake to return or preserve
communlcatiHiS that are not

used._

The trouble in the mill at Calais ha3

been

_

Constitution,

of the leading Democratic papers of the South, says the
Fan-Electric Company is made up of “poets,
imbeciles and statesmen of the Democratic
one

variety.”
The Argus is grieved because the Senate is
“higgling” over the President's nominations.
Perhaps our esteemed contemporary thinks
the Senate is “higgling” at the wrong ones.
Suppose it should higgle over a collector of
customs instead of a collector of internal
revenue, would it still grieve, and if not, why

not?

is as mucii

oners

have

as ouiei siumar

companies

given,

The Albany Argus, supposed to be the organ of Secretary Manning, speaks contemptuously of the attacks by hired agents of the
Bell telephone monopoly on the integrity and
honor of the attorney general, and says that

the administration will not let itself be
•‘brow-beaten or bullied into submission.”
The Argus is very likely inspired.
The question of boycotting the panorama
of second

Run,

Bull

being painted in
Washington, has not taken as strong hold
upon the Grand Army posts of the city as
has been represented. A resolution was offered in one post to boycott the panorama on
the ground that it represented a Union denow

feat, but the post doubted whether such a
subject came within its legitimate field of action, and referred the resolution to a committee, where it rests.
The multiplication of charitabie institutions beyond the needs of a community is a
mistake. It appears from an article recently
published in the Advertiser that diseases of
the eye and ear are treated at the Maine
General Hospital by a competent specialist.
Dr. Holt proposes to establish another institution to do similar work. If the Maine
General Hospital is not able to do it then

there is

no

objection

project.

to Dr. Holt's

If it is then there is the objection that another institution is not needed, and that is a
very serious

objection.

Sam. P. Jones, the evangelist, who closes
a long and successful series of meetings in
Cincinnati this week, has published a card
announcing the publication by a firm in that
city of his sermons. In it he says: ‘‘Rhodes
& McClure of Chicago (the latter a preacher,
I understand), have pepretrated the boldest
robbery on my wife and children and bur-

nished their deed with the most audacious
impudence on record. They have copyrighted my own sermons against myself. I
hope all honest booksellers will refuse to
deal in stolen

goods.”

The administration has decided to bring
its suit against the Bell Telephone company
.i. A.i_i-

at.:,

ti

,1

possible under tlie impression that by
breaking down an unpopular monopoly it
will relieve itself from the odium growing
if

out of its large interest in the

Pan-Electric
Company The men inculpated in the Credit
Mobilier scandal undertook to defend their
conduct by pointing out that the Credit Mobilier had been a good thing for the country,
inasmuch as it had contributed largely to the
building of the Pacific railroads.
Will the Press tell us what Councillor Chase had
to do with tabulating the returns from the towu of
Ashland? Those returns were not inspected by

him—Argus.
Councillor Chase was a member of the committee on elections which tabulated the reWhatever
turns and signed their report.
that report contained he made himself responsible for equally with the other members
It is rather late for the
of the committee.
Tabulator to attempt to saddle the responsi-

bility

of all the crookedness of the count-out
to his wicked partners.
Now, will the
Argus be kind enough to tell us if it thinks
it was in accordance with the strict letter of
the law to count votes thrown for Isaac F.
Quimby for Isaac F. Quinby, and to refuse
to count votes thrown for John Bumam for
on

John Burnham?
San Francisco naturally enough was not
at the way in which Seattle undertook to dispose of its Chinamen. The Post
of that city says:
Seattle is unable to endure the presence of
400 Chinamen, but we, who already have 30,000, and whose circumstances make a resort
to force out of the question, are expected to
accommodate all that other places see fit to
send us.
San Francisco has become the
dumping ground for the Chinese offal of the
This is not fair, and it is not
whole coast.
to be endured.
Shifting the unwelcome
Mongolians around from one place to another
serve
the
may
purpose of making it so uncomfortable for them that they will either
return home or move eastward; and the reports of these doings mav deter others from
coming from China. To this extent the uprisings and boycottings are to be counted for
good, but the evil is too deep-seated and
general to be thus cured. What is wanted is
an act from Congress prohibiting further
There never will be
Chinese immigration.
peace until such a law is made and enforced.

pleased

The new tariff bill has a peculiar interest
for the people of Maine, for if it becomes a
law lumber, dressed granite, hay and pota-

toes, nearly all of Maine’s staples, will go on
the free list. The duty on dressed granite is
now 20 per cent., on potatoes 15cts. per bushel and on hay S2 per ton, and on manufactured lumber from 10 to 20 per cent, according to the variety. Take these duties off and
our farmers and lumbermen will be subjected to the ruinous competition of Canada.
Our fishermen understand what that means
hv hiHor
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lumbermen
would
if this
soon
know
bill should become a law. The great number
of

Under Difficulties
How
Christmas Day was Spent—Cinderella and Christmas Pantomimes at
Crystal Palace.

Moving

—

[Special correspondence of tlie Fkess.]
morning of December 24th we had

Oh the
some

expressmen come at

luggage, when

an

early

hour to

warrant was thrust
in our faces, which forbade us to remove our
trunks. At first we were stunned; and finding it impossible to make any amicable settlement, and that w'e were fairly in the grip
of the poor debtor’s law, our patriarch flew
out of the house to seek some friendly advice in the choice of a solicitor. We knew
now what lay before us and realized that our
persecutors appreciated a stranger’s difficulty in securing anybody’s help the day before Christmas, or during the rest of the
week, when the stillness in business circles
is deeper than that of any holy day. After
the pater familias had departed, his betterhalf, supposed no objection would be made
to the removal of her nurse’s personal effects
a

package
manuscripts belonging
English clergyman, the labor of whose
life was bound up in these writings, therefore 6he ventured to have them placed upon
the hand-cart, when they were ordered back,
and she was told she had already committed
an illegal act in allowing the nurse and chiland a

of

to

an

The strikers in the Amoskeag mills deThe command an increase of 20 per cent.
pany offered an increase of half that amount,
The
but the operatives refused to accent it.
company says the increase demanded is out
The ten per cent, which it
of the question.

laboring

who are dependent upon
the wages derived from our farms, our sawmills and our granite quarries, too would
very sensibly feel the effect of this proposed
cut down. Luckily a Republican Senate
stands between them and this raid of the
men

Democratic free traders on the industries
which they depend for their support,

on

CURRENT COMMENT.
OUTLIVING THEM ALL.
North American.
Owing to the death rate among the youthful Democrats, there is some talk of nominatMr. Tilden for President in 1888.

ing

SO-CALLED LONDON BIOT.
N. Y. Sun.
No candid man can scan the accounts of
this affair without a conviction that the
inmeeting of London workingmen was, m
tent and fact, a rightful and peaceful demwanton
and,
onstration, and that but for the
as it turned out, futile aggression of the pomore
no
with
it
broken
would
have
up
lice,
disturbance than the House of Commons.
As to the pilfering and uproar that followed,
this was evidently caused by the thieves and
blackguards who are always to be found on
the outskirts of a crowd. Regarded as a row
the incident had rather ridiculous than appalling features. There was no blood-letting, not even from the nose. There was
some busy pocket picking, in the course of
THE

which,

as

we are

gravely informed,

an

Irish

lost his watch chain. But to describe a
tumult of this kind as a riot to be put do An
with musket balls ami grape shot is a gross
abuse of language sure to engender a resentment which may yet lead to terrible re-

peer

prisals.

HOW IT

AFFECTS MAINE.

Congressman Dingley.
The new Morrison bill hits Maine industries and products very hard by putting
dressed granite, manufactured lumber, hay
Now the duty
and potatoes on the free list.

of from 15 to 20 per cent, on improved manufactured lumber, 15 cts. per bushel on pota
toes, and 20 percent, on hay, very largely
prevents Canadian competition. The proposed reduction of duty on potato starch will
be likely to stop the Aroostook starch industry. The reduction of duty on woven
goods would seriously affect the wool and
woolen industries, as under the present tariff over $20,000,000 of woolen goods were imbill will be
ported last year. 1 believe the
nearly unitedly opposed by the Republicans
be
the
fate of the
What
will
of the House.
bill in the House is uncertain, as it will be
likely to be greatly changed before a vote is
taken on its passage. I think there will he a
disposition on the Republican side to allow
the bill to be fully considered on its merits,
and not to join in any movement to strike
out the exacting clause before the bill is con-

sidered by paragraphs.

travelling fifteen miles by steam, we
a cheery, cozy home, where
English hospitality, which pervades many
private homes here, ns much as anywhere in

dren to take their dollies and hoops to their
new home. As your correspondent had neither
the legal knowledge or muscular strength
to resist the combined force of the three
junior Bounces, who supported their mother,
sne submitted to this arrogant usurpation of
rights and courtesies, and quietly sat down
to keep guard over her goods and chattels.
During the day she had ample time for reflection and speculation as to the probability
of her gathering her little ones under her
wing at night. The nurse came once during
the day and reported the children crying and
imagining all sorts of horribles that had happened to papa, either in jail or some dark
room with trap doors and sliding walls; and
that they were sure mamma was lying senseless with chloroform. Toward night nature
asserted her claims for sustenance under
this affliction; but there seemed no antidote
for her hunger, as spies were peeping in at
the window and guarding the door against
any exit of valuables. About supper time a
kindly-faced lad was seen passing, who
quickly responded to a tap on the window
and accepted a commission to spend a sixpence at a pastry-cook’s. He soon returned
with fourteen blessed, brown bouncing Bath
buns, part of which were devoured with a
relish, and the rest kept for the midnight
watch.
When hunger was appeased the
matron then and there vowed to give Bath
buns an honored place in her Christmas
menu in all years to come, should she ever
again keep Christmas in Christian America.
As the shades of night deepened; and your
friend grew weary of her loneliness, there
came to her tender memories of many Christmas eves spent infilling little stockings with

goodies, in tying up all manner of mysterious parcels, and of tucking up the little bundles of down in bed, and kissing them a hurried good night to finish before midnight St.
Nick’s glad surprises; but on this Christmas
eve, in a foreign land, bed time had come,
and six of your respectable citizens had neither nightgown nor toothbrush. While the
mother was picturing this sad contrast, one
the deserted children rushed into the
house to learn the cause of his parent’s long
absence, determined to defend her with his
youthful muscle. At sight of his mother’s
forlorn aspect, seated by a few dying embers,
he burst into tears, and could only be comforted by the thought that God would not
forsake us if we were truly his children.
The little fellow was resolved not to leave
his mother again at any cost of sleep or danger, and cuddled closer and closer to her
side as the clock on the mantel ticked louder
and louder, striking the late hours with solemn tone.
While this ominous cloud of
doubt settled heavily upon them the door
opened and the triumphant and defiant face
of their natural protector appeared in the
doorway, Both sprang to greet him saying,
“What are we to do? Why? Can we?” and
so on, when he said, resolutely, “Pick up
your things and out of this house as quietly
as possible.
I will manage the rest.” Without waiting .for one more word we obeyed,
and hurried breathless to the other children.
What a scene! The little things had already
begun to feel the horrors of the “Babes in
the Woods.” Nobody could talk fast enough
or stop to hear what anybody said.
After a while the father appeared and related his day’s labors. After walking seven
or eight miles, being misdirected, and having been baffled at every turn by the rush of
Christmas preparations, he had found a
friendly solicitor, who told him the warrant
was a fraudulent instrument and the whole
of

proceeding illegal.
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his name, being a well-known
member of the Queen’s council, as title and
“knock down” arguments are the two most
at

sight

of

effectual weapons in subduing wrong doers
in this land. She agreed to release our baggage, but her son used the most abusive
language, and when he was commanded to
hold his peace or take the consequences he
declared “You have made a technical assault upon me, you have touched my body
with your finger; but unfortunately I have
The scene was so ludicrous
no witnesses.”
it lost its power to terrify, and after a while
our friend left with full consent to take his
property. Our pater familias despatched
men for the luggage while he was engaged
in completing further arrangements for his
bairns’ Christmas. When the men failed to
return in due time, the mother grew impatient, and being sure of having English law
on her side, she made bold to start without
the father’s support for the scene of conflict.
On arriving she was told by Bounce himself

thatohe male proprietor must appear in person to claim his property.
Turning to the
waiting porters she said “Take these trunks
from the house.” They obeyed and no resistance was offered. Late that night the
mother of your young citizens might have
been seen marching as vanguard behind
three Englishmen of balmy breaths along the
streets of London, who meant to keep Christmas on the fees of this unexpected job.
When half way up a steep hill the boss of
this expedition coolly stopped his team in
the gutter in front of a drinking saloon, saying, “We must take a moment for breath,
and will overtake you on the brow of the
hill.” “Not so,” mused the owner of the
boxes and bundles, “my gowns and children’s frocks shall not be entrusted to the
mercy of a London crowd.” Imagine a New
England matron posing herself with great
dignity behind a hand-cart, while these truly
English men pass around their pewter pints
of beer, and with that extreme precision of
speech with which a half tipsy man always
speaks, to prove he is not drunk, they drink
each other’s health; wish a merry Christmas
to all their friends, bless their Queen, and
strike up a lively tune as they help each other in the most loving manner up the hill.
At last, in the midst of a crowd of “Christmas Waits” and ragged boys the goods are
safely landed.
The tired children are directly wrapped in
flannel, and all kneel together to say “Now 1
lay me” and lie down for a peaceful sleep, to
^ rnorvi
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If arbitration will
settled by arbitration.
work at Calais why will it not work at Lewiston-?
The Atlanta
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Christmas beneath the mistltoe bough, but
of our own sweet home.
A sound sleep rested the minds and bodies
of these pilgrims, so they were quite ready
to start the next morning for the rest of their
Christmas. We called the experiences of
yesterday a little ill luck; but reaching the

railread station to find our train gone, we
began to fear an evil genius had taken us in

charge; but we were not to be conquered by
spirits, and determined if it took the day, we

would eat Christmas dinner with our good
friends Mrs. T-, a Philadelphian, and her
husband, Col. T-, a retired English naval
officer. We paced the platform of a cold
railroad station two full hours. Christmas
being under the Sunday regulations, the company could save the immense expense of a
sixpence, the cost of one fire per diem,
and thereby subject hundreds of travellers to
the dangers of pneumonia or rheumatism.
The tardy train rushed us into Victoria sta-

tion just in time to find the Metropolitan Underground closed during church services. We
seized a cabman and made him
happy by an
extra fee to hurry us across London to the
Harrow station. Of course wc were one minute too late, and were subjected again to the
infliction of English economy, by standing
outside a locked door a full half hour in a
drizzling rain. We were not to be beaten by
unfriendly spirits or hostile elements of any
sort, and at two o’clock, after spending four

ajiuseukkjvtn.

miSOBLLANEOVS.

welcomed in

the world, and American cuisine combined
to spread before us a sumptuous .feast, to
which our appetites, sharpened by the cold
and exercise—if not by a little wrath—did
full justice.
When the pudding came on,
with a sprig of holly stuck in the middle,

either side by the Stars and
Stripes and Union Jack, we all gave a
cheer, and were ready to forgive our enemy
with the same liigli-minded magnanimity,
with which Mrs. Cratchit responded to Bob’s
toast to Scrooge. “I’ll drink his health for
supported

on

Our thoughts
your sake and the day's.”
leaped so rapidly from place to place, that

with almost omniscient eye, we could see
our children and beloved friends in many
bright homes, partaking of God’s bounties ;
and with a hearty amen, we repeated Tiny
Tim’s toast: "God bless us every one.” Our
good friends fain would have kept us over
night to break the spell of the revengeful
spirit, who seemed to be wreaking his vengeance upon us for some injury of which we
hoped to be innocent; but we rather enjoy
an occasional tilt with those unseen powers
of darkness, who like to thwart poor mortals’ plans, and we left at the close of day, to
defy his infernal majesty. Evidently he had
exhausted his expedients to torment us, as
we found the trains running for our especial
accommodation, and in good time we were
safely housed. In spite of the frost and ice
we saw delicate tea roses, half blown, on
the houses at Harrow.
Saturday was “Boxing Day,” when everybody puts a gift into a box for his dust man,
chimney sweep, bootblack, and all who have
faithfully served his household during the
year. On this day every kind of occupation
comes to a dead standstill, and the working
classes are free to enjoy public entertainments.
We went in the afternoon with fifty
thousand of our brothers and sister in the
humbler walks of life, to the Crystal Palace
to witness the spectacle of Cinderella and the
Christmas Pantomimes.
It was a motley,
enthusiastic crowd, but quite orderly. Behind us were arranged pens, such as one sees
at a New England fair, where the poor could

sixpence see the show. It
was a gorgeous spectacle.
Everybody hated
the coarse, proud sisters, while sweet Cinderella won all hearts by her simplicity and
shouted when four real ponies bore her in
triumph across the stage in a chariot as light
as sea foam and glittering with gems from
the ocean. The house was brought down
with hurrahs when these ponies were seized
most frantically by the officials, and muzzled
in compliance with the new hydrophobia
law, which is being just now zealously enstand, and for

a

At the Prince’s ball the nations of
the earth were represented by their ministers riding upon the emblematical animals or

forced.

birds. Italy was received with applause,
France and Germany submitting meekly to

AGUAN NAVIGATION
IMOVEJim C0MPJ1IY.

$150,000 FIRST MORTGAGE

These bonds are secured by a First Mortgage to
the Union Trust Company of New York as Trustee, covering all the properties, rights and franchises of the Company.
Under special concessions from the Supreme
Government of the Republic of Honduras, the
Company owns for fifteen vears the exclusive
right of navigating the Aguan River (about 180
miles In length) In Honduras; and also owns for
ninety-nine years the exclusive right of ojieratlng
the canal connecting the Aguan River near 11s
mouth with the Bay of Truxulo.
The Company is entitled to select from any government lands that may suit Its purposes in the
Departments (or States) of Colon, Yoro and Olancho nine square miles of land for each mile of canal
distance between the river and the hay (about 25
miles), which lands, together with the minerals,
woods and other products that luav be found in or
upon them, become the properly of the Company
In fee simple upon completion of the canal.
Work has been commenced upon the canal,
which, it is expected, will be completed and in operation before the first of October, 1880.
The canal tolls on merchandise and craft of
every kind will be regulated solely by the Company, free from Government supervision.
All property of every kind belonging totheCompany is exempt Horn taxation, custom duties, port
dues or eliarges of any kind for ninety-nine years.
The Company lias the right of exporting the
woods, minerals and other products of its lands,
free of any tax or duty, and of importing anything
required by it or its employees free of all duties
whatsoever; and its employees, laborers snd the
settlers upon its lands are exempt from personal
tax and militarv duly for ninety-nine years.
The Company has two well equipped steamboats, manned by Pittsburg officers amU crews,
now engaged in active service upon the river, and
an extraordinarily profitable business is assured
immediately upon the completion of the canal.
Tile Aguan River has Its source in the famous
gold fields of Honduras, towards which many
American Drosneetnrs arc now directin
their attention, ami the boats of the Aguan Company
alone render the district accessible.
The forest's

undersigned offer, subject

to previous sale,
one hundred and twenty thousand
($120,000;
dollars of the "First Mortgage Bonds” of the Company at DO, with a stock bonus of five hundred
($500) dollars for each one thousand ($1,000)
The

dollar bond subscribed.
The bonds are of the denomination of one thousand ($1,000) dollars, coupons payable August
first anil February first, and may be registered at
tlie option of the holder.

BANKERS,

The courtiers gathered around
to pay reverence to his excellency, they patted the ferocious beast, and stroked his tawny locks, when some rash Parnellites and
Gladstonians presented a muzzle to the jaws
of the roaring monster.
They were angrily
thrust aside, and all the court in one chorus
shouted: “No power can muzzle the British
Lion.” The fairy scenes were lovely beyond description in pearls and flowers of
heavenly tints. So ended our Christmas. Do
you think the children will forget it?

fehl2,16,17,19,22__
THE

BONDS
of
1,

BOLDEB8 OF THE
TOof the City
of Bath, Maine, issued in aid
the Knox & Lincoln Railroad and due Mareh

1891:—
Notice is hereby given that the City of Bath will
retire all of the bonds of the aforesaid issue on the
first day of March, 1886.
The March coupon will be paid at the office of
the City Treasurer only; aud every coupon must
be presented with the bond to winch it belongs,
or the coupon will not be paid.
The bonds will be redeemed in cash at their
face value or exchanged for a long Municipal four
per cent bond at par, at the option of the holder.
Interest at six per cent will cease on all bonds
of said issue on March 1, 1886.
Tbe express charges on bonds sent for exchange
will be borne by the City Treasurer.
JAS. W. WAKEFIELD.
E. C. HYDE,
ffpfnniiimr
8. T. SNIPE,
0
FRITZ H. TWITCHELL,
L. W. HOUGHTON,
riK-nfltth
01
Bat“'
Clt>
J. H. KIMBALL,
THOS. W. HYDE,
Bath, Feb. 3,1886._feblOdtmarl
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RocklaDd.6s Sc 4s
No. Pacific Gold..6s
Anson.4s

Bath.6s & 4s
Maine Central..7s & 5s
P. & O. R. R—6s

A RET AS SHTTRTLEFF.
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BLOOD HUMORS H

t

and Burnand

Eruptions, Itching
HUMILIATING
ing Skin Tortures, Loathsome Sores,
of

Itching, Scaly, Pimply, Inherited,

every species
Scrofulous and Contagious Diseases of the Blood,
Skin and Scalp, with Loss of Hair, from infancy to
old age, are positively cured by Cuticura, the
Skin Cure, and Cuticura Soap, an exquisite
kin Beautifter, externally, and Cuticura Resolvent, the new Blood Purifier, internally.

treat

COVERED WITH SORES:
I have been afflicted since last March with a
Skin disease the doctors called Eczema. My face
was covered with Scabs and sures, and the Itching
Seeing
and burning were almost unbearable.
your Cuticura Remedies so highly recommended. concluded to give them a trial, using the Cuticura and Cuticura Soap externally, and Resolvent internally, for four months. I call myself cured, in gratitude for which I make this public statement.
Mrs. CLARA A. FREDERICK.
Broad Brook,. Conn.

SCALP, FACE, EARS AND KECK.
I was afflicted with Eczema on the Scalp, Face,
Ears and Neck, which the druggist, where I got
yonr remedies pronounced one of the worst cases
that iiad come under his notice. He advised me
to try your Cuticura Remedies, and after five
days’ use my scalp and part of my face were entirely cured, and 1 hope in another week to have
mv ears, neck, and the other part of my face
HERMAN SLADE.
cured.
120 E. 4CH STREET, NEW YORK.
ITCHIKO DISEASES CURED.
Cuticura stands at the head of its class; especially is tliis tiie case with the Cuticura Soap.
Have had an unusually good sale this summer,
owing to the prevalence of an aggravated form of
Itch through some localities in the country, in
which the cuticura Remedies proved satisfacW. L. HARDIGG, Druggist.
tory.
UNION TOWN, KY.
CUTICURA R EIRE DIES
are sold bv all druggists.
Price: Cuticura, CO
etens; Resolvent, $1.00; Soap, 25 cents. Potter Drug and Chemical Co., Boston. Send for
“How to Cure Skin diseases.”
B» MN a aiTIFY tire Complexion and Skin by
DUiil A'
using the Cuticura Soap.
THE SEWING MACHINE is the
of Uterine Pains and Weakness.
For Aching Sides and Back. Kidney
1
Pains. Sciatica. Chest Pains. Weakness
_and Inflammation, the Cuticura AntiPain Plaster is infallible. 25c.
teniY
vv.sswaw
cause
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WILLIAM H. LONGSDORF & CO.,

Bankers and Brokers.

194 MIDDLE

Evening Admission:
Gents.I ft centals.
Aftrruoon A cl in bum ion:

We shall offer to-day the most extensive and elegant line of

DRISS SILKS
■

it has ever been our good fortune to secure, and at such low prices that we arc
conlldent of being able to please everyone.
We respectfully solieit examination.

$

1 lot Gros Grain Dress Silks

1 lot Black Satin Rhadames $ .85
“
“
“
1.00
1 “
“
«
it
1.25
1 “
•*
“
“
“
1*50
1
“
“
«
1.75
1 “
“
«
“
«
2.00
1

yard
“
“
“

$ .75
.88
1.00

yard
a
“

P. S.—Polo and all Other Exhibitions the admission will be 25 cents; SatnrJay Afternoon Games
10 ceuts.

declodtf

—AT—

GILBERT’S,!

“

Wednesday Evening,

“

Etamines,

Colored Rhadames.

Canvas Cloths,

Serges,

Colored Dress Silks.
$

1.20
1.25
1.30
1.38
1.50

“

SUPPER AND
DANCE
auspices
under the

Whip Cords,

.75 yard
1.00 “
1.25 “
1.50 “

Tricots,

Admission, gents,

LOT NO. 4.

$1.25

1.38
1.50
1.63
1.75
1.88
2.00
2.25

It is well known that there is no Silk
made that is superior to the “Bonnet”
Silk. In our jndgment they are the best
value for the money of any Imported Silk
All of above Silks will be found
advertised.

just as

Exchange

Street.

Stocks, Grain and Petroleum

Bought, sold and carried on margin of one per
cent, and upwards. Quotations constantly received.
Private Wire* to Ro*toa and New York.

Parties buying or selling 10 shares of stock have
the same advantages as those dealing in 100 or
1000 shares.

NEW CHURCH VESTRY, New
TDl'RkDAV

or

Ladies will find among these goods
choice novelties that will pay them
to secure early, as it will be difficult to
get them later in the season.

1 lot Colored Silk Velvet, 19
in. wide, all shades,
81.25 yard
1 lot 19 in. Silk Velvets
1.00 “
“
“
“
•«
1
.75 “

—

SOUND

STOCKS.

BLACK GOODS.

Branch Office, for the purchase and sale on commission of all Bonds and Stocks dealt in on the Boston, New York Chicago, Philadelphia or Baltimore
a

Exchanges.
Stocks purchased forCasli or carried on margin.
A private wire connects the two offices, and we
are also connected with New York, Philadelphia,
Chicago, Baltimore and Washington by private line.
Members of new York and Boston Stock Ex-

ch3,ngus.
The quotations and the current stock news of
the day will be bulletined at the office of Messrs.
Woodbury & Moulton.
U'or. Middle and Exchange His.

RICHARDSON, HILL & CO.,
Bankers, Boston, Mass.

janll__dtf_
NEGOTIATED BY

—

The Minnesota Loan and Trust Go.
Keren Per
—

BLACK CLOAKING VELVETS.
27 in. Pure Silk Velvets for
Outside Garments
$7.00 to

812 yard

price

of St. Paul’s Parish, at

ROSSINI HALL, Thursday Eve,, Feb. 18, at 8 o'clock.

75 cents.

Tickets 25 cents.
hall.

H.

BY

J.

EMERY,
Portland.

of tlipm*

Rhode Island Hospital Trust Co., Providence, R. I.
Mechanics’ Savings Bank, Providence, R. I. People’s Savings Bank, Providence, R. I. New Hampshire Savings Bank. Concord, N. H. Keene Savings
Bank. Keene, N.H. Nashua Savings Bank, Nashua,
N. H. Littleton Savings Bank. Littleton, N. H. Littleton National Bank, Littleton, N. H.

janl2

d2m»

$100,000.

COUNTY,

INDIANA,

Funding

GREATEST SUCCESS

STREET.
dtf

]an24

~SPECTACLES

STROUT & HOLMES, COUNSELORS AT LAW,

1881VIiddic8t..Cnnal Bnnk Building.
firm was dissolved by mutual consent of
the parties with the expiration of the month
of January, 1886.
Mr. Holmes will retain this office, and Mr. Strout
maybe found until further notice at the same

THIS

place.

Bye-Glasses.

A. A.

POPULATION OF COUNT* 05.000.
Assessed Valuation.$24,000,000
Debt.
FOB SALE BY

273,000

THURSTON,

GEN. AGENT,

No. 3 Free Street Block, Portland.
dtf

A Few Sleighs
—

THAT WE SHALL SELL

AWFUL
to close them out.

Left

—

CHEAP,
Call and see them at

Z. THOMPSON, Jr’s,
American Calendar

32 Exchange Ktreet.

CO.,
eodtf

Blotting Pad.

febl5

MOSHER &

37 EXCHANGE STREET,

LIBBY,

GEORGE

BILLY LESTER,
PAUL ALLEN,
JOHN L SULLIVAN.

TOM JOHNSON,
FRED BKESLKN,
GEO. M1TTHAUR,
Senator FRANK BELL CHA8. BALDWIN,
THE O'BRIEN BROS., CHARLES DAY.
FRANK SHEPPARD, JAMES AITKEN,
FOX & WARD,
IJAMES HICKEY,

ATTORNEY AT LAW,
Centennial Block, 93 Exchange St.,
POBTLAIVD,

ME.

AlilSIUU

fel)8dim

¥ HOLMES,
Counsellor at Law,

CO.,
dlw

1,

MICHAEL,

| LITTLE

11ICKK.V,

DIXIE, The

Alabama

Ricaninny,

SAM LORD.
BEN HINES, and
|J0HN MILLER.

THE MOST MAGNIFICENT

MANUFACTURING CLOTHIERS

BRASS BAND and ORCHESTRA,
ever with a Minstrel Company.
Messrs. Tenter & Allen'* great afterpiece, introducing the Alabama Picanlnny,
Little Dixie, entitled

Men’s Furnishers at Wholesale and Retail.

SOUTHERN LIFE !

FINE TAILORING A SPECIALTY

Buy Your Ticket* in Advance. Ticket* 50
uud 75 ct«-Bc»ervcd; Adini*niou 35 ct*.
Vo*

HASKELL & JONES,

ou

*ale

at

Ktoi Ubi

idgc’*.

M. C. R.; Special train on P. & R. R.
R.; Late train on G. T. R. R.
ABE SPITZ, Geu’l Agent.
feblSdtd

Half fare

470 CONGRESS ST

LANCASTER BUILDING,

II Alt

ROBT. Me INTYKE,
FRED KIDNEY,
HARRY HOWARD.
JOE HOWARD.
PHILLIP LEVE,

Haskell & Jones,

PREBLE HOUSE.
(16m

on

Little Women’s Ball!

We hare

a

large assortment and are
the same upon scientific principles
by the aid of the new

prepared

to

Opthaloinoscopic Test Lenses,
a

scientific and practical instrument for detecting
all optical defects of the eye and determining the lenses needed for
their correction.

Spectacles for
Eye-Glasses for
Spectacles for

Eye-Glasses

25 cents.
“
25
“
50
“
50

for

ALSO

A

FINE LINE OF

ROLL

*81-2 feet, $36;

”XOP~

:

F
1,2 lcet’
r\ccf2re& s>i

Exhibition by the Drill Squad of Portland Wheelmen. Representation
of States and Territories
by Little Women.

;

WE GUARANTEE perfect satisfaction to any one nurcliasinsr
OUR DESKS.

Washington St.,

feb8

Never become
more durable than Glass.

Geo. O. Fury©,
Corner Franklin &
jn.nl 0

Congress

Streets.
eodlm

WOOD FOR SALE!
Hard wood from Bobbins, only $6 per
cord delivered. This wood is all prepared ready for use. Also a good stock of

DRY BIRCH EDGINGS AND SLABS,
and a full assortment of all kinds of
wood. Wood sawed and split by steam
power. Orders Solicited.

C.

W.

YORK,

Offices—GO Commercial St., G Washingjan27

—

Book, Card

TEI.EHIO.VE

669.

eodlm

M. C. M. ASSOC I ATTo N.
Adjourned Meeting of the Maine Charita- !
hie Mechanic Association will be held in the :
AN
TUUKSLibrary Hoorn, Mechanic Building,

cor.

Elm,

..

for F. Geidowsky.

°eodlmlstor4tlip

ROLL

TOP

—

COFFEE PARTY

—

FOR THE BENEFIT OF THE POOR
—UNDER THE AUSPICES OP THE—

“

412“
“
5

“

“

“

$40

00-100
oo-.oo

$52

F.O. BAILEY & CO.,
Agent, for SMITH & CO., CornhiU.
febO
eod2w

Sole

SLEIGHS.
I invite people wanting a first-class Sleigh to call
and

EXAMINE MY STOCK.
I have some

at Reasonable Prices
good

Light Fancy Trotting Sleighs
a

Business Sleigh for $65.00, That Can t Be Beat!
I will warrant all my slelglis to be made of good
and the best of
stock

c. E.

Me.
—

SPECIALTY.

Middle
near corner

Tickets—Gentlemen GO cents; Ladies 25 cents.
For sale at McGowan & Young’s, by the members
febl7dtd
and at the door.

Street,

of Exchange St.

BEST OF WORK AT REASONABLE

REMOVAL.

PRICES,

jell>eudtf

Herbert <*.

TVe have removed from onr
stand under the U. 8. Hotel to

Brings,

ATTORNEY AT LAW AND SOLICITOR

here we shall be pleased to see our
friends and patrons.
In addition to our Millinery Goods we
shall keep a choice assortment of Caps
nid Headdresses, Aprons, llandker•liiefs, Hamblin's, &c.
w

AMERICAN AND FOREIGN PATENTS,
No. 93 Exchange Street, Portland, Me.
to

Patents promptly
fii 12otf

ISAAC W. DYJEK,

EASTMAN & CUTTS,

Counsellor at Law,
FIRST NATIONAL BANK BUILDING.

jan22

...

GRAFTING WAX.

dSm

Electric ljght Company ofhundred dollars reward
THEfersConsolidated
anyone
WHITNEY, who
t'ue detection and arrest of
shall
said company)

to

’runing Saws and Pruning Knives,
—

dec!2dtf

AT

—

WUOL£SALE A.\l> KKTAIL.
1

KENDALL&WHITNEY
leblo
olw

any

of maliciously Inter*
lights .poles or wires of

KO- * HUB ANT BLOCK.
(I2w&w3m

feMI_

One Hundred Hollars Reward.
one
secure
person or persons guilty
in
any
way with the
fering

former

NO. 4 DURANT BLOCK, 536 & 538 CONGRESS ST.,

—OF—

G3T*All business relating
3faithfuliy executed.

—

Itefreshments for sale during the evening in Heception Hall.
MUSIC BY GRIMMER.

PHOTOGRAPHER,

ISO

AT

CITY HALL, TUESDAY EVENING, FEB. 23.

All orders by mail or telephone promptly attended to.
novlleodtf

work.

91 Preble St., cor. Lincoln St.,
PORT I, AND,ME,

dec4dtf

Exchange St., Portland,

FINE JOB PRINTING A

00-100

oo-ioo
The equal of any machine made Roll Top Desk
wtutu & C'O. manufacture the only flnnd
Made Dunk* in this market.
They are the originators of the Roll Top Desk. Their work is simply perfection, acknowledged to be the best in the
world. Second hand Roll Tops taken in exchange
for Smith & lo’s and for sale low.

and

97 1-2

DESKS. ALONZO S. DAVIS,

8 1-2 ft. One Cabinet $80
“
4
Two Cabinets $42

on

1>AY EVENING, Feb. lStli, at 7.30 o’clock, to
consider the question of making important
changes in the building. A full attendance is de;
sired. Per order,
K. B. S IFT, Secretary,
j
feblldtd

AND

AM)

PRINTERS’ EXCHANGE,

Manufacturers and Sole Boston Agts

Always Cool.

Prnmenafla nnnnert

MARKS,

Job Printer
BOSTON,

each
1.50 “
Scratched, and

OR.AND

Varnishing Carriages.feh4a2w

—

Little Women.

CTS. GALLERY J5 CTO.

Refreshments served In Reception Hall.
feblC
dtd

No. 83 Preble Street.

—

$1.50

FLOOR 50

Sign Painter,

and

feet, $52;

81-91

Spectacles for
Eye-Glasses for

Tickets can be obtained ol the

CHASE,

Particular attention given to Repainting and

PEBBLES.

GENUINE

“

Carriage

HALL,

Monday Evening, Feb. 22.

BERRY,
and (culd tUPd/ndcl,

SAMUEL

ton St. and Daul'ortk and Clark Sts.

Mw

We shall close out the remainder ot the above
D11RV and PAD at 75 cents lor the large
size unu 60 cents for small size.
A great bargain
tor a little money.

McLELLAN,

MR. HARRY C. ECERTON.

—AND—

GEORGE

cl Ancient and Modern Statuary!

Representations

under tho management of

No. 27 Plum Street.

Pebble

__

n

Melvin J. Hawkes.
Geo. E. Hawkes,
Special Attention given to Cemetery Work.
dfim
dec!8

<$>ook} Job

—

fel)9

CHA.HPION OF THE WOKI.D,

Office and Works foot of Wilmot St., PORTLAND, ME.

STROUT,

Earth.

JOHN L. SULLIVAN,

—

CITY

—

—

H. M. PAYSON &

DEALERS Ef

on

—AT—

adjust

SAMUEL

KNOWN In MINSTRELSY

—WITH—

Granite for Building, Cemetery,
and monumental Purposes,

novl2

City, County

A perfect GYMNASIUM for Fingcrs. Hands and Wrists. All Piano
Students should use it. A great
aid to ARTISTS
in perfecting
their technique.
Herman KotzschReferences:
mar, W. II. Sherwood, S. B. Mills,
Wm. Mason.

ever

tlie Greatest Dialect Show

GEO. F. HOLMES.

Portland, Me., Feb. 1st, 1886.

NO. 188 HUDDLE STREET,

First National Bank Building.

“TECHNIOON”

Feb. 20.

MINSTRELS!

CARDS.

STEPHEN

eodtl

HALJU

Saturday Evening,

OF

TRUST COMPANY,

Ss,

Payable Principal and Interest in
New Vork City.

feb8

COLCORD,

BOYD

7

OFFICE

RTLANO

Union Street.

MATURING 1888 to 1897.

—

W.

John R. Alley, one of the aforesaid partners, has
been the sole operative Brewer at the above-mentioned brewery since it was bruit in 1869, and will
continue the business in his new Brewery at No.
123 Heath Street (near the old
Brewery), and
make and sell the same superior quality of goods
as has been heretofore manufactured by him.
JOHN R. ALLEY.
feblOeod3w
Boston, Feb. 1,1886

Stirling and Continental Exchange
bought and »old at most favorable rates.
Travelling and Commercial Letters of
Credit Issued, available in all the Principal Cities of Europe.
Investment Securities Bought and Sold.
eodtf
janSl

—

ISS Middle Street,
Below are the names of a few Savings Banks in
New England who hold a large amount

ALLEN

re-

tills day disThe affairs of
adjusted by II. H. Reuter, at
their late place of business, the Highland Spring
Brewery, No. 123 Heath Street.
HENRY H. REUTER,
JOHN R. ALLEY.
Boston, Feb. 1,188(1.

OPPOSITE

jelO

For sale at the door of the
IebX63t

CITY

Street.
BUSINESS

(Canal Bank Building)

INTEREST ALLOWED ON DEPOSITS.

at 7.30.

THE SISTER DORA SOCIETY,

1 case Tycoon Repps
121-2cyard
1 “ American Dress Goods 12 l-2c “
“
“
1
All Wool
“Flannels 20c
“
1 “ Furniture Cretonnes 10c
“
1 “ Foulard Dress Cambric 8c
1 “ Satines
-12 l-2c “

Congress

firm of Reuter & Alley is
THEsolved
by mutual agreement.
the late firm will be

No. 218 Middle Street.

Cent Interest.

FOR SALE

WILLIAM

—

RS,

FIRST MORTGAGE COUPON BONDS

Bearing

IN

Given to private pupils by the subscriber,

correspondents.

MESSRS. WOODBURY & MOULTON,

ESQ.,

to be given in aid of

We offer some great bargains in Black
Goods, to close, including one case 44
in. Black Cashmere at 58 cents per yard;

—

INSTRUCTION IN ENGLISH AM) CLASS*
ICAL STUDIES

telegraph promptly executed.

and Railroad Bonds, and
other First-Class Securities.

—

SUBJECT—“Five Forks, or the beginning of the
end of the war.”
Iebl7dtd
FER ORDER OF COMMITTEE.

MERRILL, OF BOSTON DISSOLUTION OF CO PARTNERSHIP. HAWKES BROTHERS,

Mr. Merrill lias liad the most thorough training
in both instrumental and vocal music in this country, also three years study in Europe with Travultzi ot Milan, and Garcia and Shakespeare of
London. Sir. Merrill will receive pupils 440 Cumberland Street.
REFERENCES—Rev. John W. Chickering, Mrs.
George L. Andrews, Mr. Herman Kotzschmar.
dim*
jan30

We have established at the offce of our Portland

—

RE[Jp\

MR.

J. B, BROWN & SONS,

specialty.jay22codlm

BY

H. S. MELCHER,

Library Hall, Thursday Evening, Feb. 18,

former

16 Broad Street, New York.

INVESTMENT Bonds furnished
to Executors, Trustees of Estates, and Individual Investors. DEFAULTED BONDS of States,
Counties, Cities, and Railways bought and sold.
Coupons and dividends collected, and information furnished relative to securities of all kinds,
without charge. Horse Railway and Gas stocks a

ISlh.

LECTURE!

some

COPARTNERSHIP NOTICES.

—AND—

~~PO

EEB.

Tickets 25 cents,to be obtained of members of
the club or at the door.
febl<;d3r

Colored Silk Velvets.

EDUCATIONAL.

dec23,eodhiii

BANK

High Street,

EVENING.

in Maine Charitable Mechanic' FREE Course,

492 & 494

CASH SETTLEMENTS.
Orders by mail

WATER CURE,

LESTER & ALLEN’S

—

39

cts.; ladies 15 cts.; supfeblCd2t*

will be repeated in the

&c.

Cashmeres,

1 lot Genuiuelndia Pure Silk

We confidently recommend every piece
in lots 2 and 3 to l>e of superior quality
and finish, and the prices have never before been so low.

1 lot C. J. Bonnet 24 in. Dress Silk
“
“
“
“
“
1 “
“
“
“
“
“
1 “
“
“
“
“
“
1 “
“
“
“
“
“
1 “
“
“
“
“
“
“
1
11
•<
“
«
“
<<
1
«
it
«
«
_«
1 «

PONGEE SILKS.
Pongee, 20-yard patterns, $6.0'0 each

Securities, suitable for
WILL BE
Savings Banks and Trust
Portland, Wednesday and Saturday of each week to
Funds constantly on hand.
ceive Pupils in Voice Culture, &c.
eodtf

BROKER,

25

THE SHAKESPEARE

“

ITALIAN AND ENGLISH SINGING,

STEVENS,

of tho

LADIES’ AID SOCIETY,
At Goad Templar's Hall, Wednesday Eve. Feb.17 at'7.30

“

“

VV.

The Celebrated Novelist; Author of “Dr. Sevier,”
“Old Creole Days,” and other Novels. Reading
from his own works.
Reserved Seats 75 and 50cents; Chairs on the
Stage 50 cents. Now on sale at Stock bridge's.
Half fare on M. C. R. R.
febfldlw

Drap d’ Almas,

—TEACHER OF—

F. O.

HR. CEO

CABLE,

Diagonals,

Corduretts,

1 lot Colored Dress Silks
“
«
“
1 “
«
“
«
1 “
“
1 “ “Mikado” “

STOCKBRIDGE,

Yigonnes,

1.25

rianiiolfi

$1.10 yard
“

dtf

HALL, WEDNESOAY EVENING, FEB. 17.
Reading by

$1.00 yard
“

■

18th
CITY

LOT NO. 3.
1 lot Gros Grain Dress Silks
«
((
<<
«
1 «
“
“
“
“
1 “
«
“
«
“
1 “
“
“
“
“
1 “
“
“
“
“
1 “

Feb. 17.

Daucius tocomnimrc alM IJO.
feblf>

per, 10 cts.

BANKERS

janl3

C. H. KNOWI.TON. Manager

A SSL MBLY

We shall to-day open our first invoice
of New Spring liress Goods, in which
we show a good line of

LOT NO. 2.
1 lot Gros Grain Dress Silks
«
“
a
u
1 «
“
“
«
“
1 “

Ladies:::: :::.':::.F°reeeut31Skates.10 ceuts-

BLACK RHADAMES Spring Dress Goods.

.50 yard

This is a Pure Silk Fabric and at above
price is a Bargain.

WOODBURY & MOULTON,

Choice

..

Ladies.10 cents

STREET, Portland.

Cor. Middle and Exchange Street.

Federal Street.

Bijou Skating Parlor,

janldtf

January 1,1884.

COMPANY,

YORK

As presented :tt71 Performances in New Vork.
under the Management of
MR. NIIERIDA1V CORBIN.
Seats 75 and 50 cents: Gallery 55 cents. Sale
of seats commences Friday, Feb. 12.
feblldtd

ai. u. p. a.
No.

NEW

In tlie Beautiful Play in Five Acts, entitled

Dress Silks and Dress Goods!

LOT NO. !.

Florida’s), Coffee, Rubber, Spices, etc.,

—

NORDECK!

etc.

HI Ifnnaa Street, New York.

wheezy rider.

GRAND SALE

These are the very best goods for the
priee the market can produce. We show
a good line of shades in both grades.

not so easy to strap down Russia’s mouth,
who kicked and twitched his head, yielding
at last, amidst the hisses and screeches of the

He looked sour and
scornful of court etiquette. It was plain to
see they did not care to meddle with him,
as they gave him a wider berth, and no one
presumed to offer a muzzle to nature’s uncouth nobleman. John Bull brought up the
rear, mounted upon such a dropsical lion we
looked to see him topple over with his

OF

1 lot Colored Rhadames
“
“
1 “

to

BY

MISS KATHRYN KIDDER,

Black Silks.

The distance between Truxillo and New Orleans
(910 miles) will enable the Company to land its
merchandise in American markets within fifty-six
hours after leaving the river. English and Amer
lean steamers now make regular trips to and from
Truxillo Bay.
A careful and conservative estimate of the
Aguan Company’s business warrants the belief
in addition to earning its fixed charges, it
that,he
able to pay at least ten per cent, dividends
will
annually upon its capital stock.

Wednesday, Feb. 15,16. & 17

SUPPORTED

—

of superior mahogany, cedar and other cabinet
woods bordering upon the upper river have been
famous for a century on account of the size of Octrees, and at the same time inaccessible for lack of
steam transportation, which the boats of the Company now afford. The products of the Aguan Valley. in addition to the great variety of fine cabinet
Woods, Gold, Silver and Copper Mines, include
Bananas and Plantains of unusual size and delicacy of flavor. Sarsaparilla. Cocoanuts, Oranges (su-

perior

and

AMERICA?!* UBEAT ACTOR,

MAYO,

Interest Payable Semi-Annually at New York.
PRINCIPAL DUE 1896.

was

him.

OF

COLD BONDS

CHARLES M. WHITNEY He CO.,

nobody cared for

Monday, Tuesday

SIX PER CERT. TEN (EAR

the indignity of the muzzle, were presented
with courtly deference to the Prince; but it

audience. Finally Uncle Sam in his striped
trousers, astride a spread eagle, stalked into
the ball room as if he cared for nobody and

PORTLAND_THEATRE.

The Management take pleasure In announcing an
Engagement for three nights only,

\STMAN BROS. & BANCROFT.

and

*'»iiindelphl»

UlO ft A OCDin

1 fii§
W« AYES

N.

*

Ann.

<•.r

authorlaed

agents.

Illinois Central.189%
Shore.*.. 88%
Central. Jf%

PRESS.

THE

Lake

Michigan

NewJersey Central...

WEDNESDAY MORNING, FEB. 17.

Northwestern.l£i%

Nortnwestern preferred.if,?,.
New York Central.
Rook island.12?%
St. Paul
,84%
St. Paulpreferred. 1",.
Union Pacific. flj*
Western Union Telegraph. *1%
Alton & Terre Haute. 40
■

WIT AND WISDOM.
Of the long-forgotten cities, discovered in the
present century by their walls, little else remains
but extensive cemeteries, which, as repeatedly
happens among the ruined places of the earth,
have outlasted by more than 2000 years the
dwellings of the living. The streets and buildings
of settlements already in ruins during the time of
the ancient Romans have disappeared almost
without a trace, while the monuments of the dead
are so well preserved as frequently to give information concerning even the domestic architecture of their builders.
Are you bilious? Then use Dr.
are a perfect liver regulator.

Soule’s Pills;

they

In one of

our

large cities, a short time ago, a
a friend, who, taking him

hard-up gent was met by
by the band, exclaimed:

“lam

delighted

to

see

IIow long are you going to stay?”
“Why, I think I shall stay while my money

vou.

la“How disappointed
hoped you

were

I am.” said the friend.
going to stay a day or two.”

“I

Colgan’s Taffy Tolu prevents seasickness.
Colgan’s Taffy Tolu makes pink gums, pearly
teeth and a fragrant breath.
Mai. Gale bought a horse from a dealer and
was
shortly afterward the following conversation
liearu: "You have swindled me with that horse
vou sold me last week.”
"How so?” asked the dealer, very much sur-

prised.

only had him three days when he died.
"That's very strange. I owned him twentythree vears, and worked him hard every day, and
never knew him to do that while I owned him.”
“Well. I

We ore selling Atlilophoros. We have a great
demand for it, and the people are generally satisfied with the results it produces. F. J. Rogers,
druggist, Stamford, Connecticut. Success is attained when tlie neonie are satisfied.
The late Josh Billings was asked: “How fast
does sound travel?” His idea was that it depended a good deal upon the noise you are talking
about. "The sound of a dinner horn for instance,
travels half a mile in a second: while an invitation tew get up in the morning I have known to be
three-quarters of an hour goin’ up two pair of
stairs, and then not hev strength enuff to be
be heard.”

Prompt relief in sick headache, dizziness, nausea, constipation, pain in the side, &c., guaranteed
to those using Carter’s Little Liver Pills. One pill
a dose.
2B cents.
Austrian savant has ascertained that the
has an influence on a magnetized needle
varying with its phases and its declination. The
An

moon

is said to be more prominently noticeable when our satellite Is near the earth, and
to be very marked when she Is passing from the
The disturbfull to her first or second qunrter.
ances are at their maximum when the moon Is in

phenomenon

the plane of the equator, and greater during the
southern and northern declination.

FOR Kaeumatism, Lumbago, Neuralgiv
Cramp and Colic there is no remedy superior to
the genuine Dr. Thomas’ Eelectrlc Oil.

“Well, well, Jonathan! Is this reely you? Don’t
think I’ve seed you afore in ten years. How’s
the world sarved you, anyhow, Jonathan?”
“Bad enough, bad enough,’' replies Jonathan,
shaking his head sadly. “Sence I see you last,
I've lost my wife an’ three children, had my leg
broke, my house tuk fire an’ burnt clean down,
my Jarsey bull died, the bank I lied my few savings In busted, an’ last year I got married again.
I’ve lied my full sheer of afflictions, I hev, Silas.”
After suffering for the last five years from seattacks of rheumatism I was relieved of all
pain by taking one bottle of Atlilophoros, and I
I have recomhave not been troubled since.
mended it to others. L, H. Patterson, Copake
Iron Works, New York.

vere

Gentleman—I understand you’re going
ry an heiress, Rastus.
Rastus—Yes, salt. Miss Johnsmg am repo ted
to liab fo’ty-seben dollahs in'.de bank. sail.
Gentleman—Is it a: love match on her part,
to

mar-

Rastus?

Rastus—I doan ’spects hit is, sail. It am a well
’stabllshed fac’ dat my gran’mudder wall a uu’se
fo’ Geo’ge Washington, sail. So 1 marries Miss
Johnslng fo’ her money, an’ she marries me fo’
my blood.
The well known strengthening properties of
Irox, combined with other tonics and a most perfect nervine, are found in Carter’s Iron Pills,
which strengthen the nerves and body, and improve the blood and complexion.
Mrs. Brown—Good morning. Mrs. Bergen, where
have your children been lately? I have not seen

thMrs.
Bergen—No; poor dears- since their father
died I have had to let their servants go, and

so

could not take care of them. I sent them to the
I was sorry
Home for the Friendless, you know.
to let them go, but really I could not help it. Poor
little Fido needs all my time, you know, for he is
not well.
_

Boston, Oct. 1. The commission appointed to
examine the different bread-raising compounds
report the Congress Yeast Powder to be a perfectly pure powder free from all injurious ingredients.

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL.
FREIGHTS.
The following are recent charters:
Bark John J. Marsh, Philadelphia to Cardenas,
empty lihds 90c.
gchr Canton, same.
Sehr Willi amine, Baltimore to Portland, coal
Portland
Sch.** Alta V. Cole and Perseverance,
to New V’Wk, lumber $2.25.
M. Bird, Portlaud to New York,
Sehr Addirt

heading

priva?® terms,

at

Island
Schr Lizzie H Patrick, Horse
York, ice 60c.

to

Gran.
Flour.
High Mixed Uoru.61—52
Superline and
low grades.3 25-3 50 Corn, hag
Meal, bag lots. 53—64
X Spring and
42-43
XX Spring. .5 00—5 25 Oats, oar lots
Oats, bag lots... .43—45
Patent Spring
Cottonseed.
..6 00-6 25
Wheats
car lots. .23 00-24 00
Mich, straight
roller .6 25—5 50! do bag.. .24 00-2o 00
6 00—5 25 Sack’dBr’u
clear do
car lots. 20 00®21 Oo
stone ground 4 75-5 00
do bag. ..31 00—22 00
Ki Louis st’gt
19 50-23 00
75
5
Middlings,
roller.
60-5
00
dear do.... 6 25-5 60 do bag lots,20 00—24
Provisions.
Winter Wheat
Patents.... 5 75-6 001 PorkBacks ...14*00—14 50
Fish.
Clear —13 00—13 50
CodPfltl—
Mess.11
50
50-12 00
Large Shore3 25—3
25 Mess Bed 9 50-10 00
Bank3
oO
Mess.10
Ex
00
00—10
Small.2 75—3
10 50-11 00
Plate
Pollock.2 26-3 25
7o
00
ExFlate.il
25—11
Haddock.1 50—2
Hake.1 76—2 25 Lard-

lyts....o4«oo

—

..

00-3

....

Tubs p p..GV4—6%c

6Vs—6»4c
Pails.6%—73,ic

Tierces....

So 1.12—15c

Mackerel p bbl—
Shore Is. 19 00 a 21
Shore 2s. 7 00a 8
Med 3s. 5 00— 6
Small ....2 75«; 3
Produce.

10

Hams p
do

00
001

c

coveredlOVi—11 Vi
Oil-

00 Kerosene—
60 Port. Itef. Pet. 7Vi
...10V*
Water White

Pratt’sAstT.Pbbl.
Cranberries—
Maine.3 50—4 50 Devoe s Brilliant.1.j
..10'i4
Cape Cod.. .5 50—6 50 Ligoiila.
Pea Beaus... 175-1 85 Sliver Wmte.10
Medium....1 75—1 85 Centennial...10-14
Buisins.
German mdl 65—1 76
yellow Kyes.l 40^1 in* Muscatel.... * BO^.o 5U
Irish Potabies ..00—'701 London Lay’r 3 15—3 37
400-4 25jOnduraLay. 12V»-13
St Potatoes
Onions.3 75—4 001 Valencia.7 — 10Vi
Sugar.
Cabbages.$10—8121
Turkevs.16—171 granulated p lb.6%
.63/8
Chickens.12-151 Extra C
13

Weeds.
Fowls
.10—12
Red Top.... $2%®$2Vi
Hacks
Geese.
j—14|Tiniothy Seed2 20—2 30

iglo I

Clover.lOVi—He
Apples.
Cheese.
50—2 501
oo—2 251 Vermont.... 10 —11 Vi
Tallmau Swtsl 25-1 BOlN.Y. factory 10 —HVi
Butter,
Nol Baldwinsl GO—1 751
1 25—1 6 0 Creamery p lb. .24—2o
creenings
B
Or
21-23
Gilt Edge Ver
p ib 8@llc Choice.18-20
No. Spy.1
.2
Snow

Evaporated
Florida

.4 00—4 25 Store.10—12

Eggs.
Messina.3 75-4 00
aJ-iinoers
..2 00—2 60 Eastern extras... 18—20
M
5
Can

Oron*c».
.3 50—4 50
Florida
5 50—6 00

& Western

..

18-19

Island.18
Limed.,,.16—17

Valencia

Foreign Exports.
ROSARIO,SA.
ber.

Bark Vibilia-445,7GG feet lum-

__,

Railroad Receipts.
rOKlEAJNU.

feo. n>. 1000.

Received by Maine Central Railroad—For Pori
'miscellaneous merchandise; for conmerchanneeting road# .88 carsl miscellaneous

and 34 ear#
dise.

Boston Stock Market.
[By Telegraph.]
stocks are received
The following quotations of

Atch!,

92%
Topeka and Santa Fe Railroad.

Eastern

Railroad..

England Railroad.
jg«w YoVkand'New
pref
do

88%

11kja
4s.....

Mexican Central
H7/“
Boston Water Power Co.
Rutland.
20%
Rutland R. pref.
B%
Boston Land Company .
It.
Wisconsin Central
2u£.
Mexican Central R 7s
o1it
A
Flint & Pere Marquette Railroad pref.
do com.
•.iaq
Boston & Albany Railroad.....Is,,,
Boston & Maine.
*, j 72
Eastern Railroad Os.}"*
—•

Boston & Lowell

Canal.107%

Del. & Hud.
St Paul & Omaha.

American Express.106
U. S. Express. 64%

Wells. Fargo Express.124
41%
Louisville & Nasn.
.116%
Union Pacific 1st
.106%
do Land Grants
do Sinking Funds.122
22 %
St Louis & San F'ran.

pref.46%
pref.103
16%

do
1st
Lake Erie

& West.
Manhattan Elevated...120%
Metropolitan El.160
Hannibal & St.IJo.
do preferred.
Canton.
Central Iowa. 17
Long Island. 87
115
Central Pacific lsts
Denver « R. Gr. lsts.119%
l-_

Railroad.J

TBy Telegraph.]

NEW YORK. Feb. 16 1880.—Money on call
continues easy at 1%®2 per cent. Prime mercantile paper at 4<85 per cent.
Exchange continues
dull and steady at 4 87% and 4 88. Government
bonds dull. Railroad bonds active and strong.
The transactions at tlie Stock Exchange aggre
gated 300.394 share*.
The following are to-day's quotations of Govern
uieut securities:
United States bonds, 3s .102%
New4%s, reg .
A
N'ew 4VaS, coup.11*
New 4s, reg.

.fSfS

slh0,^.1R1^l!Cpr1* kr|

The following New York
crotke
-ceivctd dailv, bv private wire, b> Pullen,
Portland. Me:
& Co., No. 33 Exchauge street,
7i
Ctiuago u AlluU.
v
j.i rh
Chicago & AJtbn prelerred_ .igo

glcago, Buriintfou
preferred

&

..

Quincy..........

Al,.

1

111/.

Oregon Nav. lsts.113
Lehigh & Wilkesbarre.H2ya

WrrtWayne.148

The stoekjmarket was moderately active alter
p 111 ana firm until late ill the hour, when it
yielded small fractions for general list, closing
2 15

irregular

at

quotations.

New York

Mining

Stocks.

[By Telegraph.]
NEW YORK, Feb 16, 1886.—The following
closing Quotations for mining stocks to-day:

are

Quicksilver.
do preferred.

6 60

Ontario.29

00
1 36
2 15
06
Iron Silver. 2 40
60
Father deSmet.2
Hale & Norcross.2 30
Horn Silver. 3 76

Bodie.
Con. Cal. & Va.

Standard.J

California Mining Stocks.
(By Telegraph.)
SAN FRANCISCO. Feb. 16. 1886.—The follow
official
are
quotations of mining stocks
mg
closing
to-day:
Hale & Norcross. 214
Con. Cal. & Va. 2%
Bodie Con. 114
Eureka. 194
Best & Belcher..114
Swage .114
Yellow Jacket. 1
Crown Point. 1%
1%
Best.
Boston Produce Market.
BOSTON. Feb. 16. 1886.—The^ollowing are toof Provisions, &c.:
quotations
day’s
Pork—Long cut 13 00®13 25; short cuts 13 00
13 60 -.backs 13 25@13 66; light backs 12 50;lean
ends 12 75®13 00; pork tongues at $13@13 25;
prime mess at 812 00@12 50; extra prime at 9 15
mess.

old. at 10 75i®ll 00: do

new

at

812 00; Western prime mess pork 10 75®ll7o.
Lard at 6V4@6skc p lb m tierces;7@7V4c In 10lb pails;7Vi@7V4c in 5-lb palls; 7y3@7*Ac In 3-lb
pails.
Hams 9V3@10c © lb, according to size and
cure; small 10@10y3c.|
Dressed hogs, city, Gygc p It; country at 5 Vic;
Western 5Vic: live liogs 4a,lc.
Mutter—Eastern Iresh made creamery at SO®
32c iNortliern tall made creamery, Igood to choice,
27@30c; fair to |good at 22®25c; New York fall
made dairy 20@22c; Vermont do 20@22c; selec
tions at 27®29c; fair to good at 15@20c; winter
made dairies 15®18c. as to quality; extra Western tresli made creamery 33®34c ;good to choice
25®30c; Western ladle packed, fresh, 18@23e;
do lair to good at 8@llc; strictly imitation cream
cry, extra, 25®28c. Jobbing prices range l(6;2c
higher than these auotatious.
Cheese—Northern extra at 10@l0V4c: lower
according to quality; Western at 9Vi@10.
ob lots Vie higher.
Eggs—Neai by nominal at 23e; Eastern extras
21®—c; Southern choice extra 20®21c: New
York and Vermont at 21c; Western fresh at 20®
21c; good to choice held stock 19@20c, limed at
18®19c.
Means—Choice small hand picked pea at 1 70 ®,
1 75 t> bush; choice New York large baud picked
do 1 46®1 55; small Vermont hand .picked pea at
1 75®1 85
Apples—Choice Massachusetts Baldwins, 150;
fancy Maine baldwins 1 75; No 1 greenings 1 50;
No 2 apples 76c®l 00.
Hay—Choice prime hay, $19 00@$20; fair to
good at $18®$19; choice Eastern 'line $16@$18;
Fair to good do at $15®$16; poor do at $13®$14:
East swale $11@$12. Eye straw, choice, $20 00@
$20 oO; oat straw $11@$12 (> ton.
Potatoes—Houltou rose at 75c; do Hebron 80c;
N H Bose 05®7Oe; Me Central at G5@70c; Burhank seedlings G0®70c; N Y Hebrons 50:®60c;
do Bose 55®G0c ; do prolifics 60c.

frades

Watertown Cattle Market.
(By Telegraph.)
WATERTOWN, Feb. 16, 1885.—Cattle market
unchanged.
Market Beef—Extra at 7 50®7 75; first qualit)
at 7 00;® 7 25; second quality at 5 00®6 60; third
ouallty 4 00®4 60.
Store Cattle—Working Oxen Ppair $100®$185
Farrow Cows at $15®$S0; fancy at $50®$80
Milch Cows and Calves $25®$48; yearlings $10®
$18; two years old *14®$28; three years $24 «
$40.
Receipts of cattle 683 head.
Swine—Receipts 8296; Western fat, live, 4%®
5Vi ; northern dressed 5 Jfcc.
Sheep and Lambs—Receipts 1496; in lots 2 25®
4 00; extra 5 00 0,5 25.
Veal Calves 2Vj@GVic.

Chicago

5|7o;
hulls

••••139^
61

Stockers and feeders at 2 80 a,4
and mixed 1 76 ®4 26.

30; cows,

Hogs—Receipts 17,0uo; shipments 6000;lower:
rough and mixed at 3 85.54 15; packing and shipping 4 20®4 50; light —; skips 2 80a,3 50.
Sheep—Receipts 2900; shipments 1000; market
IS

4

mgiitii ;

lutnicfl

a

atrjjyu

xw,

nvonjuiai

•»

er'>v~

50; Texans 2 00@4 00. Lambs t> bead at 3 75®

5 50.

__

—

—

8 11 -16c.

MEMPHIS. Feb. 10,1886.—Cotton quiet; mid-

dling

8 9-16c.

_

European Markets.
By Telegraph.]
LONDON. Feb. 16. 1886.-Consols 100%.

LONDON. Feb. 16.1886—U. S. 4V2s, 114.
I IVERPOOL, Feb. 16. 1886. —Cotton market is
dull- uplands at 4 15-lCd; Orleans od sales 8,000

bales ^peculation and export 1000 bales.
1 IVFRPOOL. Feb. 16, 1886—Winter Wheat
6s lld®7s Id;
weaker at Gs lld:a,7s;spring wheat
California average" Os edges 8d; club at 6s 8d@
at
4s 3d; peas
now
CslOd; corn, mixed Western,
6s Od. Provisions, &c—Pork.prime Eastern mess
and 28s 9d
clear
short
at 61s : bacon at 29s 9d for
tor Ion- clear; cheese 49s for American; tard,
for Amer3d
25s
00t-ni at 32s 3u;tallow
prime
ican.

SAILING DAYS OF
FROM

.Porto Rico
.Liverpool
Amsterdam
Havana

Glasgow

STEAMSHIPS.
FOB

Saratoga.New York..Havana .—Feb
Feb
Oregon.New Y ork.. Liverpool...
City of Chicago ..New York..Liverpool.. ..Feb
Hermann.New York. .Bremen.Feb
Feb
Westemland.New York.. Antwerp
....

GOODS,
LADIES' OUTSIDE GARMENTS, CARPETINGS, &c.

Heigh*....} ;::104o8ig

Arrived.
Steamer State of Maine, Hilyard, St John, NB,
via Eastport for Roston.
Sch Grace Davis. Soule. Baltimore—coal to Portland & Rochester R R.
Sch Normandy .Wyman, Baltimore—coal to Randall & McAllister.
Sch W B Herrick, Sewall, New York—coal to
Boston & Maine RB.
Sch Addle E Snow. Norton, Elizabethport.

Hall & Haskell.
Sch Lizzie H Patrick, Meyer, Horse Island, to
load for New York—Ryan & Kelsey.
N
Sch United States, Archibald, Eastport
Blake.
New
Blake.
Harbor—N
Soil Tivano, Geyer,
SAILED—barque Sokota; sells Robt G Dun,
Lot ing C Ballard, Emma. M J Chadwick, Fannie
Whitmore, aud L H Patrick.
—

Pure*

Absolutely

This Powder never varies. A marvel of purity,
strength and wholesomeness. More economical
than the ordinary kinds, and cannot be sold in competition witli the multitude of low test, short weight
alum or phosphate powders. Sold only in cans.
Royal Baking Powder Co., 1(>6 Wall

St.^NA'.

Slif

unu
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20
20

20
20
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LABOR, TIM Band SOAP AMAZINGLY, and gives universal satisfaction.
No family, rich or poor should be without itSold by all Grocers. BETV ARE of imitations
pell designed to mislead. PEARLINE is the

Macgregor, McFadden, from
Havana for Boston, put into Vineyard-Haven 14th
and reports heavy weather on the passage and
Feb 3, !at37,
was 14 days North of Hatteras.
Ion 73 20, had a hurricane from W to N and
was hove to 50 hours; everything movable was
swept from the decks, cabin filled with water and
stores damaged ; also broke malngatf aud lost
staysail. Vessel tight.
Barque Agate, Powers, from Havana for Boston,
put into Vineyard-Haven 14tli aud reports having
experienced heavy gales Feb 3 and 4, and had
decks swept, forward house and galley stove, and
had cabin tilled with water. &c.
New York, Feb 10—Brig Mary T Kimball, Dix.
which went ashore last night off Red Hook, came
off to-day after discharging deckload.
Nassau, NP, Feb 10—Brig Chas Dennis, from
Galveston for Wilmington, has discharged nearly
all her cargo and Surveyors recommend she be
caulked afloat.
Tampa, Feb 9—Barques Elvina, from Laguayra;
Emita, Crowley, for New Yolk, and Carries Bailey, Blair, for New York, parted their chains beb
8d and went to sea. The Elvina had no anchors
and has probably gone elsewhere for new ones,
as none can be obtained here.

dflwavs bears

PASCAGOULA—Sid lltli, brig Stacy Clark,

01X.M: aj

sch

Cld 8th,

does Murdock’s
question often asked—how
compare with other foods and tonics?
refer to Dr. S. W. Abbott’s report for 1880.
He is the State inspector of foods for Massachusetts.
The

£

SAVANNAH—Cld 12lh, sch Catlue C Berry,
Seavey, St Slmous.
DARIEN—Ar 11th, sell S P Hitchcock, Blair
Savannah, to load for Bath.
CHARLESTON—Cld 12th, barque Lizzie Carter, Carter, Baltimore.
Ar 13th, barque Mary G Reed, Warren, from
Vieouez. to go on the railway.
Cld loth, sch Norombega,
BCCKSVILLE
Smith Surinam.
WILMINGTON-Sid 14th, sell Messenger,
Falker, (from Amboy) for Brunswick.
NORFOLK—Sid 10th, brig Hattie M Bain, McDonold. St Thomas.
Ar 14th, sch Nina Tillson,
BALTIMORE
Achorn. Charleston.
—

,,
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Murdock’s Liquid Food. 14.10

Liebig’s.Not

any.

Valentino's.

do.

Johnston’s.

do.

Sp
S2
j? S’

«

i.97

16.45

:

;

0.42

54.87 52.10 23.74
28.67 22.62 11.09
3.30
20.13 47.16

50.12 60.50 19.24
do.
Delacre’s..
Murdock’s Liquid Food contains 14.10 per cent,
of albumen; ail the other foods do not contain any.
Common food does not contain over one per cent,
that is available.
It contains less organic matter tban common
food, and common food contains 16.85; the other
preparations from 22.62 to 60.50 per cent.
It contains 0.42 of ash, which is indigestible
matter. The others contain from 3.30 to 23.74

Hnilfrflnn. Knstou.

INTEMPERANCE CAN BE CURED
Murdock’s Liquid Food. IT STOPS
THE CRAVING, AND THAT STOPS THE DESIRE.
This fact is confirmed by its use for the last 5
years dally in some of the

By the

use

in the United States.

TO CLEANSE OR PURIFY THE BLOOD

hatba^ni

AND HOW

13th, barque Alice Reed, Stahl,

Hamburg.
PHLLADELPHIA—Ar 14th,brig Maria W Norwood, Lewis, Barbadoes; sell Lizzie Major, Poster, Aux Cayes.
Ar 15tli, sells Warren Adams, Coleord, Turks
Island; Susan P Tliurlow, Tabbott, Cardenas;
Maggie Calling, Daliiug, do.
Ar 16tll, sell A F Crockett, Thorndike, Boston.
Arat Delaware Breakwater 14th, schs Lizzie
Wilson,Chadwick,Cardenas: MimaAReed.Nash;
Koclieko. Jasper; Canton, Whimer, and Mabel F
Maples, Dickson, do; F L Richardson, Belano,

from

,,

_

...

Alnt ’inztts

NEWCASTLE, DEL-Ar 16tli, sell C U VVolNorton, Matan-

^NEW YORK— Ar

loth, schs Helen Montague,
Gieeu, Savannah; My rover, Bates. Charleston;
ADLainson. Smith, Pensacola; Wm Douglass,
vlcludoe, San Bias; Lucia Porter, Gnudall, trom
Wilmlugion, NC.
Ar 17th. ship Sumner R Mead. Park,Cebu; mig
W
Mary T Kimball, Dix, Pensacola; sch Thomas
Holder, McMillan. Laguna. ;
BoothM
Hodgkins,
Moody,
Cld 16lh. sells Chas
bay; Ada Bailey, White. Galveston.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 14th, sch John II Cross,
Rawley, Pensacola.
,,
Sid 14th. sch Maggie J Smith. Bennett. Norfolk.
VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar 14th, barques Jessie
Maegregor, McFadden, Havana for Boston; Agate
Powers, do for do.
sailed, sobs Stephen G Hart, Rivers, Savannah for Portland; Win T Donnell, Bassett, Baltimore for Boston.
Sailed, schs LA Snow, Snow,Rockland for N ew
York; Ring Dove, ..u for do; Louis V Chaples,
Belfast for Jacksonville; Olive Elizabeth,Passed by, sell Satilla, from Darien hound east.
At Tarpaulin Cove 14th, brig Edith, Turner, fm
Hayti tor Boston.
BOSTON—Ar loth, barque Wheatland,Crocker.
Zanzibar; sch Win It Drury. Bond, Savannah.
Ar loth, schs Belle Brown, Perfy, Wueliawkeu
for Boston;
Maggie Andrews. Harding, Port
Johnson for do; Laura E Messer, Gregory, Weymouth for

..

..

Wilmington.

PORTSMOUT11—Ar loth, schs Lizzie B Morse,
Hall, Amboy; Damon, Torrey, do.
Sid 16th, sch John F Morrow, Nickerson, ltockpoi t, to load for Baltimore.
Below, schs Odell, Wade; Petrel, Decrow, and
Hero, Lowe, Boston for Belfast.
BATH—Ar 15th, sch Belle Higgius, Rivers, fm
Darien, Ga.

Foreign Ports.
Ar at Sydney, NSW. Jan 25th, barque Abbie
Carver, Pendletou.'Boston.
Isaac S
Calcutta prev to Feb 12tli, barque
Skolfleld. skolfleld. New York.
Ar at Demarara Feb I5tli, seb Cyrus McKowu,
Farnliam, New York.
Ar at Loudon Feb 13, ship Gneida, McUilvcry,
Ar at

Hong Kong.

Ar at Rosario Dec 24, brig L F Munson, Smith,
Buenos Ayres; 26th, H H Wright, Meyers. Boston; seh Mattie W Atwood. Newcomb, Portland.
Ar at Buenos Ayres Jau 8, barques Nellie Smith
Wallace, New York; S It Lyman. Pinkham, Portland; sell B C Cromwell, Portland; 9th, barque J
W Dresser, Parker, Calais; sell J D Robinson,
Hagan, Portland; 11th, barque Lady Nairn, Richards, Portland.
Sid fm Montevideo Jau 11, barque Kate, Crowley. New York.
Sid fin Pernambueo Jan 26tb, barques Ada P
Gould, Henralian, New York ; 27th, A C Wade,
Slierman, do.
Sid 11, brig Ned White, Dow, New York.
Sid 29tli, barque Henry A Litchfield, Davis,
Boston; 30th, Ada Gray. Plummer, Rio Janeiro.
Sid fm Rio Janeiro Jan 16, barques Geo Treat,
Treat, Barbadoes; St Cloud, Barstow, do; 18th,
Mary Jeuness, Winslow. New York.
Slu fm St Paul do Loando Jau 5, barque Horace
Scudder, Coffin. Banana, Af.
Ar at Point-a-Pitre about Feb 10, sch E II Her
riman. Wood, New York.
At Port Spain Jan 30, brig David Bugbec, Stowers, from Boston.
Ar at Turks Island
civy,

Feb 10, sch Henry P Mason,

oucuus Avica.

Havana Feb 6, sch Uranus, Mason, from
Portland.
Ar at Matanzas Feb 6. barque Josephine. Perry,
Boston; Alex Campbell, Bunker, Portland; 8tb,
•Sarah A Staples, Bartlett, New York; atli, Cheslina Redman, Nash, do.
Ar at Cardenas 6th, schs Mabel Hooper, HoopA R Weeks, Henley, Portland;
er, Philadelphia;
8th, barque Edward Cushing, Blckmore, PhiladelE
H
Williams, Gould, St Thomas;
phia; 9lh, brig
sell Nantasket, Ricbarcson, Boston; Ml Wood,

SHOWING HOW EASY IT IS RENEWED
NECESSARY WHEN DISEASED.

ti»si-dock^ Liquid Food will a«ni»t all
cl»«»i*c» of chronic case«. Itisihcouly Raw
It ia free of insolut-ood ia the world.
ble mutter aud can always be retniued by
aud
when
the Htomurh,
given for INJECTION* it it* equally valuable and can always be retained.
Mcrofulu, Abscesses, Ulcers, or those suffering from a broken limb, cau be restored
to health and strength by the use of JTIui-itocli’s Liquid Food.
a patient who was thrown from a carsix years ago; the breast bone, two lower
ribs and the hip were injured, which developed 20

Wc have

riage

abscesses, which had been running 5 Va years prior
pieces of bone

to taking Liquid Food, discharging
and matter. The patient says:

“7 realized that I was improving before / had
taken the first bottle, and have taken it for five
months. For the first 5Va years 1 was 'treated by
the best medical talent that money could command, but with no relief, and the most of them
told me on their first visit that there was no relief
for me, and the results confirmed all they said, as
and at the time I
I continued to grow worse

daily,
Liquid. Food I

could hardcommenced taking your
ly walk, and was unable to stand erect. Now I
former
as
1
am
to
health and
restored
am my
self,
usefulness, and I am happy, as 1 never expected
a
to enjoy such
blessing.

Havana.

Sldsth, barque Hancock, Guptill, New York;
sells John H Converse, Leiglitou, Philadelphia;
10th, Mima Belle, Thompson, and Clara E Col
cord. Coleord. New York; Nellie Shaw. Dinsmore,
Wilmington, NC.
Ar ai Sagua Feb 6, barque Endeavor, Whittier,
Barbadoes.

Spoken.

Nov 11, lat 3 N, Ion 2u 30 W, ship Eureka, from
New York for San Francisco.
Dec 22, lat 10 S, Ion 34 W, ship Nancy Pendleton, from New York for Shaughae.
Dee 27. lat 6 S, Ion 30 W, ship St David, Frost,
from New York tor Hong Hong.
Jan 22, lat 29 N. Ion 43 W, barque Nellie Brett,
Davis, from New York for Brisbane.
Feb 6, lat 36 30. Ion 72 60. brig IW Parker,
Kane, from Richmond for Rip Janeiro
Fell 12, no lat, &o, brig Emily 1 Sheldon, Hayes
from Darien for Portland.
Feb 10. lat 56, Ion 73 39, brig Harry Stewart,
Dean, from Turks Island for Baltimore.
Feb 10, lat 26 10, loll 76 5o, sch Fred Jackson,
of Portland, bound North.
No date, lat 3 S, Ion 32 W, ship Alfred D Snow,
Willey, from New York for San Franscico.

Dirigo Mineral Water.
water

im
Iced water ruins digestion; Dirigo
and
proves It; is always palatable, refreshing
and
cool
refreshing
Delivered
healthful.
daily,
from the spriug. Our unproved cans will keep the
water cool from 36 to 48 hours; use of cans free
water per gallon 10 cents.

RliNDLETT BROS.,
j«23

Proprietors,

413 •or* Sire**!.

raisPA?EiipEK«a

Morrison & Co’s New Jewelry Store.

There Is no medium through which
disease so often attacks the system
as by Constipation, and there is no
ether ill flesh is heir to,more apt to
be neglected, from the fact material
inconvenience may not be immediate*
ly felt from Irregular action of the
bowels. When there is not regular
action, the retention of decayed and
effete matter, with its poisonous
gases, soon poisons the whole system
by being absorbed into it, causing
piles, fistula, headache, impure blood
and many other serious affections.
BURDOCK BLOOD BITTERS will
immediately relieve, and one bottle
positively cure or relieve any case
■<
of Constipation.
“Was troubled for a year with
torpid liver and indigestion, and after
trying everything imaginable, used
BURDOCK BLOOD BITTERS. The
first bottle revived me and the second

cured me entirely.”—J.S. Williamson.
Rochester, N. Y.
_

E v^u if You

Buy

a

Bozen

nlnstiors—which von can eetfor a
the Cheap John druggists—you
have merely thrown away your money, for one
Bensou’s Capcine Plaster is worth them all. The
reason is this:—Benson’s is the only porous plas
ter In the market that is honestly and skillfully
made, and scientifically medicated. Others are
no more than nominal imitations of Benson’s.
They are cheap because they possess none of the
ingredients which render Benson’s valuable. The
latter are prompt to act, pleasant to wear, and
cure in a few hours ailmeuts which others will
not even
relieve.
The public are especially
warned against so-called "Capsicin,” “Capsicum,
“Capuciu" or “Capsicine” plasters, as worthless
articles intended to deceive. Ask for Benson's
and look for the "Three Seals” trademark and
the word "Capcine” cut in the centre
feblfiMW&Slwnrm
common nnrnns

song at any of

UNITED

STATES
hotel.

DR.

WILSON,

SPECIALIST,
Treats complicated disthose made
eases and
chronic by malpractice.
No cure no pay, only for
medicine.
Examination free
and

ConMtiltation
from 9a. m. to M p.

in.

janlodti

TIIE HERON

Table and Dairy Salt
IS THE BEST.

Ask lour Grow for it. Take No Other.
d3m
decs

Freights for the West by the Penu. It. It., and
South oy connecting lines, forwarded free of com
mission.
Round Trip SIS.
Pannage $10.00.
Meals and Room included.
or
For freight
passage>pply to
E. B. SAMPSON, Agent,
70 Long Wharf, llowlou.
31dtf

PORTLAND, MT. DESERT AND MACHIAS LINE
Two Trips Per Week—Winter Arrangements tor 1886.

LONUFELThe swift sea-going steamer
LOW, Capt. G. A. Hopkins, will leave Portland
Tuesday and Friday Evening, at 3 I
o’clock, or on arrival of 7 p m. train from Boston
over B. & M. R. R., touching at Rockland, where
connections are made for landings on Penobscot
Bay and River with Boston & Bangor S. S. Co.;
Castine, Deer Isle, Sedgwick, So. West and Bar
Harbors, (Mt. Desert,) Mt. Desert Ferry, connecting with morning train from Bangor. &e.. Millbridge and Jonesport, arriving at Maehiasport
early in the evening. RETURNING, leave Machiasport every Monday and Thursday Morning at
4 o’clock, touening as above, connecting at Mt.
Desert Ferry witli trains for Boston, &c., and at
Rockland with steamers of Boston & Bangor Line
for Boston, and arriving in Portland at midnight,
(usually connecting with Pullman Express for
Boston and the West. Freight taken at usual
rates and forwarded with despatch. Tickets and
staterooms on board. For further information ap-

!

at. the various Lnndimrs.

E. CUSHING, Manager,
Railroad Wharf, Portland, Me.

International

The astonishing Bargains in Overcoats that we have been disposing
of during the past few weeks are now surpassed by another

DOWN
Bargains in Overcoats for boys, ages 4
to 11 years, $2.50, $3.00, $3.50,
$5.00, $0.00, $7.00 and $8.00.
Extra good Overcoats for larger boys,
11 to 17 years, at $o.00 $6.00, $t.00

1885.

Winter Arrangements.

our

Liverpool

Liverpool!
Halifax.

Feb.

21
28
11
25

1886.

|

THURSDAY,
Feb. 4
ll
18
Polynesian.
March 4
Caspian.
18
Circassian.“

Sarm„tian.
Peruvian.

Cabin
Passenger accommodations unequalled.
$50 to $80; intermediate, $20; steerage, $20.
For passage apply to H. & A. ALLAN, General
Passenger Agents, 80 State St. Boston; and C. P.
WALDRON, 40 Exchange St.; T. P. MCGOWAN.
422 Congress St., or for passage or freight to H. &
A. ALLAN, Agents, No. 1 inula St., Portland.
dtf
uov28

BOSTON

...

Bargains in Boys’All Wool Suits in both
Knee and Long Pants at the lowest
prices ever named for good goods.

STEAMERS.

See our
in Men’s AH Wool PANTS and VESTS,
AH Wool Canada Gray Pants at only $1.50. (Genuine $2.50 quality.)

Special Bargains

URGE STOCK OF LEATHER JACKETS AND VESTS

FARE $1.00
THE FIBST-CLASS STEAHIEBS

STRICTLY ONE PRICE.

without the

knife

of

U3e

or

ligature by

Dr. C. T. Fisk, 68 Pleasant street, Auburn.
CURED
Treats all diseases of the Rectum successfully,

Without detention from business.

perience and hundreds of

cases

Seven years excured in different

State.

of the

parts
Read the following testimonials and see those
referred to, which will convince the most skepPoutland, Dec. 1, 1884.

successfully
We, the undersigned, having
treated by Dr. C. T. Fisk, can recommend him to
the confidence of the public. His method is simple, almost painless, and requires no detention
from business.
FRED H. THOMPSON, 30 Union St.
RICH'D K. GATLEY, 53 and 61 Union St.
GEO. HUMPHREY, 72 Parris St., Portland.
D. F. GERTS, 455 Cumberland St., Portland.
JOHN F. MERRILL. 60 Cross St.. Portland.
ALBERT CHASE, 30 Preble St., Portland.
GARDINER WOOD. 6 Temple Place, Portland
N. W. MORSE, 101 Federal St,, Portland.
Names of many ladies treated in Portland will
be given at the Doctor's room.
Ladies inquire at No. 318 Cumberland Street.
been

AT IL S. HOTM, ROOM 18,
Every Saturday, from 9

a.

m.

to

4 p. m.

>_e°dtf
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DAWSOMS
iLTiuiA'H'

(vii

ULLUIIL^IV

dill/

Neuralgia, Rheuouitiwin, rtciaticn,
Headache. Earache, Toothache and every
other kind of ache produced by a Deranged Nervous SvHtem
It is the greatest remedy known for
AK8JKALOIA and BHEPJUTISM, and
SURE CURE.
Can be used externally as well as internally.
Head carefully the testimonials. Buy It and use it
as directed.
All Druggists.

GOODWIN

&

CO.,

BOSTON.
for New’

England

State*.

DAWSON MEDICINE CO.,
Park Arc. Sc 87th 81., New York.
febl
eodlni

MRS. A. B. POOLE,
C.S.or Metaphysician
will form

a

class for the purpose of teaching

Christian Science

or

A

School Book of Song.
(75 cts. or S6 per doz.) By E. Leslie. Fine collection of the best Part-Songs, Duets, &c.
Reader, nooks*.
(GO cts. or $6 per doz.) By Emerson and Brown.
Practical note reader, with good music.

Song

Public School Hymnal.
(40 cts. or S3.60per doz.) By Irving Emerson
Large collection of well chosen hymns and tunes

Chorus, by \V. S. Tilden.
High School Choir, by Emerson & Tilden.
Laurel Wreath, by W. O. Perkins, are three

Welcome

very successful High School Song Books. Price,
each, $1 or SO per doz.

For

Common Schools.

Amer’n School Music Readers, Book 1
(36 cts,), Book 2 (60 cts.), Book 3 (50 cts.), by
Emerson & Tilden, are increasingly popular in
graded schools.
Song Bells, by L. O. Emerson, and
Colden Robin, by W. o. Perkins, are two
very popular general collections of genial school
songs. Price of each, 50 cts. or S4.S0 per doz.
Anv

book mailed for retail Drlco.
“od&w2w

Mental Healing.

All who wish to join the class cau consult with
her at her Room. 58 Brown St., Saturday,
d3t
feblO
Feb.‘AO, from 9 toll a.m.

ST. JULIAN HOTEL,

a.

m.;
in.

ni.

AT CONGRESS ST. STATION

All trains excepting night Pullman trains will stop
for passengers.
tThe 11.16 p. m. train is the night express w ith
sleeping car attached and runs every night Sundays included, but not through to Skowhegan on
Monday morniugs or to Belfast and Dexter or
beyond Bangor, on Sunday moruiugs.
Trains arw due in Portlaud as follows: The morning trains from Augusta and Bath 8.46 a. ui.;
Lewiston, 8.50 a. m.: the day trains from Bangor and all intermediate stations and tonnectFng roads at 12.45 and 12.40 p. m.; the afternoon trains from Waterville,
Augusta, Bath,
Rockland and Lewiston at 6.46 p. m.; the night
Pullman Express train at 1. 60 a. m.
Limit*-*) Ticket**, flint and necond daw, fw
nil poiutM in the l'roviucc* on «ale at reduced

rate*.

Experiment not successful. Steamer will max*
last trip Dec. 16th.
PAYSON TUCKER, General Manager.
E. BOOTH BY, Oen’l Pass, aud Ticket Agt.
n»3<idtt
Portland. November 30. 1885.
F.

PASSENGER TRAIN SERVICE,
effect Bunday, October 11, ISS5.

in

WESTERN DIVISION.
TRAINS LEAVE PORTLAND
For Bontou at 6.16,*8.40 a. m.,*12.30,3.30 p. m.
Honton lor Portland 8.3S a. ill., 1.00, 3.30 p. ra.
Bcarboro and Pine Point 6.16, 8.40 a. ni.,
3.30, 6.46 p. 111. Old Orchard, Baca. Biddelord and MLennebuuk 6.15, 8.40 a. m., 12.30,
8.40
3.30, 6.46 p. 111. Well* Beach 6.16,
a^n.,
3.30 p- in, North Berwick, Grrnt Falls, Boand
Exeter, IlaTerhill, Lawrence
rer,
Lowell, 6.15. 8.40 a. m., 12.30, 3.80 p m.
Rochester, Farmington and Alton Bn]
6.40 a. m., 12.30. 3.30 p. m.. Mancheoter and
tonrord (via Newmarket Junction) 6.16 a. m.,
3.30 p. m.; via Lawrence. 8.40 a. m.
♦Tlie 8.40 a. m. and 12.30 p. in. connects with
Rail Lines to points West and South; the 12.30
with Sound Lines for New York.
Parlor Cars on trains leaving Portland 8,46 a.
in. and 12.30 p. ni.. aud Boston at 8.80 a. m. and
1.00 p.

m.

BUND A V TRAINS
1.00, 4.16 p. m.; arrive 6.30,8.45 p.lu.

for Ronioo

EASTERN DIVISION.
For Boston at 2.00 and 13.00 a. m.. tl.00 and
(6.00 p. ill. Returning Leave Boston at 7.30
and 9.00 a. m. and 12.30 and 7.00 p. m. For
Middeford at 2.00 and 9.00 a. m„ 1.00 and 6.00
For Portsmouth and Newburyporl at
p. ni.
2.00and 9.00 a. nt., 1.00 and 6.00 p.m. For
luM-sbur] 9.00a. ni.and 6.00 p.m. ForBalem
aud Lvnn at 2.00 and 9.00 a. in., 1.00 aud 6.00
PC LL.TIAN ('ARS on above trains.
p m
tThe 9.00 a. m. and l.ou p. m. trains connect
with Rail Lines to South and West.
tThe 6.00 p. m. train connects with night train

for New York.
Through Tickets to all points South and West
,,

ror salt?

<u

roruanu

u-Ri

vcpui

and at Union Ticket Office, 40 Eirhangr
Street.

_

_

D. J. FLANDERS, Gen. P. & T. A.
JAS. X. FGKBER, Gen’l Manager,
dtJ
jano

BRIDGTON & SACO RIVER R. R.
P. U.
A. M.
3.00
Leave Portland (P. & O. E. R.).9.00
4.46
Junction.10.35
Bridgton
6.46
Bridgton, arrive.11.36
3.20
Leave Bridgton. 7.66
5.66
Portland, arrive.10.40
W. F. PERRV, Supt.
J. A. BENNETT, G. T. A.

oeto_dtf

Portland and Worcester Line.
Portland & Rochester R. R.

arrangementTof

trains.

On and after Monday, Oct. 13,
ISN3, Passenger Trains will leave

at 7.30 n. n,.. and
1.03 p. in., arriving at Worcester
and 7.27 p. m. Returning, leave
Union Depot, Worcester, at 8.06 a. ni. and 11.16
a. m., arriving at Portland at 1.26 p. m. and 6.46
at 2.15

p. in.
For

p.

m.

Clinton, Ayer Junction, Fitchburg,

Nashua, Cowell, Windham and Epping
at 7.30 a. m. and 1.05 p. m.
For Manchester, Concord, and points North
at 1.05 p. m.
For Rochester, Mpringvule, Alfred, Water.
boro nod Saco River, 7*30 a. m., 1.03
Returning,
p. m. and imixed) at 6.30 p. m.
leave Rochester at (mixed) e.45 a. m.. 11.20 a.
m. and 8.40 p. m„ arriving at Portland (mixed)
9.40 a. ill., 1.25 p. m. and 6.46 p. m.
For Ctorhnm, Maccnrappo, Cumberland
Mills, Westbrook and Woodford’s at 7.30
a. m., 1.06, 0.20, and mixed at *6.30 p. in.
The i .03 p. m. from Portland connects at Ayer
Janet, with Hooanc Tunnel Route for the
West, and at Union Depot, Worcester, for
New* York via Norwich Line and all mil,
via Springfield, also willi hi. Y. A N. E. R. B
(“SteamerMaryland Route”) for
Baltimore, YVashington, and the Month, and
with Boston A Albuuy R. B. for the West.
Close connection made at Westbrook Junction with through trains of Maine Central R. R.,
at Grand Trunk Transfer, Portland, with through
trains of Grand Trunk R. It.
Through Tickets to all points West aud South
may be had of S. H. Hellen, Ticket Agent. Portland & Rochester Depot at foot of Preble St, and
of Rollins & Adams, No. 22 Exchange St.
♦Does not stop at Woodford's.
w. PETERS, Sunt.
0ctl2dtf
_

Philadelphia,

_

_J.

FALL AND WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

Commencing Monday, Oct. 5, 1885,

until further notice Passenger Trains will
Leave Portland as follows: 6.00 n. m., for
Fnbyan., Bethlehem. I.itllrton, I.itnrnstcr, YVoodsville, Montpelier, Ml. Johns
bury. Newport, Burlington, Mwnnton,
Ogdensburg, and all points on connecting
for

on

Bartlett

and Intermediate

ARRIVALS.
fjoni Bartlett ami way stations.
Swnutoo,

through line.

Burlington

an

J. HAMILTON, Su~t.
oc3«tf

On and after MONDAY, Oet. 19,
train** will run n« follows*:

One of tlie best houses in the city. Room* Fnrniahed and Unfurnished.

iflEALS ON THE EUROPEAN PLAN.
Particular attention paid to the traveling public.
SI to !».‘l « week. And rooms to
let by the day, week or month, to meet the wants
of all.

p.

WOLFE’S
SCHIEDAM AROMATIC

SCHNAPPS.
As a general beverage auu necessary
corrective of water rendered impure by
vegetable decomposition or other causes,
as Limestone, Sulphate of Copper, Ac.,
the Aromatic Schnapps is superior to
every other preparation for these purposes. A public trial of over HO years
duration in every section of our country
of Udolpho Wolfe’s Schnapps, its unsolicited endorsement by the medical
faculty and a sale unequalled by any
other distillation have insured for it the
reputation of salubrity claimed for it.
For sale by all Druggists and Grocers.

UDOLPHO WOLFE’S SON & CO.,
BEAVER-STREET,
NEW

dly
I

Proprietor.

STORAGE.
First-class storage for Flour, Fish,
Cotton and other merchandise in the
Warehouse rePortland Sugar House.
ceipts given. Otis Brothers elevator.
Lowest rates of insurance. Apply to
i. 8. DOUOLA8S, Agent,
It*. 9*8 Ctunmiil Ntrcci.
itlMV

Quebec, 1.30

iHFOHTED

35

Exchange

—

NO. 410 FORE ST.,

DR. PORTER'S I The Most Wonderful Family Remedy
known.
Rheumatism), NeuralCURE8
gia, Sciatica. Weakness ol

It),., Qn.no

Also Udueral Managers for New England lor the
Celebrated

moil

UAKKIHOm.

MAINE

DR. E. B. REED,
Clairvoyant

Medical Rooms 592

and

Botanic Phydciau,

Congress St.,

Portland, Me

Dr. Reed treats all chronic diseases that flesh is
heir to; all cases that are given up as incurable
by the allopathic and homoepathic physicians. I
will take their case to treat and cure them. 1 And
about four-fifths of the cases given up to die can
be cured. Examination at a distance by letter,
with their full name and place ol residence aud
one 2-ceut stamp and $2.00. Examination at the
office $1, and consultation free.
Office ft*euro—9 n. in. to 9. p. in. novlOdtf

u

,wl

1

..

■_.......

1118 Si 9 Sl,rains, Kidney Complaints,DiphAsthma, Sore
y | i 11 1 [theria, Croup,
| | I n kl Throat, and all Lung and Chest
I Oiseaees. Its effect
NO

All

PORTLAND, ME.

—

JOSEPH HICKSON. General Manage
WM. EDGAR, G. P. A.,
oclSdtfJ. STEPHENSON. Snpt.

KINDS.

SON, Importers,

TO

Detroit, Chicago, Milwaukee,
Cincinnati, «t. Loirn*, Omaha, Maginan, St* Paul, 8alt Lake City,
Dearer, *nn Francinco,
and all points In the
Northwest, West and Southwest.

1111
} ;
v 1 L

SALK BY

R, STANLEY &

St., and Depot Foot of India Street.

Canada,

IN THE ORIGINAL PACKAGES,
FOR

m.

TICKETS SOLD AT REDUCED RATES

WINES and LIQUORS
OF ALL

p.

ARRIVALS.
From I.ewiMtou and Auburn, 8.25 a. B*
12.06. 3.15 and 5.60 p. in.
From Gorham, 9.40 a. m. and 7.00 p. m..
mixed.
From Chicago and Montreal, 12.06 p. m.
From Quebec, 12.05 p. in.
Pullman Palace Sleeping cars on night train an
Parlor cars on day train between Portland en
Montreal.
TICKET OFFICE:

lORK,

marlO

Koonio from

R. W. UNDERWOOD,

ill.

For

18

1685,

DEPARTURE*.
For Aiiburn uud Lcwinton, 7.05 a. m., 1.15
and 5.20 p. ni.
I'orGorhnm, 7.20 a.m. and 4. OOp. m.,mixed.
For Gorham, Montreal and Chicago,1.30

*rs 7™3le coKSUtxns ■moisTm&;.:.iAT

Cor. Middle and Plum Sts.

febleodlm

p.

An-on,

North

Fnrmingtou via Brunswick, 7.10

and 1.25 p.

CHANGE OF TIME.

High

feb9

for

Agent*

(GO cts. nr $G per doz.) By I,. O. Emerson.
really admirable collection of good songs.

llliui/iiiativ

OTTIFLIHJ

C.

&c.

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.

is the OLD and RELIABLE REMEDY

CEO.

BOOKS.

Song Greeting.

W'lothrop,
Faruiiugtou, Monmouth, 1.20

ORAM) TRIM RAILWAY OF CANADA.

teb8

High Schools, Seminaries,

in.;

Oakland und

October 3. 1885.

HEADQUARTERS AND WHOLESALE ROOMS 395,397,399,401 & 403 WASHINGTON ST„ BOSTON.
utI

For

Dockland ami Knox and I.ineoln
10a. ill., 1.25 p. 111.: Auburn and
l.ewi-ion at 8.20 a. ui., 1.20, 6.00 p. in.: lr-*
l-lon via llrau-wiek, 7.10 a. m„ 111,15 p.

all points

Portland, Me.

SCHOOL SONG

follows:

as

^m.;
B., 7.

10.40 h. m.,
5.55 p. *»»., from

MASliPACTURERS, MRS, WHOLESALE AAR RETAIL DEALERS,

FI LBS.

Portland

For Bangor, Ell-worth, Ml. Drwn Ferry,
Vnucrboro, St. John, Halitnx, and the
Provinces, St. Slepheu und Arse-look
County, 1.2UP ui., via Eewi.ion, 1.25 and
111.16 p. ill., via A ugn-tn; and lor Bur HarB. B..
bor. and Bangor «r Pi«cnta<|ul.
nud
111.15 p. m.. lor Skowhegan, Belfa-I
Wuterville,
m.;
p.
Dexter, 1.20, 1.25,111.16
Saton
7.10 a. m., 1.20, 1.26,111.15 p. m.; and
Ha
urdays only at 6.15 p. m.; for Augu.ta,7.10
a.
lowell, Ciurdiner and Bruuxwick,
m
111.. 1.25, 6.15,111.16 p. m.; Bath, 7.10 a.
1.25. 6.15 p. in., and on Saturdays only at 11.lo

lines.
3.00 n. iu..
stations.

Boston £ Portland Clothing Co.,
-

TUESDAY, Dec. 1st,
1885, Passenger Trains Leave

CITY Portland and Ogdensburg R. R.
TREMONT and FOREST WHARF,

will alternately leave FRANKLIN
Portland, at 7 o’clock p.m., and INDIA WHARF
Boston, at 5 o’clock p. m. (Sundays excepted.)
Passengers by this line secure a comfortable
night’s rest, and avoid the expense and inconvenience of arriving in Boston late at uight.
Through Tickets to New York, via the various
RailroacTand Sound Lines for sale.
FTeight taken as usual.__
J. B. COYLE, Jr., Manager.
ocltf

of the Best Quality.

St.,

On suail after

I

I From Portland
via Halifax.

btwamfv?

|

OVERCOATS AND HEAVY WARM RIDING

255 Middle

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD

f^'^;4poriland

Portland Mervire.

nud

WE REPLENISH OUR STOCK DAILY FROM OUR WHOLESALE HOUSE.
Call and examine
U ESTERS.

Ed-

LINE.

ALLAN

L. LINCOLN. Supt.

octHdtf_L.

__

THURSDAY,
Jan. 14

of ODDS and ENOS in Overcoats,Ulsters, Suits. Pants, Vests, &c. TUIS
ANNOUNCEMENT indicates our determination to close out ccrtaiu
lines of goods this month at VERV LOW PRICES.

Men’s Heavy. Long, Wool Lined Riding
Ulsters at $0.50, $10 and $15.

—

ARBANCE-flENT.
WINTER
Steamers of this Line will leave Railroad Wharf,
foot of State street, every MONDAY and THURSDAY at 5.00 p. M„ for EASTPORT and ST.
JOHN, with above connections.
Through tickets issued and baggage checked to
destination. ^“Freight received up to 4.00 P. M.
For Tickets and Staterooms, apply al the Union
Ticket Office, 40 Exchange St., or for other information at Company’s Office, Railroad Wharf, foot
J. B. COYLE. JR.,
of State street.
*
Geu’l Manager.
uov20dtf

via

,

also for Bretton’s Mills.

Commencing Oct. 5, 1885.

—

EASTPORT, CALAIS, ST. JOHN N. 8., HALIFAX, N. S.

From

$8.00.*

FOR

—

—

BETTERIHAN YQUEXPECT!

and

Stage connections daily with passenger train at
West Minot for Hebron Academy; at Buekfleld for
West Sumner, Chase's Mills ana Turner; at Canton for Peru, Dixfield, Mexico and Rumford Falls;

STEAMSHIP CO.,
and all parts of
New Brunswick. Nova Krotin, Prince
ward, Ealnnd, nud Cape Breton,

363 Congress St.,
POIMLA\l).
EUUEV'rSIli..

Men’s good All Wool Scotch Tweed Overcoats, co'or black, former price $12,
non only $8.00 each.

ton.

every

jan8dtf

MORRISON & CO.,

oivioiwu

CONSTIPATION!

p.

nlv tn airenta

Fine Watches and Jewelry Repaired by Workmen of
Ability and Experience. No Apprentices employed.

Overcoats at only

Junction

BOSTON AND MAINE R. R.

From Long Wharf, Boston, 3
ni.
From Pine Street Wharf.
Philadelphia, at 10 a. in.
insurance one-hull the rate ol

i-j^skL
Ml
itjftL.

Call and register your name for presents to be given away
New and elegant designs, in
March 1, free of charge.
Watches, Jewelry and Silver Ware, at lowest possible prices

Men’s good $8.00
$5.00 each.

LINE.

STEAMSHIP

DIRECT

1886.

--A.T-

ST. VITUS’ DANCE.

jauio

Boston‘Philadelphia

codtt

Silver Ware and Jewelry Free!

We had a case who was unable to feed herself,
We kept
and she had no control of her limbs.
her on the Liquid Food three months and at the
expiration of that time no trace of the disease was
visible.
All nervous diseases vfill sho w good results when
our Liquid Food is taken.

Ar at

Spaulding,

feb8_lil£_

janlS

MARK

CO.,

&

ADAMS

A.

115 State Street, Cor. Broad St., Bouton.

via Urand Trunk Batlwny.
JuncUoa
Mixed train leaves Mechanic IfalU
w.
10.46 a. m., arrives at Buckileld at 11.46 a.
and Canton at 1.10 p. m.
innetinn
Palls
Passenger train leaves Mechanic
3.10 p. m., arrives In Buekfleld at 3.60 and Canton at 4.26 p. in.
Returning trains leave Canton at 4.15 and 9.10
a. m., connecting for Lewiston, Portland and BosCouueciious

From BOSTON every WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY.
From PHILADELPHIA every TUESDAY and FRIDAY.

lebi

Pain is the prayer of a nerve for healthy blood,
and on it our life depends. Murdock’s Liquid
Food will make new blood raster than all foods or
preparations known. A tablespoonful four times
daily will make 10 pounds new blood monthly,
and the system contains 24 to 28 pounds.

oii3

E.

of

LARGEST HOMES FOR THE INTEMPERATE

,,

Eastern Ageits.

All grades
Foreign and Domestic Woolens, Pantings, Suit*
ings, Overcoatings, &c., &c., always in stock. “•i,u

blood and cleansing tlia system of disease.

lsiauua,

Freight, Passage, Sailing Lists and further
information, apply to or address the General

of

The other
extracts 1.97*
all TONICS, as they contain
cent.
56.13
from 20.13 to
per
These facts show why Murdock’s Liquid Food
excels all other foods and preparations in making

cmna ana sanawicn

Australia.

For

I am pleased to inform the public generally, that after a term of years as a cutter,
and for the last five years as cutter for L. C. Young, I have purchased the old stand
1 shall offer Special
at Woodfords and shall continue the business as heretofore.
Prices for the next thirty days. I shall endeavor to keep stock up to as full line of
Woolens as can be found in Maine, and can make prices that will be an object for
my city friends to examine.

are

Below 15th, brig Harry Stewart, Deal), from
Turks Island.
At 16tli, barque Kioto, Campbell, Charlesiou;
sells Clias W Churcb, Lent, New York; Bertha
Dean, Soule, do; Clias S Davis, Sooy, Portland;
FEHallock, Bulger. Bed Beacli, Natban Esterbrook, Veazie, Providence.
Cld loti), seb Rosa Mueller, McLearn, lara,,

Japan,
ana

Manager.

FOR.

San Fran-

Steamers sail from San Francisco regularly for

_

CHANGE

A

per cent.
Bn alcoholic

Seventy-Six

Montgomery, Charleston.

P°steamer of 10th does not connect for

MR. OEO. H. YORK, TAILOR.

We

new

—

viiA*

Liquid Food

sells Nelson Bartlett.
S°PEN>SACOLAa—Cld 12th.
Jennie S Hall, Hall, Wil-

^R NAN DINA

wuipuuuu,

February.

Pasiwige:

Steamers sail from New York for Aspiuwall on
the 1st. 10th and 20th of each month, carrying
for all the above named
passengers and freight

G00D8~DEPARTMENT.

fcb8_•_

13tli

Sandwich Islands, New Zealand and Australia.

Complete Line.

N. H. STUDLEY,

ZaZa

[

PACIFIC MAIL S. S. CO.
To California,
Japan, China,

in Portland, in
We have in stock as tine a line of Black Goods as can be found
made. In our
style and quality, from the lowest to some of the finest goods
and medium
low
Colored Dress Goods Department can he seen as choice a line of
ask
to
would
see.
customer
as
any
goods
priced

FACTS.

preparations

F

J»uui-Daviu(5

the above symbol, and name of
JAMES I’YAJE. NEW YORK.

Whitney, Asphnvall.
Ar lltli, sch P M Hooper, Southard, Pensacola.
PORT EADS—Ar 12th, sch Annie I. Henderson. Henderson, New York.
MOBILE—Sid 12th, sell May McFarland, MoutWatts, Buenos Ayres;

Montreal

For NEW YORK.

Remember this sale commences Monday Feb. 8th, at 499 Congress Street, Corner
Brown, and will continue until every article is sold,

IN HARD QR SGFT, HOT OR COLO WATER.

Memoranda.
Ship John C Potter, Curtis, at New York from
Yokohama, reports light NE winds to lat 25 N,
lou 129 E. then experienced a violent typhoon
lasting ten hours; lost and split sails, aud carried
away tiller aud received considerable damage on

—

|

Steamers leave Franklin Wharf on Wednesdays
and Saturdays at 6 p. in. Returning, leave Pier
88, East River, New York, on Wednesdays and
J. B. COYLE. .In.
Saturdays at 4 p.m.
sept21-dtfGeneral Agent

full line of Ladies’ Kid Gloves in the best makes.

SAVES

Domestic Potts.
GALVESTON—A1- 13th, sch Emma F Hart,
Keen, Baltimore.
Cld lOtli, sch Lester A
APALACHICOLA
Lewis. Moody, New York.
Cld lltli, sch David W Hunt, Hall, Boston.

hol.y

lam

In this department can be found a choice line of Ladies’ and Children’s Hosiery,
Corsets, including the Pivot and Duplex, and many other leading brands. Also a

New York.
Ar at Honolulu Jan 27. barque Virginia. Pettigrew, from Newcastle. NSW.
Sid fin Cadiz 9th. sch Edw C A True, McLaughlin, Caibarien.
Sid fin St Thomas Jan 30, barque Joe Peed, Allen. Guantanamo, to load tor New York; brig M
E Leighton, Leighton, St Jago and do.

Barque Jessie

1

January.

Cabin.$60 and $80 Return..$60 and $160
Return $60
Iutermediate$30
..Return at lowest rates
.$20
Steerage
For freight or passage, apply to
DAVID TORRANCE & CO..
Foot of India Street,
dec8dtf

BLACK AND COLORED DRESS GOODS.

FANCY

mffSgil.

|

l}»h

Avonmouth

Rate. of

found in
We have in stock as choice a line of new and desirable Carpets as can be
but new goods bought this
any store in the city. We have no old styles to olfer,
will
last season. Any customer that has an idea of making a purchase in this line
llnd it lo their advantage to give ns a call as we intend to make a cleaning out sale
of these goods.

In these Goods v/e have a

j

Toronto

STEAMERS.

23d

BLACK AND COLORED SILKS AND SATINS,
AND SATIN RHADAMAS.

1m Melbourne prey to Pel) 10, ship Charles
Dennis, Allen, Hong Kong via Newcastle.
Sid in Pernambuco Feb 11, brig Ned White,
Dow, New York.
Ar at Nuevitas Feb 7, sch Hannah F' Carlton,
Bryant, New York.
Ar at Shanghae Feb 15, ship Leonora, Morrison, New York.

STEAMEK8.

Oregon
126th February.
4tli February I
B RISTOIL H»< llVH Ki
l>if. .1
For Avouiuoutli Pact

every

MERCHANTS’ EXCHANGE.
Sid tin Cieufuegos 9th brig Mersey Belle, Hemeon, Portland.
Ar at London Fell 13, ship Oneida, McGilvery,

1

January,

Carpets! Carpets!

FROM

X

speak

Livedo!
30tli

of oui

Garment
Any one thinking of making a purchase of a Lady’s Outside
1
ford to lose this opportunity, as tile priee we shall quote will lie !°"e£and{
cases than the material cost to make them, say nothing of the trimmings

1C.

Cleared.
Barque Vibilia, (Br) Gilchrist, Rosario—F'rank
Dudley.
Soli Maggie J Chadwick, Nickerson, Now York,

we

_SAI1.IIVO PATE*!_

CLOAK DEPARTMENT.

PORT OF PORTLAND.
TUESDAY, Feb.

First

grand clearing out sale in every department.

SS

marine

via. Moville and Halifax.

FANCY

DRY AND

MINIATURE ALMANAC.-FEBRUARY 17.
Sun rises.0.37 m„h w,,er J. 9.24
Sunsets.5.13 Hignwaterj.10.10

....

Domestic Markets.
I By Telegraph.]
NEW YORK, Feb. 16. 1886.—Flour market—
Receipts 16,962 bbls; exports 3176 bbls and 250
s acks; common grades scarce and firm; medium
and choice dull and heavy; sales 12,600 bbls.
Floui quotations—No 2 at 2 20®2 90; superfine
Western and State at 2 80@3 25; common to good
extra Western and State at 3 20@3 60; good b
choice do at 3 65416 40; common to choice White
wheat Western extra at 5 00@G 60; fancy do al
at 5 30©5 40; common to good extra Ohio at 3 20
©5 25; common to choice extra St Louis at 3 20®
o40; patent Minnesota extra good to prime al
4 75 a5 10; choice to double extra do at 5 15©
6 60/liiicludiug 2300 bbls city mill extra at 4 9n
a5 00; 600 bbls fine do at 2 20@2 90; 600 bbls
superfine at 2 80a3 25: 700 bbls extra No 2 ai
3 20 (t3 00; 3000 bbls winter wheat extra at 3 2<>
@5 00; 5700 bbls Minnesota extra at 3 20®5 60.
Southern flour quiet; common to fair 3 35@3 75;
good to choice at 3 80@5 30. Rye Flour at 3 2o@
bush; exports 44,484
3 55.
Wheat—Receipts
bush; shade lower ;sales 16.000 spot; No 2 Spring
U4 Vac; No 2 Red 92V*e afloat; No 1 Red State at
90Vic; No 1 White at 95c. Bye is dull. Barley
is nominal. Corn 1 © 1 ’.i1' higher and_ a moderate
export demand; speculation fairly active; receipts
309,000 bush; exports 60,240 bu; sales 236,000
busli on spot; No 3 at 46Va ",48 c; No 2 at 54%@
55c elev; No 2 White at 52c. Onto Vi©Vic lower
busli;
and dull: receipts 39.900 bush; exports
sales 46,000 busli on spot; No 3 at 371 ac; White
do 39V2o ; No 2 at 37% ®37VsC; No 2 White at 40
@40Vic; Mixed Western 37@42c ; White do at 39
.©441/2c; White State at 42c. Coffee quiet. Susnr weak; refined weak;C SVa@6Vic; ExtraC at
53/8©5%c; White ExtraC at 5%@5%c; Yellow
4%@5e; Mould A at 6%c;0ff A at 5y8c;standard
A 6 l-10e; granulated 6!,/8@6 7-16c;Coufectioners
A at 6 5-1 fie; cut loaf and crushed 6%©6 18-16c;
Powdered 6%'»6%c; Cubes 0%@6 9-16e. Petroleum-united at 79VaC. Tallow is steady.
Pork is firm—mess atl0 50@ll 00. Beef dull.
Card 3 a.4 points lower and more active ;Western
steam spot at 6 32y2@G 37% ; refilled at 6 62%
for Continent; 7 00 for S. A. Butter firm;Elgin
creamery 35 « 3Cc; Western at 12@34c. Cheese
is steady; State at 7@10VtC; Western flat 7@9%.
CHICAGO,Feb. 16.1886.—Flour dull; Southern
Winter Wheat 4 40@5 80; Wisconsin at 4 0"©
4 65; Michigan at 4 G0@4 75; soft Spring Wheat
3 70@4 00; Mhmesota bakers 3 50@4 50; patents
4 60 « 5 00; low grades 2 00@3 00; Rye Hour at
3 30 a 3 60. Wheat higher; February 78 V4@79c;
No 2 Spring 79 @81%c; No 3 do 71c. Corn higher at. 37V4@37 VsC.
Oats firm at 29%©32>4. Bye
is steady; No 2 at 59c. uaricy noimuai; iso a at
Lard is lower
COc. Pork lower at 10 95(§;11 00.
at 6 05. Boxed meats steady—shoulders at 3 96®
a 00: short ril)s 5 60; short clear 6 80665 85.
Receipts—Flour, 15,000 bbls; wheat. 34,000
bush; corn,270,000 bush; oats. 130,000 bush;rye,
7.000 bush; barley, 61,000 bush.
Shipments—Flour, 8,000 bbls; wheat, 15,000
bash;|coru,147,000 bush; oats, 110,000 buslijrye,
2.000 bush; barley, 42.000 bush.
ST LOUIS. Feb, 1C, 1886.—Flour unchanged;
XXX 3 00@3 15; family at 3 26@3_3f>: extra at
Wheat Is higher; No 2 Red at 90 bid.
3 7644 75.
Cornhigher; No 2 Mixed at 85S635%c. Oats are
Mixed
at 29% «29%c.
No
2
hrm;
Receipts—Flour. 2,000 bbls; wheat, 4.000 bu
corn. 96,000 bush; oats, 17,000 bush; rye, 1,000
bush barley, 9,000 bush.
Shipments— Flour,8,000 bbls; wheat 4.000 bu;
com, 19.000 bush; oais 4,000 bush; rye, l,000bu;
barley, 2,000 bush.
DETROIT, Feb. 16. 1886.—Wheat is dull: No 1
White 89V2e asked: No 2 Red 89Vac asked.
Receipts, 18,300 bush,
NEW ORLEANS. Feb. 16, 1886.—Cotton easy;
middling 8Vac.
MOBILE, Feb. 10, 1886.—Cotton 13 dull; mid
dliug 8 Vise.
SAVANNAH, Feb. 16.1886.—Cotton is quiet;
middling 8 9-16c.
CHARLESTON. Feb. 16,1886.—Cotton Is very

quiet; middling

Antillas.New York.
City of Richmond New York
Zaandam.New York
Niagara.New York
Ethiopia.New York

sloii, Hinkley, Galveston.
Ar at do 16th, brig Ernestine,

Cattle Market.

LIVERPOOL ROYAL MAIL SERVICE.
Saillusr Betwepn Liverpool anil Portland,

.,

Homestake. 20 00

vvsllino-

26
25
26
27
.Feb 27
.Feb 27
Feb 27
Feb 27
Feb 27

Winter Arrangement, in Effect Oot. 12,1886.

1885-6-WlNTEB ARRA>SE.ltENTS-1885-6

...

...

U1U HU

Colorado Coal.26 00

New York Stock and Money Market.

aSrle

42

do pref.105%
.100%
Erie 2ds
Kansas Si Texas. 31%
Oregon Transcon. 32%
44Vs
Canada Southern.
Central Pacific. 43
Oregon Nav.103%
Missouri Pacific.Ill
Northern Pacific. 27
do pref. 60
Del.. Lack. & West. 133%
Reading. 24%
Den & Rio Grande. 1' %
3
E. Temi., V. & ..
°%
do pref.
Houston & Texas. 32
Mobile & Ohio. If
Morris & Essex.136
Richmond & Danville. 76
Adams Express.145

By Telegraph.]
CHICAGO,Fb. 16. 1886—Cattle—Receipts 5900;
shipments 1600; lower; shipping steers at 3 60®

PORTLAND, Feb. 10, 1386.
of
The following are to-day’s dosing quotations
Flour, Oram, Provisions. &c.:

Herring—
Scaled p bx..l4—18c

80

pref.

New

PORTLAND WHOLESALE MARKET.

See

do

Boston Air Line.lOO
Burlington & Cedar Rapids. jy
Chesapeake & Ohio. 11%
1st preferred .20

Oregon.Portland ...Liverpool..-Feb
Atlios.New York. .Hayti..
Germanic.New York..Liverpool •Feb
Feb
Gellert.New York.. Hamburg
New York.. Hav&VUruz.Feb
City of Puebla
Servia. New York.. Liverpool.. ..Feb

Rumford Falls and Bur-kfield Railroad

DOMINION LINE.

GRAND TEOSING OUT SALE

26

®

niii.uv

STEAMER*.

MISCELLASil’OCS

MIHCELLAJIKOIIS.

Feb 20
Accapuleo.New York. Panama
Feb 20
Caracas.New York.. Laguay ra.
Feb 20
&c.
Croix,
York..St
Baracouta.New
Nevada.....New York.-Liverpool....Feb 2d
m
Fen
York..Bremen
Ems.New
Feo 24
Amerlque.New York..Havre.....

PREPARATION

is like magic.
EARTH
ON

EQUALS IT.
Thousands say so. Never fails to
give relief, and effects cures where
all other remedies fail
Parties unable to obtain Vital
Oil of their druggist, will receive
it, express paid, by sending 60
! cents in stamps to

Dr. J. H. PORTER & CO., P.O. Box 1757, Boston. Mass.
deodliu
jail 21

SPECIAL NOTICE.

IIE Maine Charitable Mechanic Association,
Buildcontemplate making a change In their mat
ing on the corner of Congress andCasco 8t., 3,000
tioor
a
with
space
will give a store
of,about Ht'
feet, with a frontage of 33 feet oh
to seand 24 feet on Casco St. I artles desiring
are
invited to
cure a store of those dimensions,
of K. B. Swift,
examine plan of same at the store
and for further inOptician, No. 613 Congress St..
conunltformation, apply to
te'>'
FRANKLIN M. LAWRENCE,
FKANCIS II. FASSETX,
LEWIS B. SMITH.
BEORUE C. LITTLEFIELD,
WILLIAM H. FENNELL.
Stiff
feh»

Tt

£d“Kr®®*

ejtfmrmeml^

■B—----SZ

WEDNESDAY MORNING. FEB. 17.

PORTLAND AND VICINITY.
ADVEBTISK1IENTS

NEW

TO-DAY.

AMUSEMENTS.
Lecture—Free Course M. C. M. A.
Promenade Concert and Coffee Party—City Hall
Dr. Wilson—Popular Lectures.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Dr. Ham's Aromatic luvigorator.
Longfellow Statue Association.
Owen, Moore & Co.—Special Sales.
Hearn, Photographer.
For Sale—Brick Yard and Farm.
Notice of Foreclosure.
Dress Flannels Marked Down— Rines Brothers.
In

Insolvency.

Wanted -Ladies and Gentlemen.
Stores to Let—2.
Notice is Hereby Given.
Lost—Two Hats.
AUCTION SALES.
Schooner Reaper at House Island.

sufferer at once; it produces natural, quiet sleep by
the little cherub
relieving the child from pain, and
It is very pleasas a button.”
as

awakes
“bright
ant to taste. It soothes the child, softens the
the
gums, allays all pain, relieves wind, regulates
bowels, and is the best known remedy for diarrhoea, whether arlsiug from teething or other
causes. Twenty-live cents a bottle.

SM&W&wly

__

•
OF INTEREST TO ATHLETES.
of
at
Harvard
trainer
Athletes
Robinsou,
James
and Princeton Colleges, writes from Princeton,
Jan. 24,1885: “For cuts, bruises, strains, rheumatism and colds, I always use Allcock’s Porous
Never have
Plasters for myself and pupils.
known them to fail In over one hundred cases.
They strengthen the muscles and give Instant relief.They are the only external remedy used by
our athletes.”
eod&w
Feb 1C

Dr. Ham’s lnvigorator, advertised in another
column, is one of the oldest standard medicines,
having been before the public nearly forty years.
For Dyspepsia, Indigestion, Liver and Kidney
complaints, and all derangements of the stomach
and bowels, it is without question the very best
Circulars mailed to any
medicine ever offered.
address upon application.
Skilled

physicians indorse Adamson's

Jiotanis

Balsam, as the safest and most effectual remedy
for coughs and colds, ever discovered. Bold by
druggists and dealers at 35 and 76 cents.
MW&S&vv

Feb 15

_

Jan 1G d&wl

is a dose.

One

w

MUNICIPAL COURT
BEFORE JUDGE GOULD.
Tuesday.—Charles B. Hall and James JohnEach 10 days in county jail.
son.

Intoxication.

Intoxication.

Michael Long.

Thirty days in
Ten days in

Harry Lane. Common drunkard.

C°DameiaiHarvey.
in county jail.
days

William Kirk.

Common drunkard.

Thirty

„„

Fined $10 and costs.

Assault.

BRIEF

JOTTINGS.

The Congress street horse
wheels yesterday but Spring street passengers have to ride in omnibuses for tire present.
There will be a consecration meeting held
this afternoon at the Gospel Mission at 3
o’clock. All are cordially invited.
The supper and dance to be given at Good
Templar Hall by the Ladies’ Aid Society tonight should be well attended.
About thirty of the warriors of the SalvRtion Army arc expected to go to New York
soon to attend the annual meetings of the
army iu this country.
The executive committee of the Woman’s
Auxiliary to the Y. M. C. A. will give a reomitinn fn flux mult* HlAinhftrS of
tllft ASSOCIRfrom 8 to 10 o’clock.
Frederick Leavitt of Lewiston was before
Commissioner Land yesterday morning,

evening

charged with being a retail liquor -dealer,
the special United
without payment of

States tax. His case was continued until
Thursday and he gave bonds for his appearat that time.

ance

George Willard, watchman for Twitchell,
Champlin & Co., was attacked by a gang of
roughs Monday night while going along Com-

on his way to a saloon where
lunch. He was knocked down
falling broke his leg. He was left
lying unconscious on the railroad track
where he was found by the saloon keeper.
Mr. Willard says that he thinks there were

mercial street

gets*his

he
and in

five men in the gang but he could not identify
He was struck with a stick or a slung

them.
shot.

___

Masquerade.
Masquerade draw a large party

The Blues’

The Blues’
to City Hall last night. From 8 to 9 p. in.,
Grimmer’s Orchestra played deliciously Hoff
man’s Summer Overture, selections from
The Mikado, Boettger’soverture “A Night
Off”, and Ciauder's “Boquet of Melodies”.
Between the musical selections Holly delighted the audience by her skill in discrimi-

nating colors, picking up handkerchiefs aud
other feats. Owing to the slippery floor her
walking the plank was not as successful as

The game of polo
of her other efforts.
between the Fats and Leans was very amusing, the goal-keeper of the former creating a
decided sensation. Contrary to general cussome

tom tli Fats came out victorious.
The grand march wras headed by several
novelties. First came the dancing elephant
Boliva, in charge of-his keeper, lie was evidently a baby elephant but he "knew his
biz”. He was followed by the great Gallic
rooster, who flapped his wings and shook his
the monkey who performed all sorts

spurs,

of capers to the music of the hand-organ
played by a most Italian looking chap, the
dog who wagged his tail, and the other members of the animal kingdom who attracted
in the proevery eye. There were 40 couples

cession,in

costumes of every

description,

the

gentleman and lady from the country in the
attire of “ye olden tyme” being among the
most effective and best carried out.
An order of sixteen dances followed under
the floor direction of Capt. C. W. Davis,
Sergeants Marsh and Webster, Corporal
Murch, Privates Bean, Grimmer, Turner,
The dance-cards
Hatch aud Baily as aids.
were the handsomest that have been seen at
Taken
ball in Portland for years.
all in all the ball was a great success.
a

public

Boy3’ Legion of Honor.
Masters Samuel Merrill, Charlie Webster
and Eddie Blossom, of the Boys’ Legion of
Honor of the Y. M. C. A., visited the Maine
General Hospital yesterday afternoon, carrying fruit, jelly, a picture hook and card to
the little fellow who was run over by the
steam cars on Congress street a short time
ago, who has since suffered the amputation
of one of his legs. The little sufferer is doing well, and the physicians say lie will he
able to leave the hospital in about a fortnight. The above society among the hoys of
the Association was organized about a year
the means of helping
ago, and has been
food and clothing and
many poor boys with
the sick with delicacies.
St. Vincent De Paul.
I)e 1 aul
The Conference of St. \ incent
and
will give their annual promenade concert

City Hall next Tuesday evening. The proceeds will be devoted to reliev-

coffee party at

of our
ing the wants of the suffering poor
city. The Conferences have expended over
one thousand dollars for charitable purposes
this year, and as the demands upon them by
are numerous and their sources of
the
poor

every person who possibly
can should at least purchase a ticket, and
thus assist a noble work.

revenue

limited,

Lincoln Park Trees.
The work of trimming and dressing the
wounds of the trees in Lincoln Park has
been placed by the Park Commissioners under the direction of Mr. Charles Ramsay,
who was seventeen years chief forester for
Earl Talbot, who possessed one of the largMr. Ramsay says
est estates in England.
the injury is by no means so serious as many
people suppose and that in a few years the
park will be all the better for it, as the trees
had not been properly cared for to secure

symmetry

and proper

growth.

Chautauqua Circle.
C.
At the regular meeting of the Munjoy
the
resignaevening
on
Monday
Circle
L. S.
C. B. Crandall,was
tion of the president, Dr.
C. Burgess, the
accepted, and Mr. George
former vice president, was elected president,
It is to
and Mrs. Crandall vice president.
Dr. Cran
be regretted that the business of
dall would not allow him to remain in charge
of the circle, but as the doctor’s time is by
no means his own, the circle can only submit
to the inevitable, feeling strong in its new
officers.

The Ministerial Association, now holding
its winter session in Chestnut street vestry,
assembled promptly at 9 a. m. yesterday,
Presiding Elder Jones, president of the Association, in the chair.
After singing, and prayer by Rev. C’. Hunger, the business of the Association was pro-

ceeded with.
The first topic, “What position shall the
M. E. Church take when the license and prohibition of the liquor traffic are involved in
the action of tiie political parties?” occupied
nearly all of the morning and afternoon session. The time of the speakers was indefiand in tiie discussion which
followed the five-minute rule was suspended.
The topic was opened by Rev. John Collins
in a paper of some length, presenting statistics to show the evils of the liquor traffic,
arraigning both the Democratic and Republican parties for their free rum principles,
and offering a remedy in the third, or prohibition party. It is the duty of the M. E.
Church to support this party, he said, beits temperance principles are identical
with the discipline of the church relating to
temperance, viz.: “and believes in tiie complete legal prohibition of the traffic in alcoholic drinks as the duty of all civil government. The Democrats believe in low license
and no sumptuary law. The Republicans in
high license and regulation of taxation, both
cause

practically the same thing—national free
rum.
By party I do not mean the rank and
file, but the leaders. Quotations followed
from various political leaders.

Rev. S. F. Wetherbee followed with a carefully prepared paper, in which he took a
position diametrically opposite to that of
Mr. Collins. Though a strong Prohibitionist
This
he did not believe in the third party.
party starts out with a single issue, and no
party can live founded on an issue so narrow.
A man may know nothing of any other subject of national interest; if he is all right on

You
prohibition question, trust him.
may know that by the candidates they setup
My deep, earnest convicin this vicinity.
tion is that this third party will end only in
the

disaster and will work untold mischief. Our
as a church is to work with the Repub-

duty

lican party.
TP

T

All

nine

IVia

An

Hot

av

pressed his sympathy with the last speaker
and begged to yield his time to the gentlefrom out of town.
Rev. F. A. Bragdon said he was a temperance man to the back bone, but he thought
the third party was opposed to the best inmen

terests of temperance.
We must exercise
judgment and common sense. If I cannot
get the whole loaf I will take a slice. If I
cannot build banks at once high enough to
check the flood, I will not tear down what
has been built.
We must learn to differ
and be friends.
Let us use
Bitter denunciations do more

more

charity.

harm than

good.

ears were on

tion to-morrow

What the Ministerial Association has
to Say on Temperance.

G. Patterson of Brookfield, Vt., E. Davenof Island
port of Boston, Geo. H. Fitzgerald
Pond.Yt., and E. Lothrop of Beverly, Mass.,

I'a.,

Ministers, Lawyers, Teachers, and others whose
occupation gives but little exercise, should use
Carter’s Little Liver Pills for torpid Liver and
biliousness.

PERSONAL.

nitely extended,

WINSLOW S
Advice to Mothers.—MRS.
SOOTHING SYRUP should always be used when
children are cutting teeth. It relieves the little

jaullS

THE METHODISTS.

PBE6S-

THK

Rev. A. H. Waterhouse, the last speaker,
referred sympathetically to the cause which
has made Mr. Collins so radical,and expressed his unqualified approbation of the course
taken

by the prohibition

or so

called third

party.

question

The

was

then

for

thrown open

discussion.
Rev. Messrs. Atkinson, Berry, Bashford,
Martin, Morse, Monger, Pendexter, Barber,
Hamilton, Corey, Cook, Gerrish, Ford,
Hatch, Parsons and Pearson gave their unqualified approval of the principles and policy of the third party, while Messrs. Woodbury, Luce, Patterson, Freeman, Grovenor,
Kimball, Lindsay and Saunderson, though

claiming to be -thorough prohibitionists,
were against the third-party movement. Rev.
Mr. Allen said, “I would be very sorry to
build up,

even on

the broad basis of Chris-

Christ says, ‘My
Our help
kingdom is not of this world.’
must come from Him and not from any po-

tianity,

a

political party.

party."

litical

Elder Jones thought the question was not
being touched. The members were making
it a question of individual duty, while the
topic was the duty of the M. E. church. In
my opinion the church has no business with
the political aspect of any question. It is
only in the moral aspect that she has a right
to instruct and advise.
Rev. Mr. Stackpole believed in voting according to conscience.
Rev. Perry Chandler feared the time for a
third party had not yet come.
Messrs. Rand, Lord and Eastman, from
the laymen, spoke briefly.
Rev. Dr. Bashford then offered the following resolution as a substitute for the resolutions of the morning:
Whereas, Our discipline forbids the using

selling

of

intoxicating liquors

as

a

beverage,

or

or

in

any other way knowingly aiding others so to do;
and
Whereas, The Prohibition party, that proposes
the destruction of the saloon business, is in harmony with the advice of our discipline; therefore
iicswbcu,
vote or

iii.u

hu

iuc

jncscm, uu
we will

iai

n-o

wx-

throw our
participate in politics,
influence with that party, whose character and
platform promises the best practical embodiment
of prohibition.
Rev. S. F. Wetherbee moved that the resolutions be laid on the table.
The yeas and
nays were called by Rev. Dr. Bashford. The
motion to lay the resolutions on the table
was

lost

on a

tie vote.

Yeas—Rev. Messrs. Adams, Bisby, Brown,Brag
don, Chandler, Freeman, W. S. Jones, Kimball,
Lapham, Patterson, Wetherbee, Trask, Turner
and Woodbury.
Nays—Rev. Messrs. Atkinson, Bashford, Barber, Berry, Collins, Hatch, Hamilton, T. F. Jones.
Morse, M linger, Pendexter, Parsons, Strout and
Waterhouse.

The question was then referred to the
June meeting, and on motion of Mr. Bashford was assigned the first place on the programme.
On motion

of Rev. M. C. Pendexter the
Association passed to topic 5, “Criticism
of the Monday Sermon,” by H. F. A. Patter-

at the City Hotel last night.
Mr. Horace M. Jordan, of theBoston press
is now in a fair way to recover from the sehe received last October. I or a
were

injuries

vere

time his ease was considered hopeless,
but last week Dr. Cowles of Somerville, reported a sudden and decided improvement.
The Young Men’s Christian Association of
for an extra lecture to
has

long

arranged

Augusta

W
be given in Granite Hall by .Hon.
Thomas, Jr., of Portland, ex-Minister to
the month of
Sweden, some time during

February.

W. A. Munn of Montreal, Gov. llobie of
Sir AmGorham, L. G■ Powers of Calais,
brose Shea of St. John, B. F. Rollins of
C. B. Howard of Chicago, G. C.

Plymouth,

Phillips and Moses R. Emerson of New
York, and J. B. Hosford of Haverhill were
at the Falmouth Hotel last night.
Mr. Ellery Chauncy Bartlett of Maine,who
was private secretary of Gov. Boutwell,
when the latter was Secretary of the Treasury, died recently at Los Angeles, and was
buried at Washington, D. C., yesterday. Mr.
Bartlett was born in Maine, though he lived
for some time in Chicago.
He was about 35
years old. By profession he was a stenographer, but had been regularly admitted to the
bar. He served as clerk of the Senate committee on the revision of the laws when Mr.
Boutwell was chairman; as clerk of one of
the investigating committees of 187G, and as
clerk of the counsel for the United States in
the French and American claims commission.
Two years ago lie was taken sick and went
away for his health.
Return of the Cadets.
The Portland Cadets returned last night at
about 8.30 o’cleck from their visit to Haverhill, Mass., and their march to the armory to
the stirring strains of Chandler’s band, was
made brilliant by colored fires set off by
friends, the display of Mr. Leavitt of the
Durant House being particularly fine.
All the members of the company and hon_•

i_1.1__UL

wiuiivdy

KVftwvuvi

>on

n*v

unite in pronouncing the trip a most enjoyable one. They were all treated by- their Haverhill friends in the best manner possible.
At the ball given by the Haverhill company Monday evening, the order of dances included only thirty-eight numbers, and consequently the “light fantastic” was tripped till
about 6 a. m. yesterday; a fine supper being
served at 1 a. m. in the armory.

Yesterday was spent in sight-seeing about
Haverhill, including a trip to the flooded dis-

excellent concert in
trict. Chandler gave
the afternoon at Hotel Webster and received
an

many compliments.
In speaking of the drill in City Hall, Monday night, the Haverhill Bulletin says:
Next came the gem of the occasion in shape of
a fancy manual to music by the drill squad of the
Cadets. Nothing of the kind could have been
more perfect in every movement, the men anticipating every vibration of the music as though
moved by machinery. It was the perfection of
human imitation.
The Laborer say's that “a better drilled
company than the Cadets never struck Ha-

verhill.”
The squad of nine of our police, under
command of officer Freeman T. Merrill,
looked splendidly in the procession, and
their movements were promptly executed.
All the boys were proud of “our guard.”
Sewer Assessments.
The Board of Mayor and Aldermen met
last evening to hear any persons who might

abatement of sewer assessments
aud to adopt the assessments for the yrear.
Mayor Deering presided, all the aldermen

desire

an

being present.

of Geo. W. Turner, asking for
of assessment on Chailes
an abatement
street sewer, of A. B. Russell and A. B. Stephenson for the residents of Walnut street,
asking for an abatement of assessments on
the sewer in that street, on the ground that
no assessment had been levied on forty feet
of the sewer, and of O. W. Emery, protesting against the assessment on the York street
sewer, were referred under the provisions of
the following order, which received a pasThe

cases

tions.
Patterson recommended that illustrations be drawn as far as possible from the
Bible.
Rev. J. B.
Topic 3 was then taken up.
Lapham read an essay, in which he exthe
days of
plained his belief that
Mr.

miracles were not passed, and that the children of God had the right to ask for bodily

healing.
During the

afternoon the association reinvitation to attend the address by
Miss Yates, from the North China mission,
before the auxiliary. A recess was voted and
the association attended in a body.

ceived

an

Rev. Ezra Tinker of North Conway preached an eloquent sermon at 7.30 o’clock on the
“Blessedness of Faitli without Sight.” John
xx. 29.
The meetings were well attended throughout the day. The remaining topics will be
taken up today as follows:
2—The necessity and utility of mutual co-opcr-

ation among itinerant ministers for the success of
their ministry. C. J. Clark, D. D., B. Freeman, E.
K. Colby and A. Turner.
4— A review of Dr. A. McKeown’s “Intermediate State'’, as per Zion’s Herald. C. F. Bisbee.
5— fo criticise the sermon of Tuesday evening.
A. Hatch.
G—The expediency of our employing a conference evangelist.
E. Martin. W. F. Berry, T. F.
Adams. J. II. Snow, and J. M. Woodbury.
7— wnitl means can we Desi; employ 10 mau our
young people to Christ? T. F. Jones, J. W. Bash-

ford, Howard Clifford, J. Cobb, P. Chandler and J.

A. Corey.
8— The best methods of conducting prayer meetings. C. Munger, G. W. Bunker, W. F. Marshall,
A. Hamilton, a. Cook, s. I). Brown, W. T. Merrill and M. B. Greenliaigli.
3:19-20. J. H. Trask.
6—Exercises of I.

tion lias been made, and which have not been adjusted by this board, be and the same are hereby
referred to the standing committee on drains and
sewers, with power to revise, increase or diminish same as in their judgment the case demands,
subject to the approval of the Mayor aud Aldt rtneu, and their ’decision in each case they shall
give, in writing, to the City Clerk, to be by him recorded and certified to the City Treasurer for collection.
An order was passed accepting the assessments with the above exceptions and certifymg them to the city treasurer tor collection.
The petition of B. W. True and others for
a sewer on Congress street was introduced
by Alderman Birnie and referred to the next

city government.
The Wlikado Tea
The novel entertainment given last evening by the ladies of the Congress Square
Annex, was enjoyed by a large number of

From 6 to 8 o’clock refreshments
were served by a number of young ladies attired in the becoming costumes of “the land
An entertainment then
of the Mikado.”
followed, of which the following is a pro-

people.

gramme :
Piano solo..Mikado Selection,
Mrs. Elmer Waterhouse.
Solo.Tit Willow,
Mr. Barnard.
Duet.Mikado Selections,
Mrs. Woodman and Miss Philbrook.
Duet.Stephanie Gavotte,
Mrs. Morrison and Miss Brown.
Before and after the musical part of the

entertainment tea was served by a charming
Yum-Yum in the person of Miss Carrie H.
Kilborn.
The entertainment was in every way a
most

unqualified

success.

Portland Exports.

During January there were exported from
this port to Europe, 197,472 bushels of Indian
corn, valued at $110,513; 91,000 pounds oatmeal valued at $1,800; 45 barrels of wheat
flour valued at $240. The total value of exports for the month was $112,553 against
$297,148 for 1885; and $255,948 for the seven
months ending January 31st, against $349,820 for the same time ending 1885. From the
Passamaquoddy district $198,900 pounds of
cotton, volued at $19,470 was exported in
January.
During January 2,100,358 pounds of bran
valued at $189,554 was exported; 5,000 pounds
pork valued at $570 ; 232,953 pounds of lard
valued at $17,702. The total value of these

products exported in January was $207,885
against $459,812 in same month 1885; and for
the three months ending January 31, 1885
was $520,091 agains $825,030 for same time
ending January 31,1885.
George W. Cable's Readings.
in the Stockbridge course Mr.
George W. Cable will give his first"reading in

Portland.

The following is the programme:
From “Old Creole Days.”

Jules St, Angc “makes the friendship” of Parson
Jones.
The Parson and Jules at the Bull King in the
Place

name.

session.
MISSIONARY MEETING.
The Auxiliary of the Women’s Foreign
Missionary Society belonging to Portland
held a meeting in the vestry at 2

District,

Mrs. Bashford presided.
p. m. yesterday.
A very interesting address was given by
Miss Yates, a Maine girl who has lately reChina,
turned from mission work in North
in a
The Ministerial Association attended
of
body by invitation of the ladies. A vote
thanks was offered by Rev. Dr. Bashford,
were continued in
after which the
meetings
separate sessions.
I he

Ocean Traffic.

steamship Oregon, of the Dominion
Line, left Ilalifax for this port at 9 o’clock
yesterday forenoon and will be due here at
about noon today. The steamer has 14 cabin
and 80 steerage passengers for this poit, and
a cargo of 2360 tons.

The Montreal, of the

line, from Liverpool direct with the cargo of the disabled
steamer Sarnia, will be due here in two or
three days.
The Polynesian, of the Allan Line,finished
taking her load of grain at the elevator yesterday and hauled around to receivo her
miscellaneous cargo. She sails Thursday.
same

Society of Art.
At a meeting of the board of management,
Society of Art, last evening, tbe following
committees were announced:
House—Cyrus F. Davis, SI. B. Gilbert, Mrs. J.

E. Blahou.
Membership—Charles G. Haines, M. B. Gilbert,
Charles F. Libby, James P. Baxter, Miss Inez A.
Blanchard.
Little,
Finance—Wm. E. Gould, Thomas J.
Fred’k H. Gerrisli.
F.
Kimball,
Library—F. A. Tompson, Chas.
Charles S'. Libby.
Hanging—Harry B. Brown, Charles F. Kimball,
John C. Stevens, James P. Baxter,Cyrus F. Davis,
Charles G. Haines.
Entertainment—John C. Stevens, George M.
Moore. Thomas J. Little, Sirs. L. T. Brown, Chas.
G. Haines.
The date of the spring exhibition was fixed
...

at

May

FOR

OR SALK-I have received a lot of the celeto
brated St. Andreasburg canaries. It will bethe
therbenefit of the purchaser to call soonAefore
a nice lot of male
Also
out.
best ones are picked
now is
and female canaries on hand for breeding ;
the time to buy. Also parrots, goldfinches, Japanon hand.
ese robins. Virginia nightingales, etc.,
PORTLAND BIRD STOKE._
SALE—To hang in the window, Christian earns; moral and instructive; sent anyAddress the FORT LAN u
where for 10 cents.
NOVELTY CO., P. O. Box 1539, Portland, Me.

F~

Cadies’ Unbleached Fleeced Hose, Full Fashioned, Extra Long, 31

FOR

Ladies'
Gossamers with
Children’s tine all wool Scarlet Drawers, half price, 50 cents.
Also balauce of goods left from Special Sales yesterday.

18-4

LET-House No. 259
1
Brackett St.. Cor. Carlton. Inquire of JOHN
p. HOBBS, 3 OMarket St._i tf
SALE OR TO

IXOR

FOIl SALE.

LESTER & ALLEN.

Saturday, says:
“Manager Parke’s theatre was packed by a
inueh-pleased audience last evening to witness
Lester & Allen’s excellent minstrel performance.
The company is without doubt one of the best ou
the road. It has been well selected and contains
some of the best known minstrel people in the
are
among whom
Billy Lester,
aul Allen, Frank Bell and Sheppard and Hal-

performance Is good.”

THE NEVADA CONCERT.

The tickets for the Nevada concert will be
ready Saturday, at Stockbridge’s. Speaking of
Nevada, the San Francisco Examiner says:
“She shakes out long trills with perfect freedom
and accuracy, and manages her pianissimos with
fine skill and unchanging purity of tone.”
DALY’S “VACATION."
This laughable comedy will be presented at
Portland Theatre the 24th and 20th inst.
SHAKSPEARK WATER-CURE.
The ladies and gentlemen of the New

Jerusalem Society who met with such success In this
laughable production some time ago, will present
it again at the vestry Thursday night. The idea
is that Shakspeare’s heroes and heroines meet at
a water-cure and the result Is something most
laughable. Everybody should "take it in.” A

correspondent says:
“Nothing has ever been given here by amateurs
more taking than the Shakspeare Water-Cure, recentlybrought out at the New Church vestry, on
New High street. Macbeth and Lady Macbeth,
Othello, Borneo and Juliet. Hamlet and Ophelia,
Shylock and Portia, brought down to modern life,
meetata water-cure, and the result is exceedingly
comic. The dialogue is very bright and the quoIt will be repeated, by
tations most happy.
special request, at she same place Thursday

STEAM

In

OR. HAM’S

IiWIGORATOR.

AROMATIC

sure cure for

Low Spirits, Dyspepsia. Nervousness, Heartburn,
Colic Pains.'Wind In the Stomach or Pains in the
Bowels, Headache, Drowsiness, Kidney
Complaints, Melancholy, Delirium Tremens and Intemperance.
As a Medicine it is quick and effectual; curing the
worst and most aggravated cases of Dyspepsia.
of
Kidney Complaints, and all other derangements
the Stomach and Bowels, in from four or live minutes to Twenty-Four hour*.
It will instantly revive the most melancholy and
drooping spirits, and restore the weak, feeble, nervous. and sickly to health, strength and vigor.
NIGHTLY DISSIPATION—Persons who, from
dissipating too much over night, feel the evil effects of the poisonous liquors in violent headaches,
Sickness at Stomach,Weakness,Giddiness, etc.,will
find that one dose will remove all bad feelings.
Ladies of weak and sickly constitution should take
the Invigohator three times per day; it will make
you strong, healthy and happy.
For sale by H. H. Hay Ac Hon, Cook, Everett & Peuuell, John W. Perkin*& €o >W.
W. Whipple Ac Co., K. L. Stan wood Ac Co.,
D. H. HAM Ac CO.,
Geo. C. Frye Ac Co.
54 Broad Street, BOSTON, HASS.
eodly
febl7

LCU1

Will repeat Ills Popular Lectures.

SUBJECT: The Brain is the Index of
Every Mental and Physical Condition.
Public examinations will conclude with the audience examining the skulls w'ith the symbols of accidents suffered iu life, and the disease that caused
DEATH.
Dr. Wilson's uoxtlecture, Feb. 17 th. Subject:
The Physical Condition of Development s of the
Motive Powers.—or The External Organs. He will
tell it ever strained by over taxation or not, or if
ever fractured or not,..if so, whether set properly

SAEE—Brick yard and farm containing

30 acres, 4 miles from Portland. Me.; 10
FOB
feet tide water at kiln; ground capacity, 1,000,-

not.
Hts last lecture Feb. 24th. Subject: The Immotlve Powers—or The Internal Organs, their Physical Condition of Developments, if diseased or not,

or

4

4

r,

of

explained,

be

LIBRARY

oovoritv

a

Hvtrvppf*

The two plays,—one given by tlie young ladies
and the other by the young gentlemen,—will be
quite novel and attractive. New York is about
erecting a maguilieent building for amateurs.
Cultivated home talent will soon lead Portland to
follow in the wake of the great metropolis.
Some of the best musical talent of the city will
grace the occasion. The many warm-hearted
Friends of the Sisters Dora will appreciate and
enjoy the entertainment,which promises so much.
NOTES.

Mr. James Gilbert, of the Gilbert Opera Company, has arranged to produce the new musical
comedy "Speculation,” in three acts, by Thomas
A special company
Addison and C. D. Blake.
will be organized. The route for the Gilbert Opera Company for the week is as follows: Brunswick. I7th; Skowhegan, 18th; Waterville, 19th;
Lewiston, 20th.

SUBURBAN NEWS.
SACCARAPPA.

The winter term of all the schools in this village
excepting the High School, closes during the preamt week. The public examination commenced
Tuesday and will continue throughout the week.
Mr. H. K. Greggs, supervisor, reports a prosperThe people of
ous term in all the departments.
Sacearappa and Cumberland Mills have just reason for the feelings of pride and satisfaction manifested in the high rank attained in the educational
departments.
The distribution of some $30,000 on the monthly pay roll at the Messrs. S. D. Warren A Co.’s
paper mills Monday, brightened the countenance*
of both the Jew and Gentile.
The
Changes in real estate have commenced.
rapid increase in population calls for building
A large number of new houses will lie
lots.
Messrs. Woodman
erected the coming summer.
and Kobinson are coutracting to build for several
narties. Mr. Woodman has commenced erecting
a line large dwelling tor nmisen.
Mr. George H. Raymond has sold his store on
Main street, now occupied by Messrs. Hawkcs &
The
Woodman, to Elias Clark of Bidueford.
building will be reconstructed and greatly im-

proved.

A supper was given to the children of the Salvation Army at Odd Fellows’ Hall Monday evening,
and the juveniles marched through the streets
with music and singing.
The traveling public will be pleased to know
that Mr. George S. Berry, the gentlemanly conductor on the Portland & Rochester road, has
recovered from his serious illness, by which he
has been confined to his home nearly four weeks,
and is again on duty. George has been kindly inquired after by his many friends while absent. of
Who shall be elected municipal officers
Westbrook? is the question before the people just
Town accounts are being adjusted, and the
now.
selectmen’s report will soon be presented to the
tax payers. The cost of building the new sewer,
willbe a large item in the bill of expenses, this
Kyear.
____________

000 brick per season; clay, sand and water close
at hand; plenty of wood can he bought at reasonadable prices near by. For further
17-1
dress J. WM. MERRILL, Falmouth, Me.

particulars,

will

the ease ever so complicated.

number of ladies and gentlemen In the city or country to take orders
for our work, can earn $3 to $10 a day; light, genteel employment. Call at once or address REED
&' CO., No. i) -Market Square. Portland. Me. 17-1

WANTED—A

HALL,Mechanic’Building.

leb!7__dtf

BENT—Gne of tlie most desirable loca'

wholesale Produce Businesstious for
FOB
BENJ. 8HAW>
Store No. 205 Commercial St.
a

48Va Exchange St.

ley of Umiugton.
In Monmouth, Feb.
East Livermore and

FOB

Monmouth.

DEATHS.

_

Photographer,

12, Mrs. Ruth Torrey, aged 84
years,—mother Dr. Horatio D. Torrey.
In South Gorham, Feb. 15, Mrs. Jennie B., wife
of Joseph S. Gustiu, aged 17 years 2 months.
on Thursday afternoon at 1 o’clock,
[Funeral
__D...dGt nimwd!
Uoiitli Hnvhsm

Naples,

Feb.
of

Get the Best

follow in buying a medicine, as
well as in everything else.
By the universal sat
isfaction It has given,and by the many remarkable
cures it has accomplished, Hood’s Sarsaparilla
has proven itself unequalled for building up and
strengthening the system, and for all diseases
arising from or promoted by impure blood. Do
not experiment with any unheard of and untried
article which you are told is "just as good,” but
be sure to get only

good motto to

a

Hood’s Sarsaparilla
“I can recommend Hood's Sarsaparilla to all as
It cured me of terrible
sure medicine.
headaches, and cured my little girl of swellings
in her neck which had been lanced twice.” Mrs.
F. E. Lord, Gates Avenue. Brooklyn, N. Y.
"I took Hood’s Sarsaparilla for general debility
and was wonderfully benefittea by it” J. P.
Johnson, Martin’s Ferry, O.
a

safe,

It is the Best
“I consider Hood’s Sarsaparilla the best inedl
It gives me an appetite and
cine I ever used.
refreshing sleep, and keeps the eold out.” John I
S. Fogg, lOG Spruce Street. Portland, Me.
“My wife thinks there is nothing like Hood’s
Sarsaparilla, and we are never without it In the
house.” F. H. Latimer. Syracuse, N. Y.
“I And Hood’s Sarsaparilla the best remedy.fer
M. H. Baxter,
impure blood I ever used.”
ticket agent, P. &. R. Rd., Bound Brook, H. J.

Hood’s

Sarsaparilla

Prepared
Sold by all druggists. $1; six for SB.
by 0.1. HOOD & CO., Apothecaries, Lowell,Mass.

100 Doses One Dollar
d&wlynrm
aprl

SICK HEADACHE!
~~lPo«itively Oared by*
ft k DTP D V 111680 L8tUo fms* B
units
tfXQ TheyalsovelieveDI**
Wnl *' “
tress

icnfir

III

I \S 5" K?
B w Eatfw
Esjg g e

from Dyspepsia*

Indigestion and Too*
Hearty Eating. A Der*
fret remedy for Dizzi*
ness, Hanses, Drowsl-ffi
ness, Bad Taste m
Mouth, l < ated Tongue
P a t n In Hie Bide, &ejSj!
They regnlate the Bow-KJ

tliuRi

Jg

IT 11

and prevent Coiieti-#?
nation audPiles.TAflEmalLstand easiest totake.|?i
Onlv one pill a dose. 40 in a Vial, Purely Veg-kj
n table.
Prloeffl aunts. 6 vials by rnatltOrtUlO
JEQlCINt CO,, rtop'rs, New Yjrk.
I

I

O&TYR

‘Is

board. 86

LET—Single
STREET, Cor. Gray St.9-1
TOSTATE
LET—Rooms at 72 FEDERAL ST.; hath
TOroom, hot and cold water._ J2*4
chambers over B. B.
LET—The
Co. For full particulars apTOtoFarnsworth &spacious
21-tf
TRUE & CO.
WOODMAN,

ply

For Rent.

Salem aud School Sts., 3d story flat,
4 rooms, 88.00 per months Including bebago. Inquire HOWES. HILTON & HARRIS.
dlw
feb!6

CORNER

514

AGENTS WANTED.
SALE-4850 will purchase Hat. Cup.
Trunk and Glove store In central location In
Boston' which Is doing a business of 810,000 per
year; run by present owner nearly eight years;
low rent.
Please investigate. POND A BRITTAN, 339 Washington St., Boston, Mass. 15-1
WANTED—To sell the best selllarge
ing household articles yet Invented; address
sure
to sell. For particulars
and
profits
R. M. GORDON, l.owlston, Maine._22-tf

FOB

—Agents:
with
AGENTSpopular
very

CONGRESS_ST.,

There is no need of tearing jorn
longs to pieces coughing, when a few
drops of Adamson’s Cough Balsam will

annual meeting of this association will
he held at Reception Hall, City Building.
SATURDAY, Feb. 27th, at 4 o’clock p. m. All
Persons conmembers are requested to attend.
tributing 31 to its funds are members of the assoTHOMAS
TASH,
Secretary.
ciation.
Februtary 16, 1886.feb!7dtd

THE

^

MILLETT& LITTLE.
Special Sale oft' Laces.
500 pieces Real Laees.
Torchon Laees, in 12 yard pieces, White
and Fancy Colored;
prices 16c, 17c,
20c, 22c, 25c, 30c, 83c, 37c, 40c, 44c,
50c per piece. Those Laces are warranted not to shrink in washing.
200 pieces Medici Laces; prices 12 l-2c,
All
18c, 25c, 37 l-2c, 50c per yard.

same.____17"1

new

s

1,00;
Mechanics’

Hall.___

I.ET—A convenient lower rent of six
rooms, at No. 07 Hanover St. Apply to
0-1
WM. M. MARKS. 97Vs Exchange St.

“One year ago I was apparently so far
life
gone with Consumption that my
seemed only a question of days rather
With my faith in the
than months.
ability of physicians to help me all gone,
I tried almost every known remedy,
with no apparent benefit. Finally, as a
last resort,I was induced to try Dr. R. C.
Flower’s Lung Cordial. The very first
dose gave me relief, and with the first
bottle I took a new lease of life, and I
can honestly say to-day that one spoonful of this remedy is worth more to the
sufferer from Lung troubles than a gallon of any other know n remedy. A bottle of it is now one of my choicest possessions, and at the first symptom or a
cough or cold I fly to it for the relief It
never fails to give.”

<ki)OK —TO KENT—Convenient tenement
for a small family, on May St., one
door from Spring St. M. G. PALMER.6-1

DIATi

X>Y the undersigned, on Wednesday, Feb. 10,
■ » 18«A m»:irT;<M)rurp’s Islands. Sunary Boxes,
wreck oi me
Casks, Cases, etc., supposed from thecan
have the
Steamer “Cambridge. The owners
same by proving property and paying charges.
H.
CARTER.
W.
Island,
Muscongus
Round Pond, P. O., Bristol, Feb. 11, 188b.
‘llw
feb!3

LET-From March 1, a pleasant rent of
seven rooms, with modern conveniences, at
27 State Street. Apply to A. G. DEWEY, 30 Ex-

TO

16-1

change Street.__

TO

TO

I.ET—Party Sleighs of all description on
Also single and
the most favorable terms.

Hacking promptly
double teams at short notice.
attended to. EASTMAN & GOODWIN, Robinson’s stable, 35 Green street.___38-4
I.ET—Second floor of building, Nos. 31 and
33 Pearl street, 65x70, light on 3 sides, elevator and steam beat and power if desired; also
third floor, 65x50. will be ready March 1st.
7-tf
MEGQUIER & JONES. No. 320 Fore St.

TO

LET-Joiner’s shop with three good benchInes, mortise machine and circular saw.
quire of A. K. 1\ LEIGHTON, 288 Commercial

TO

_4“

street.

__

j

B

■
■

JA
»

press16-1

man
none

dy manufactory,

apply.

to sell

applioffering bet-

our electric
are

few towns, We
WANTED—Agents
ances in
ter terms than
to smart,

205Mi Middle St., Portland.16-1
TIT ANTED—A good girl for general
▼
worK; reierences requireu. .enquire

CUMBERLAND

u8t

felilC

*|V

y

O

JPPk
JlL
f
K

Salt
Kheum, Canker, Erysipe-

Cancerous Humors,

y
y

las and Ulcers
Arc diseases In which Vegetivb
cures
performs more permanent
than any other medicine known.
Uo combination of plants, roots,
as
are
known
and herbs that

y
y

be

1

5

SCROFULOUS AND

STATE OF MAINE.

can
blood-pnrifying agents
is found in

*'

more

m

on

our

(

Price, 50

bousear

cents.

lstor4thpeodtf

You are Cordially Invited to Visit

hir

Geo. Pierce
feb5

«

wanted—with 3

or

makers wanted
C. M. WATERHOUSE, Mer-

WANTED—Experienced
immediately.

chant Tailor, Saccarappa.

coat

Me.__

44TTEAVEN.”—Anyone wishing for

a copy
the book above named, as advertised
hi the Morning Star,can obtain the same by calling
at 549 CONGRESS ST., Portland.12-1

of

flrst-class nurse
DANFORTH ST.12-1
situation by
WANTED—A
in all cases.
Enquire at

NEW BRANCH

Congress St.,

Opp. Preble House.

shall sell Colgate’s 25
To-day
cent Soaps at regular prices, but
shall give away with each 25 cent
cake one cake Turkish Bath, one
cake Pnrest White Castile, and one
cake choice from 3 kinds of soaps,
or one cake Shaving Soap may be
substituted for either of the three

BUJJU

MR. J. M.

PECK,

a thoroughly capable and practical Photographer
of large experience In all branches of the Art.

WANTED.—Ladles

ANTED—Every gentleman who has apiece
\ of cloth, or intends to buy such, to be made
into a nice spring suit, overcoat or pants, at a reasonable price, to go to FRED W. GROSSTUCK,
Tailor, 266 Middle St.10-2

W

situation by

WANTED—A
nurse;
objections to
city. Enquire

an

going

experienced
out

PLEASANT ST.

at No. 77

of the
10-2

EMPLOYMENT OFFICE.-Par-

NEW
ties wishing first class male

or female help
employment by calling at MRS. BEASLEY’S Office, corner Myrtle and Congress Sts.,
No. 385. Rooms 7 and 8 up one flight. None
9-1
but good help need apply.

can

find

to solicit orders for
••The Cyclopedia of Practical Information,”
complete in one volume, over 1,000 pages; an exhaustive summary of facts, useful, instructive,
entertaining. Published by D. Appleton & Co.
For full particulars, address J. E. MILLER, Supt.
of agencies for Maine and New Hampshire, 40

Exchange St.__9-1

a

STTIRTTF
PRUCE

GUM

FOR

MRS. A. B. POOLE,

COUGHS, COLDS, LOSS OF VOICE, HOASSBNESS,
BBCNCHIAL AND THBOAT AFFECTIONS.
The Gum which exudes from the Red Spruce tree
Is, without doubt, the most valuable native Gum for

Medicinal purposes.
Its remarkable power in relieving certain severe
forms of Bronchitis and Its almost specific effect In
curing obstinate hacking Coughs, Is now well known
to the public at large. In this Syrup (carefully prepared at low temperature), containing a large quansolution,
tity of the finest picked Gum in complete
and Anti-Spas; all the Tonic, Expectorant, Balsamic
modic effects of tne Red Spruce Guin are fully preserved. For sale ut all Drug Stores.

j

|

KEfORD IS

Death losses

and young

WANTED—Ladies

men

to

paid,

$7,892,511.71

■

Endowments paid.

3,140,251.90

■

5,592,112.84

Surrendered policies,

4,208,002.74

Dividends,.

PAYMENT

TOTAL
Policy-holders ot nearly
A

SHOWING

millions of

Twenty-one
lars, equal to
HUNDRED THOUSAND
SIXLARS, paid
policy-holders for each
existence.
the

to

dol-

DOL-

year ot

company's

PRESENT
ITS001.07,
while

ASSETS ARE *8,333,Its liabilities are only *5,-

•33,376.30.

THEREFORE A SURPLUS of
to the Massachusetts standard,
*733,300.00 by the New
York standard.
HAS
IT*400,000.00
according
and of

MUTUAL recognizing its mumost liberal company in its

UNION
THE
tuality, is the
with its

policy-holders.

dealings

POLICY CONTRACT is plain and
terms, and no chance

ITSdefinite in all its

misconception.

POLICIES ARE
INCONTESTARLE
Alter three years for any cause except fraud.

ITS

PAYS DEATH CLAIMS, WITHOUT
DISCOUNT, Immediately the proofs are complete and satisfactory, and without waiting 60, 90,

IT

any number of days.

on-

ISSUES

POLICIES

ITplans, and its

on

premium

all approved
plan

and

Adjusted
NON-FOKFKITUKE INVESTMENT PLAN
sseclal features of this company and issued by

are

none

other.

ADVANTAGES of this Company

THE
AGE.

EXPERIENCE,

are

FINAN-

STRONG

CIAL CONDITION, LARGE SURPLUS, EQUITABLE and ATTRACTIVE PLANS, and conservative management.

Call or send to any Agency Offlco for
of its plans.

a

circular

SIIMKINSON,

JAMES

MANAGER FOR MAINE AGENCIES,

Portland, Nlainc.
mar4

eodtf

deco-

Easirate Birthday and Easter Novelties.
ly learned; good prospects of steady employment

ATT ANTED—A male attendant for
Utoil

UCUUCUOUi

Apply by

letter to

Box

IVlWVlIVVd

S/A

an

aged

1V4UI1C%I.

830.__

2-1

ASK FOR THE

W. L. DOUGLAS
Best material, perfect fit, equals any *S or |6shoe:
every calr warranted. Take none nnleaa stamped

SCHOOL,— Anyone on Munjoy
Hill wishing to patronize a first class private
school for children, please address “E,” Press Office. Best of reference given.
_2-1

pleasing
WANTED—One
dress to canvass evenings
daytime for
of
intrinsic worth, self recommendor

SOLE

men

of

ad-

good

article

on

which from ten to twelve dollars per
by evening work alone. RefAddress, CALCIUM LIGHT,

week can he made
erence required.
Press

one to know that the elegant STEEL LINED LEATHEROID TRUNKS,
manluactured by the LEATIIEROIO MANUFACTURING CO., Kennebunk, Me., are the lightest
strongest and bests trunks in the world, wardrobe trunks for ladies and geutlemen; sample
trunks for commercial travellers, delivered anywhere in New England. Send for illustrated cir-

WANTED—Every

cular.

_JanlfidSm

person owning a piano to
know that all instruments under my exclusive care will be kept clean Inside, rendering
them less liable to become damages! by moths.
J. D. CHENEY, Piano and Organ Tuner. P. O.
address, Deering. Me. Order slate at Hon/e R. R.
Station, Portland, Me.
15-4

WANTED—Every

stenographer and
WANTED-Position
typewriter by a young lady of
experias

some

ence;

good references.

Address

“M,”

Press
6-1

PROPRIETORS,

Wanted.

KERRY, WATSON & CO.,

Wholesale Druggists, Montreal.
Factory- Bouses Point. Wholesale Warehouse:
22U State Street, Boston.

_eodlstordthp

janll

ICE FOLIAGE.

clos-

shoe stitchers, tampers,
EXPERIENCED
hut skilled hands
binders;
& CO.
ers

on

none

SHAW, CODING

need apply.
feblo

Some very Choice

F.

Subjects

at

and shoe salesman for the State of

A BOOT
Maine. To first class mau who has an
established trade that
tablished route and

High

St.
o

GRAND CLOSING OUT SALE of CHOICE CUTLERY at
<103 HUDDLE STREET,
MARCH
UNTIL
1st, 1886.
Having decided to close up my business In this
next *20 .lays sell my entire
Come early and secure great bar-

city I will for the
stock at cost.

gains.

I also take tills opportunity to thank my many
customers for previous patronage, and cordially
invite them to attend this closing out sale.

CHASTHEHR,

feblodltv

NO. *26.'! MIDDLE (STREET.
THE

NEW MODEL RANGE,
—

es-

he
can control, amounting from *60,000 to *100.000
per vear; liberal arrangements will be offered.
A. J. STEARNS,
None others need apply.
Wholesale Dealer in Boots and Shoes, 185 ConMass.
jan27d3w*
gress St., Boston,

eod3m

CUTLERY AT COST.

REV

an

DAVIS’,

610 Congress St., just above

jan!4__

15-lw

WANTED.
a

CYRUS

two

or

Office.

PRICE, 25 Cents per bottle.

PORTLAND,

St._9-2

oil clothing
Highest cash
or
immediately, MR. S.
price paid;
LEVY, 97 Middle St.. Portland. Me.9-1

1848.

Has had thirty-five years’ experience
I'M

east

buy SI,000
WANTED—To
furniture, &c., of all kinds.
address
call

IN

Office._6-1

OF RED

feblB_

who wants his
or cleansed to
price, to go to

FRED W. GROSSTUCK. 266 Middle

ing, and

GRAY’S

EVERY OTHER WEEK FROM JM’Y 4tji.

to know that Mrs. Dr.
Sherman still remains at 42 South street, in
treatment of corns, outgrowing Joints and ingrowing nails. Outgrowing joints a specialty. Will
call at residence if desired without extra charge.
Corns removed for 25 cents.10-1

an

MOTTO:—Good Work at Moderate Cost.

RINES BROS.

OB6AIUZED

PRIVATE

V IS 1U11 U1

tlec2AIM:—To Please.eodtf

58 BROWN STREET,

in a retail grocery
Address Y.,
This Office.11-1
to work

boy
WANTED.—A
store, age from 14 to 17 years.

and fair wages. Material furnished, and all work
mailed post paid. For full information address
Decorativk Art Works, 7 Exchange Place,
TuTh&S12t-feb4
Boston. Mass. P. O. Box 5148.

This new and beautiful Studio has just been
fitted with all the new and Latest Improvements
for the greater perfection of our art, and possesses probably the largest and finest skylight north
of Boston. These rooms are under the personal

away.

—

Portland.^

new,

we

WILL BE AT

WANTED—A

gentleman
WANTED—Every
old overcoat or suit repaired
at
reasonable
look like

3 SOAPS GIVEN I Photograph Studio,

—

child to board, baby preferred,
by a widow lady, residing at Falmouth
For further
best
of references.
Foreside, Maine;
particulars, address A. B.. Box 1437,

for
and a
HEADmonopoly;
QUARTERS. Press Office.9-1

Co., SO Hanover St., Boston*
FM W&wly 1 stor4thpnrra

METAPHYSICIAN !

store 227

MAINE.

OF

1176, City.

new

ONE SOLD.

LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY,

|13-1

canvassers

478 1-2

Union Mutual

*

first-class
WANTED-Two
local work. Something entirely
Address
liberal terms.

Mil!

^

THE

clerk
Drug
years experience in the wholesale Drug and
P. O. BOX
Faint business.

WANTED—Situation

LWer»
4-C_I.-*-

BOSTON, MASS.

go
provide
••Steel Lined Leatheroid Trunk” and have their
Send for
apparel taken safely without mussing.
LEATHEROID
illustrated circular to the
febl5-3m
MANUE’G CO., Kennebunk, Me.

by an English servant
girl as waitress in a private family; flrstclass codk furnished, and girls for general housework. Apply to MRS. PALMER. 228% Middle St.,
A first-class employover M. U. Palmer's store.
ment office.
_9-1

CoatCore Headache, Sldeache, BillonBneee,
ed Tongne, Bad Taste In the Mouth, ho griping
all
paine. no calomel. 25 cents; 5 boxc6, $1.00. By

FLOWER MEDIGINE COMPANY,

*o»

MAURICE BAKER & CO., Portland, Me. WANTED—Canvassers
jan2'J

panies each bottle.

or

no

of

AH Druggists.

and

Price $1.00 per bottle. A copy
of Dr. Flower’s Rules for the
Treatment of Consumption accom-

about to

lady

Notary

perfect thaa
2 mi}
nl&iQ
Vegetine, and no medicine can be
care. Its
jefig'-s, S C* prepared with greater
L*
Sr
Immense sneoess in the cure of
001 V blood diseases is the best evU
dcnce of its real merit. When
5f/* a medicine will cure cases of
oKW,
Scrofula of twenty years
“
v
S »Wf I
standing, there can be little
**
g; .•*
doubt of its medicinal power.
V This has been done by Vegetine
GJ^1
—-Mkx
repeatedly. When yon find a
remedy that will renew the acid condition of the blood
and drive rheumatic pain from the
a
should have conscience in it. Yon have, snch remedy
to
In Vegetine, and we can fbmish abundant evidence
prove the truth of this statement.

5 Ci

COUGHS, COLDS,

rival for

a

BRONCHITIS, ASTHMA,
CONSUMPTION.

ST._16-1

every
on a .tourney,

Cumberland. J
On tnis twentieth day of January. 1886, at Portland, personallyappeared John Bennett, Master
of Str. Franconia, and made oath that the above
statement by him signed is true, before me,
Public.
LEWIS B. SMITH,

County

out

marry,
oentleman Intending to
WANTED—Every
lady
themselves with a
to

The steamer Franconia of the Portland and New
York line makes weekly trips between the above
named ports the year round. Capt. Bennett, the
commander, has followed the sea for many years,
and enjoy* the highest respect of all who know
him both as a skilful navigator and a man whose
integrity is beyond question. He makes the following voluntary statement of an experience during a recent passage.
“On my last trip from New York to Portland
one of my men sent for me after being sick thirty
hours. I feared he had a fatal case of dypbtheria.
His throat was inflamed and covered witl. white
patches. He could hardly breathe, and to get
I commenced
.breath he vomited bloody matter.
using Baker’s Great American Specific, and after
using two bottles he was entirely cured and at
work about the ship. Had not the Specific been on
board ready for use I don’t think lie could have
lived till the vessel reached port.
JOHN BENNETT,
Master Steamer Franconia.

MILLETT& LITTLE.

REMEDY HAS
KNOWN TO DO.

Portland St.16-1

No. 7

a

season.

AS NO
EVER BEEN
It stands with',

germ of CONSUMPTION

to 18, to

from 15

a

Sea.

Detail* of n Thrilling Eiperience
Illenk Coast in Winter.

nuestion

without

but witn the best of
WANTED-Young
learn the trade;
D. RAY FROHOC'K, Canneed

references

ever,
energetic ladtes or
gentlemen; will pay good agents salary and commission, write at once to GEO. HOWE & CO.,

g
g

at

Suffering

the
most wonderful Lung remedy ever
It eradicates the
discovered.
is

situation by ayouugman that
is a good penman and lias had three years
experience In keeping books by single entry; best
of references given. Address BOX 1713. 16-2

XX

Of

COR-

DR. FLOWER’S LUNG

WANTED—A

w

A TERRIBLE TALE

A full line of Oriental Laces in Flouncing aud Web:
Black Beaded Laces,
Black Spanish Laces,
Black Spanish Gimpure,
Black French Laces,
Black Chantilly Laces,
Black Beaded Gimps.
We shall receive the first of the week
a full line of Black Beaded Fronts and
Panels, and Vests, which are used this

given

LET.

TO

in some manuAddress with
Office. 16-2
This
particulars, PRESCRIPTION,

feb6eod&eownrmlv

$1.25.

ibllUti]

ADRIFT.

UP

PICKED

Address,

,,

CHAS. A. CABRERA, 32 Hawley Street,
Boston, Mass., writes:

store

patterns.

s

Gallery, 518 Congress St.,

D—At Harris’

the place to get 2 elegant cabinet photos for
1X0UN
also lessons in the art to pupils. Opposite

-Apothecary
WANTED
facturing city in this state.

85c.,75e.^

25 pieces Yalencienes Laces, 5e np to 50c
per yard.
600 pieces Fancy Cotton Laces, White
and Fancy Colors, all neiv and fashionable for trimming the Spring Cotton
Fabrics.
We also offer some very line imitation of
Point Laces at 62c. 75c, 81.00 and

WHEN THE DOCTORS COULD

LOST—Will

first-class

J3

Druggists, Proprietors,
343 4th AV., N.Y. Price, 10c.,

Consumption
Conquered !
DO NO MORE.

TAILOB8—Wanted;
at BOND’S, 228 Middle St.
TOman

B

LACES.

money In It; an article
ladies; enclose stamp.

1

WANTED.

relieve you. We have tried it and havo
found nothing like it
W. T. GILMAN, Houlton, Mo.
Adamson’s Botanic Cough lialsam
is constantly gaining favor as a speedy relief
and permanent cure for coughs, colds and kindred diseases. A. 11. LEWIS, East Boston,
BS^Tho astonishing success of
Adamson's Botanic Cough Bdsam, and
the unparalleled sale, are sufficient evidence of its superiority over all other
nm.'k and
J
rDTTitfdifift for com'lis. colds.
H
all lung complaints.
—N. Y. Christian Advocate.
One of the most efficacious of cures
H
forcoutrbs, colds and consumption is AdamSeveral parties with
ffl son’s Botanic Balsam.
K whom we are acquainted, among them tmployesof our own office, have used it with exceedingly beneficial results.—Boston Pilot.
“My Husband had a cold on
bisluuas and alter using Adamson’i
Balsam lie was relieved and finally
cured. No one should be without it, xcr
its curative properties aro certainly wonderful.”
mbs. H. C. Somers, Hotel
Effingham, 1,435 Broadway, New York.
I regard Adamson’s Botanic Cough
Balaam the best made.
W. W. Perry, Camden, Me.
I consider Adamson’s Botanic
Cough Balsam the very best tiling in the
market for colds, coughs, etc. My long
experience in dealing in medicine proves
it to bo so. BEN J. SMITH, Bingham, Mo.
Beware of imitationsI See that tko name of
m F. W. KINSMAJ4 is blown in the glass of the
%bottle.
F. W. KINSMAN 6c CO.*

LengfelliAV Statue' Association.

m-L.,

the party that took the bundle
A. JU
containing two small hats from
the
GOULD’S, Monday afternoon, kindly return

STORE

AA'e guarantee finest of work, both in Plain and
Colored Photographs, at most reasonable rates.
Call and s ee onr mammoth show of Large Plain
febl7dtf
Photographs.

C. IV. ALLEN
dtf

BAILEY.
marl4

LOST AND FOUND.

No. 41 Free St., recently occupied by
W. A. Taylor, Free St. Market, Apply to
iebOdtf
ANDREW MU1.N1X, 109 Centre St.

Portland.

Turner’s Island.
In

Salesroom 18 Exchange Street.
F. O.

t. DAiVl-M»

To JLet.

SBO £

In Deering, Feb. 15, Mrs. Rebecca S. Libby,
widow of the late Storer Libby, aged 73 years.
[Funeral this Wednesday afternoon at 2.30 o’clk
from the Pine Street Church. Friends are invited
to attend.
At Turner’s Island. Feb. 1C, Mrs. Sally tVarren,
widow of the late John Warren of South Berwick,
aged 89 years 0 months 16 days.
[Funeral on Thursday afternoon at 2 o'clock,
from the residence of her son, Ira T. Warren, at

Auctioneers and Commission Merchants

d3m

Sneo. Maiue.

_

ffTWiil
Wm

9, George H. Hammond of
Miss Nellie E. Gordon of

_17-1

BENT—Store No. 32 Market, suitable
for the retail Provision or Produce Business.
BENJ. SHAW. 48Va Exchange St.17-1

MARRIAGES.
In this city. Feb. 15, by Rev. L. H. Hallock,
Melvin D. Stockman and MiSB Mary E. Colby of
Portland.
In Naples, Feb. 13, by Rev. John Gibson, Geo.
E. Anderson of Sebago and Miss Addle II. Pugs-

X

Notice

DR. WILSON,

be

W SJ

is hebeby given, that
been duly appointed
the subscriber has
and takeu upon himself the trust of Admimstrar
tor of the estate of
MARY F. CROCKER, late of Silver Cliff, Colorado,
deceased, who died leaving estate to be administered in the County of Cumberland, and
given bonds as the law directs. All persons
dehaving demands upon the_ estate of said
ceased, are required to exhibit the same; and all
are called upon to
estate
to
said
Indebted
persons
make payment to
GEORGE E. ADAMS, of Dixmont, Me., Adm’r.
Portland, Feb. 12tli, 1880. febl7dlaw3w*W

__

it

Insolvency.

Court of Insolvency for the County of Cumberland,
State of Maine.
February 16. A. D. 1886.
In case of WILLIAM F. BRAGDON, Insolvent
Debtor.
rnHIS is to give notice, that'ontho sixteenth day
D. 1886, a Warrant m InsolA.
of
X
February,
vency was issued by Henry C. Peabody, Judge ol
for said County of Cumof
Insolvency
the Court
berland, against the estate of said
WILLIAM F. BRAGDON, of We3tbrook,
adjudged to be an Insolvent Debtor, on petition
of said Debtor, which petition was filed on the
1886, to
sixteenth day of February, A. D.
which date interest on claims is to be computed.
That the payment of any debts to or by said
Debtor, and the transfer and delivery of any property by him are forbidden by law.
That a meeting of the Creditors of said Debtor,
to prove their debts and choose one or more assignees of his estate, will be held at a Court of
Insolvency to be holden at Probate Court Room in
said Portland, on the first day of March,
A. D. 1886, at ten o’clock in the forenoon.
Given under my hand the date first above writH. R. SARGENT,
{gQ
Deputy Sheriff, as Messenger of the Court of Insolvency for said County of Cumberland.

SISTERS DORA ENTERTAINMENT',

men.

F. O. BAILEY & CO.

J. W. BEATTY & CO.,

evening.”

All true lovers of the drama may secure a feast
by patronizing the little French play to be given
by the Sisters Dora tomorrow evening. The wellknown dramatic taste of the translator will insure all the sparkling wit and brightness of tlio
original, while the very efficient tiaining has prepared the young Sisters to give a line rendering
of the brilliant play. A number of the younger
members of the Young Men’s Christian Association have kindly offered their new play. It has
been given onco in this city with marked success.
Each character is web sustained,especially
the ladies’ parts as taken by the young gentle-

tackle, apparel and furniture. Terms cash. Boats
leave Custom House Wharf at 2.15 on day of sale.
F. O. BAILEY A CO., Auctioneer*.
<14t
feb!7

AGENTS

TANNERY, in first-class order,
with old established Belting and Supply
reatrade, a safe and profitable investment. Only
son for selling, to close an estate.
novl4

in.,

now

SALE.—Two young bears, two weeks
old drink milk freely and can be t aken at any
f»
time. C. B. DALTON, 27 Preble St.

Men's heavy Merino Shirts and Drawers, all sizes, 33 cents.
Boys’ Blue Clouded Drawers, 17 cents.
Boys’ Rubber Coats, 50 cents,
Silk Umbrellas, Silver Handle, $3.50.
Infants' 3-4 Black Cashmere Hose, 35 cents.
Children’s Heavy Hose made from Scotch Iron larn, 15, 30 and

Cen!fadie*’ Electric
English Cashmere Hose, in rich shades of Oar net, 50 cents.
reinforced shoulders, $1.35.

_151

Peering.

front room with

The Pittsburg Chronicle, speaking of this minstrel company, which will appear at City Hall,

on

u.

SPECIALTIES FOR TO-DAY.

at

Feb. 20th,

sale—Pure
shall sell
SATURDAY.
at Kou.e I*Ism
WE 2.30
o’clock
at CHARLES E. GOULD’S, Nason’s Corner,
For
where she
lies, tne Schooner ft aper with all

ROOMS TO LET.

Another well-pleased and largo audience witnessed the play of “Nordeck” at Portland Theatre last night, and Mr. Mayo is to be congratulated ou the clean and interesting drama he has
added to the stage. The performance was, if anything, smoother and better than the uicht previous. Only one more opportunity remains to enjoy this dramatic treat.

3d to 15th inclusive.

Real Estate Transfers.
estate in
Tiie following transfers of real
at the Regisrecorded
been
have
this county
try of Deeds:
and StaDeering—D. W. Hawkes to Kennard
ples, land. sx and other considerations.
G.
Daniel
and
Westbrook-Jobn C. Knight
8800
Hayes to Walter V. Knight, land. C»60.
A. vvaae,
to
Hicks
T.
Freeport—James
land with buildings. §700.

Light Brahma Cockerels,

NORDECK.

—*ifOTE.—These

Musical Interludes are quite
distinct from the music of the Creole slaves with
which Mr. Cable has already made the world acquainted. Thev are composed specially for this
programme, and are based upon themes procured
the
by Mr. Cable among the Louisiana Acadians,
music of their contra dances.

SALE-A two horse power engine and
SCHOONER REAPER
inquire of H. H.
boiler; cheap for cash,
FOR
BY AUCTION.
224 Federal St., City.16-1
YORK,

MUSIC AND DRAMA.

frofession,
lam. Their

AUCTION BALES.

FOR SALE.

Capital, $500,000; paid in, nothing.

Congo.

Musical Interlude.*
M. St. Ange liberates the Parson from the Calaboose.
The Parting at the Bayou St. John.
Musical Interlude.
From “Dr. Sevier.”
Kichling, Kate and Itistofajo.
The Widow Kiley changes her nund and her

ADVERTISEMENTS,_

Treasurer—Charles H. Welch.
Directors—Charles F. Spear, Charles II. W elch,
Byron A. Osgood.

Is

Tonight

NEW

Reversible Motor Company.
Tlie Reversible Motor Company baa been
organized w ith the following officers:
President—Charles F. Spear.

Ordered, that all assessments on the sewers
constructed during the past year to which objec-

Peter,

C. Mun10—Madam Jezebel and lier friends.
ger.
Sessious at 9 a. m. and 2 p. m. No evening

Advertiser :
1 notice in the daily papers this morning
that I have been nominated on the temperI alance ticket as alderman for Ward !.
ways have been a Democrat and shall suptheir
this
nominations
spring.
port
Jerome Rumbbt.
Feb. 1C, 1880.
Me.,
Portland,
To the Editor of the Press:
I notice by the morning papers that my
name lias been mentioned as candidate for
councilman from Ward 3 on the Temperance ticket. I respectfully decline the nomination.
Augustus B. Brown.

sage:

son.

The criticism was favorable on the, whole,
the ehief fault being the profuse illustra-

Decline to 8erve.
To the Editor of ths Press:
I »ee by the morning paper that at the
Temperance Party's meeting last evening
Mr. B. M. Eastman was nominated as aiderman for Ward 7. Mr. Eastman is at present
return beaway from the city and will not
fore
April, ana as the nomination
was made without his knowledge, or implied
consent, I feel it my duty to say that he will
F. E. Eastman.
decline to serve.
The following appeared in last evening’s

PATENT
—

SOLD ONLY

TENNEY
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CRATE.
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&
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DUNHAM,

